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The WEMW international committee 
led by Danijel Hocevar (VerTigo) and 
Leena Pasanen (BiografiLm fesTiVaL), 
and composed by manuela Buono 
(sLingsHoT fiLms), Didar Domehri 
(maneki fiLms), alessandro gropplero 
(WemW), marcin Luczaj (neW euroPe 
fiLm saLes) and Jozko rutar (sPok 
fiLms/Cee animaTion WorksHoP) has 
selected 22 projects in development from 
17 different countries. 
The 2020 final line-up includes 12 fiction 
feature films and 10 documentaries 
selected amongst 338 applications from 
55 territories. 

The WEMW 2020 jury, including marjorie 
Bendeck (ConneCTing CoTTBus), Tobias 
Pausinger (THe maTCH faCTorY) and 
federico Pedroni (rai Cinema) will deliver 
the Film Center Serbia Development Award, 
Flow Postproduction Award and Cannes 
Producers Network Prize. 

along these awards, EAVE will give away 
a scholarship for the Producers Workshop 
and the european Women’s audiovisual 
network will deliver the EWA Network 
Best Woman Director Award.  moreover, all 
fiction projects will be in the running for the 
Pop Up Film Residency Award.
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 LOGLINE 
This film is an attempt to find out a moment 
in time when my mom was on the verge of 
death. Through the pathology department, 
where she works, i embark upon a journey 
through my childhood memories.

 SYNOPSIS 
The film is set in the Department of Pathol-
ogy and the morgue, it is a journey through 
which i have to find a lost treasure - a 
memory of a difficult time from my child-
hood, when my mother was on the verge 
of death.
opening one door after another, i plunge 
into diverse moments of tranquility and 
manic energy. i get to know the inhabitants 
of the building, and begin to understand 
their secrets.
Doctors here peer at people, encased in 
small glass rectangles, through their micro-
scopes. an individual life often depends on 
their diagnosis.
This building beckons me with its secrets. 
some objects - an old, 70-kg camera as 
well as an anatomical museum forgotten in 
the attic - implant thoughts about how im-
portant memories are as well as the ques-
tion about the way in which we stay in the 
memories after we are gone?

CONtaCt dEtaILS
real Pictures 
kyiv, ukraine
regina@realpictures.com.ua

GENrE 
Documentary

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
olga Chernykh

PrOduCEr 
regina maryanovska Davidzon

BudGEt 
€ 74.774 (€ 7.774 in place)

COMPaNY
real Pictures 

LOOkING fOr
financing, sales agents, festivals

PrOjECt StatuS
early development

as in a gallery, i go with this camera through 
a series of days, events and meet people. 
i look at their faces, and naturally, take a 
picture to remember them. 
mom is the head of the department. all 
the roads lead to her office. she is full of 
vital energy and is a bridge between peo-
ple. While observing her work, the life of 
the building and discovering its secrets, i 
think about that time in my childhood when 
my mother was not around. memory is 
fragmented, and part of my family archive 
has been irretrievably lost. But the more i 
visit my mother at work and get to know 
her, the better i understand that stubborn 
daily resistance to death is familiar to her 
firsthand.
i emerge from this journey knowing that 
she has found a way to live.
my journey begins with a child's curiosity, 
and ends with a whole series of discoveries, 
revelations, as well as a set of pictures and 
recovered memory gaps. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
one of the ways to talk about death is in op-
posing it to everyday life. in our society the 
topic of death remains a social taboo and 
there is a lot of prejudices around it. 
How do people who face death on a daily 
basis manage to find a way to accept it? 
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This film offers an opportunity to look at 
this issue from their point of view.
The film is to be structured in a way of walk-
ing through the building while exploring its 
secrets as if floating through a gallery. We 
pass through it while opening one door af-
ter another and peering inside. There is no 
guide, only rare hints and sometimes the 
inhabitants of the building themselves will 
become guides and answering question. The 
film is narrated from the author's perspective 
– my perspective and with my own voice.
The film is to be based in fluid movement 
thorough several stages and shift from the 
general to the personal. all episodes will 
structurally resemble a spiral that unwinds 
outwardly from the outer circle into a small, 
inner and personal one.
my journey is enriched by an old photo 
camera, that i have found in the basement. 
and despite its weight and size, it takes 
amazing and lovely pictures. i begin to used 
it to catalogue my memories of this journey 
and the people around me. Perhaps this 
journey through my mother’s workplace is 
also a journey into my childhood. a journey 
into a difficult and half remembered period 
of my life that could have also easily be-
come a moment of irrevocable loss.
i constantly return to my mother's office, 
but i do so armed with new knowledge 
and at every stage of the process i take 

a photograph. 
at each stage there is a person whom i 
meet who brings me closer to understand-
ing what the fear of death truly is and how 
one is to deal with it. What is like to live so 
close to death? 

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
real Pictures is an ukrainian film com-
pany, established in 2019 by regina 
maryanovska-Davidzon and oleksiy gla-
dushevskyy. our core team consists of two 
producers, who have cumulatively more 
than 10 years in the film industry both in 
ukraine and internationally. our mission is 
to create international quality films and me-
dia content, which will inspire the viewers 
for positive changes. 
Before forming their own company both 
producers worked on:

The first swallows, 2019, TV series
Victor_robot, 2019, feature animation
olma Djon, 2018
medea, 2018
Liza's story, 2018
5th Therapy, 2017
my mermaid, my Lorelai, 2014
The Way Home, 2011
forgotten fall, 2009 

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
regina maryanovska-Davidzon was born in 
odessa.
she is a producer, cultural project manag-
er, as well as being co-founder and editor 
of The odessa review. she holds a Ba in 
maritime Transport administration from the 
odessa national maritime university, and 
an ma in documentary filmmaking from 
university Paris 8 (2010).
regina maryanovska-Davidzon has carried 
out production and service projects in vari-
ous countries, including france, Poland, 
israel and the usa.
recently she was associate producer of the
ukrainian animated feature film “Victor 
robot” (directed by anatoly Lavrenishyn) 
and the kazakh-french production “olma 
Djon”(directed by Victoria Yakubov).

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
olga Chernykh was born in Donetsk in 
1990. in 2017 she graduated with an ma 
from the kyiv national i.k. karpenko -karyi 
university where she studied in the Cin-
ematography department.
she has taken part in numerous workshops 
and residency programs including the “ar-
istoteles Workshop” in romania and “Cin-
emaambulante” residency in italy and in 
the international “Papaya Young Directors” 
competition in Poland.
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 LOGLINE 
a small town in the dead of a recessive 
winter: the frozen lake at the center of the 
snowy landscape is the melancholic envi-
ronment where oliver and Laura's young 
love feels protected. But soon the ice starts 
to crack.

 SYNOPSIS 
oLiVer and Laura are in love. They protect 
each other from the sadness around them: a 
small industrial town in the middle of winter, 
people are trying to escape the place. But to-
gether, the two young people feel invincible 
and they think their love is immortal. 
for Laura, sounds often turn into songs: 
she ceases every little occasion to sing 
around playfully. The frozen lake at the 
center of the town’s snowy landscape is the 
melancholic and fragile environment where 
their love feels at home. They test its solid-
ity dancing and singing on the icy surface, 
looking out for the possible cracks. 
But lately Laura finds always less inspira-
tion for music as a type of ghostly silence 
has befallen the town around them. The 
unusual scenes which she and oliver catch 
with their camera during their daily strolls, 
strengthen the feeling that something is 
wrong with the place. 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
Chromosom film 
Berlin, germany
roxana@chromosom-film.de

GENrE 
fiction

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
sara summa

PrOduCErS 
roxana richters, Lisa roling

BudGEt 
€ 1.550.000 (€ 95.500 in place)

COMPaNY
Chromosom film 

LOOkING fOr
Co-producers, financing, sales 
agents, festivals

PrOjECt StatuS
early development (first script draft)

slowly Laura is also changing - just as if 
she too had been infected by the strange 
atmosphere of the town. and soon the ice 
starts thinning down for the young couple. 
Laura withdraws more and more - until eve-
rything breaks apart. after a strange even-
ing at the local pub, Laura breaks up with 
oliver without a word of explanation and he 
sinks into a state of deep depression. 
Could the creeping fear that is tearing the 
people of the town apart also have affect-
ed Laura and torn her away? oliver has to 
build up a new strength in order to get the 
music he misses so much back into his life. 
a musical story about love and hope, 
amidst the frozen landscape of a world 
where individualism and social hardship 
prevail under the smooth icy surface. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
a safe Place is a tragic love story with a 
genre edge that works as an allegory for a 
world where fear of the other has taken over. 
it’s a reflection on creeping individualism in 
a society atomized by the competition of the 
job market and the cult of the self. 
The atmosphere starts off intimate and 
lyrical. it’s a character-focused musical 
that takes place in a winter wonderland 
whose bright surface barely conceals an 
eerie darkness. The first part portrays the 
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love story in all its freshness and sincerity. 
Then the breakup happens and the bubble 
breaks.
The film sobers up as the town and its peo-
ple reveal themselves more clearly and the 
monster of unemployment is exposed. The 
winter wonderland turns out to be a gray 
and frozen industrial town in the recessive 
winter; like a sickness, fear has taken over.
up until today small town factories have 
been shutting down across europe, leaving 
many people out of work in places whose 
identity had to be redefined. This and the 
global political situation (Brexit, Trump, 
general rise of extreme right wing parties), 
which reflects the deep-rooted feeling of 
insecurity, fear and defiance that people 
have been nurturing, are a broad influence 
for the film’s backdrop.
The film i envision is lyrical, suspenseful 
and full of youthful freshness, yet man-
ages to create a crisp image of the underly-
ing tensions contemporary society suffers 
from. By following the dramaturgical out-
line of a contagion movie (fear epidemic), 
the love story meets the story of a time in 
which people lack the basic security they 
need to be compassionate and generous, 
because everything they have relied on has 
been repeatedly destroyed. at its heart, the 
story investigates how people’s social real-

ity is intricately linked to and influences the 
personal sphere, even down to the most 
intimate emotional level.
i will be mixing love story, genre film and 
social critique in an effort to make a lively 
and emotional portrait that talks to people 
about our society. 

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Chromosom film was founded in 2006 by 
alexander Wadouh and is based in Berlin.
We focus on developing and producing 
national and international fiction and docu-
mentary films with a political attitude and 
zeitgeist. The great success of Jan-ole 
gerster’s oH BoY (6x german film award 
Winner) and the enormous international 
festival feedback for noaz Deshe’s WHiTe 
sHaDoW and gabrielle Brady’s isLanD 
of THe HungrY gHosTs pave the way 
for courageous films with a strong own 
voice and attitude.
our ambition is to tell stories that touch the 
audience on a deeper level, reaching be-
yond the screen. We are convinced that the 
medium film can be an effective contribu-
tor to social discourses and needs to stead-
ily reinvent itself as an art form.
Together with our team and our partners, we 
value long-term collaborations on eye level.
The individual idea of each film creates 

unique needs. our passion is to invent a 
tailor-made way for each one of them. 
Looking at financing and production, as 
well as on distribution, we therefore work 
together with traditional partners, while at 
the same time being open to alternative, 
creative and new paths. 

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
roxana richters is a Producer at Chromo-
som film. she studied film- and Dram-
astudies at the freie universität Berlin and 
the Trinity College Dublin, as well as film 
producing at the german film- and Televi-
sion academy Berlin (dffb) and the Colum-
bia university new York. During her stud-
ies, she worked for the production company 
ufa fiCTion. in 2015, she received the 
scholarship by the "Verwertungsgesells-
chaft der film- und fernsehproduzenten". 
in 2019 she participated in the Berlinale 
Talents Program.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
sara summa was born in an italian fam-
ily in france. she has collaborated on 
many film and theater projects since her 
early childhood. in 2011 she completed a 
master’s degree in film for which she stud-
ied between france, italy and the usa at 
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universities including La sorbonne, Brown 
university and the rhode island school of 
Design. since 2013 she has been studying 
directing at the german film and Television 
academy Berlin (DffB).
after many short films, for which she 
amongst other things won funding by Dfa, 
rBB, etc, her first feature "The Last to see 
Them" premiered at the 69th Berlinale 
before going on to many more renowned 
festivals worldwide (eg: afi fest La, fiCCi, 
Vancouver international film festival, etc) 
and winning awards for Best feature and 
Best directing.
in 2020 she receives the german script 
funding from Bkm for the development of 
her feature debut "a safe Place".
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 LOGLINE 
miLa (19) joins the new experimental 
swimming school. The accidental death 
of her teammate alter the course of events 
and reveal corruption schemes, doping 
and controversial relationships.

 SYNOPSIS 
a Winner is seen from the start” – that’s 
what miLa (19) hears when she gets last to 
the finish at the swimming competition. it’s a 
new private experimental swimming school 
that she just joined. she doesn’t have big 
sport ambitions, but enjoys the company 
of her new friends. However, things take 
an unexpected turn, after one of the lead 
swimmers dies in the night illegal party and 
another one gets expelled from the team for 
drugs consumption. mila gets into the team 
and after some effort starts to succeed. 
However, after her controversial relationship 
with the school’s investor get revealed, her 
position in the team gets shaken. The girls 
start to suspect that the death of their friend 
and the elimination of another one is not ac-
cidental. as the team gets closer and closer 
to the national competition, mila starts to un-
derstand that she has to make an important 
decision that will affect not only her, but the 
team and the school’s future. 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
steppe by steppe 
almaty, kazakhstan
maremorem@gmail.com

GENrE 
fiction

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
Zhannat alshanova

PrOduCErS 
Zhannat alshanova, Yevgeniya 
moreva

BudGEt 
€ 350.000 (€ 0 in place)

COMPaNY
steppe by steppe 

LOOkING fOr
Co-producers, financing

PrOjECt StatuS
Development

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
“a winner is seen at the start” – i heard 
from the actress when we were discussing 
her character’s backstory for my film “end 
of season”. This statement stayed with me 
since then. Does it mean that you won’t be 
a winner, if you don’t show great results 
from the start? Does it mean that you are 
not trying enough or that you are simply 
taking the wrong path? 
i want to make a film about someone who 
finds courage to change the route, to break 
out from imposed goals and values. i be-
lieve that life consists of patterns and cir-
cles and when we manage to break out of 
it, we grow. most of the time, we bleed, but 
we still grow. 
We do things for people we love, for peo-
ple we care, and we believe that when 
our loved ones ask us for something, they 
mean good. i want to explore mila’s journey 
from listening to others to taking responsi-
bility for her own decisions. swimming is 
a lonely sport, but nobody wants to swim 
alone in the life. it is a story of a girl who 
has taken a wrong path, a the cost that she 
has to pay for it. 
i am very excited about creating the world 
of the experimental sport school. i love how 
Claire Denis portray the physicality in Beau 
Travail, pushing it to the abstract, sensual 
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and dreamy style. another inspiration is 
Pablo Larrain’s ema. What i love about it is 
a vibrant energy and use of music. i would 
love to build a particular image of the girls 
– bold, rebellious, controversial, competi-
tive and even cruel. i love the world of the 
school, there is a sense of some kind of 
cult. That’s the part i want to experiment a 
lot – with the physicality of different types 
of practices – a mix between eastern and 
oriental exercises, with the locations in-
spired by soviet sanatoriums and its weird 
treatments from crude-oil baths and radon-
water douches to underground salt caves 
and magnetic sands. 

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
steppe by steppe / accidental films is 
an independent film production company 
founded by the writer/director/producer 
Zhannat alshanova and producer Yev-
geniya moreva after their collaboration on 
Zhannat's film History of Civilization (Par-
dino D'argento award at Locarno ff, Tiff, 
Hamptons ff, Poff, Cairo iff, Clermont-
ferrand etc). 

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Yevgeniya is a kazakhstan based producer. 
she graduated from kazakhstan academy 

of art with the degree in film and Televi-
sion. Her previous work on feature films in-
clude  Bazar Zhok, mexica, kelinka sabin-
ka 3, elevator (line producer), The bird that 
sings with her fingers (producer), Towards 
the dream (executive producer), Janym, 
you won't believe me! (1st aD/line pro-
ducer). as an executive producer/project 
manager she was involved on commercials 
for renault france, Huawei, Toyota russia, 
Hyundai russia, Visa, orange. after Yev-
geniya produced Zhannat’s award winning 
short film History of Civilization (Locarno, 
Tiff, Hamptons, Poff etc) they founded 
an independent film production company 
accidental films.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Zhannat is an award-winning writer/direc-
tor and producer from kazakhstan. 
she studied ma in filmmaking at the Lon-
don film school.  Her graduation short film 
end of season (2018) premiered at Cannes 
film festival (Cinefondation), won most 
Promising Director award in Tel-aviv and 
Best Cinematography award in munich.
in 2019 Zhannat got selected for Bela 
Tarr's directing residency, where she devel-
oped and shot a film Paola makes a Wish 
(2019), produced by Locarno film festival, 
Cisa and Ticino film Commission. The film 

got screened at various international film 
festivals, including Locarno film festival, 
PÖff shorts, sundance, etc. 
Her latest short film History of Civilization 
(2020) premiered at Locarno film festival 
in Pardo di Domani section and won silver 
prize - ParDino D'argenTo. The film 
was also selected for Tiff, Hamptons iff, 
Clermont-ferrand and others.
Zhannat is currently developing two feature 
projects: mother Tongue (arTe france’s 
artekino international award at asian Pro-
ject market) and a Winner is seen at The 
start (WemW Co-Production forum).
recently, she has served as a juror 
for sundance Collab Challenge "Time 
Capsule". she is Berlinale Talents and 
sundance institute alumna.
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 LOGLINE 
a vivid film with strokes of humor about a
swedish elderly home where the residents
are approaching their 100-year milestone.
Here activity coach monica wants them to
live life to the fullest every moment, in the 
face of an inevitable end.

 SYNOPSIS 
at kyrkbyn, an elderly home ten kilometers 
south of stockholm, many of the residents 
will soon turn 100 years old. Wheel-chaired 
or with very low mobility, some of them 
didn’t even know each other’s names until 
an activity coach was hired to break this 
solitude. With no nursing education but a 
warm, extroverted personality and bunch 
of daring ideas, monica Lyander caught 
their attention immediately. The film be-
gins when monica has reawakened their 
youthful spirits, turning them into a play-
ful gang who are always ready to crack an 
unexpected joke or participate in spa ses-
sions, boxing lessons and themed dinners. 
To break the isolation from the outside 
world, monica starts a facebook page to-
gether with “her oldies”. The posts make 
them feel seen and strengthen the ties with 
family and acquaintances far away. face-
book is a tool that unlocks the past and the 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
film and Tell 
stockholm, sweden
oscar.hedin@filmandtell.com

GENrE 
Documentary

dIrECtOrS 
gustav Ågerstrand, Åsa ekman

WrItErS
Åsa ekman, anders Teigen

PrOduCErS 
oscar Hedin, marina-evelina  
Cracana

BudGEt 
€ 323.000 (€ 167.000 in place)

COMPaNY
film and Tell 

LOOkING fOr
financing, sales agents, festivals

PrOjECt StatuS
Development

memory. it shows their desire to seize the 
present and be part of the modern world.
age explores what it means to live life fully 
on the last hundred meters, while embrac-
ing with humor and candor the ups and 
downs of old age. The story unfolds mainly 
through the relationship between monica 
and three side characters.
The backbone of the story is given by ella’s 
development, a 99-year-old gracious and 
cheerful lady. she has built a very strong 
connection to monica, who now calls her 
‘grandmother’. When ella must have her 
leg amputated and her health worsens, 
monica rushes to make the most out of 
ella’s last days, organising a big celebration 
for her 100th birthday and taking her back 
to the village where she grew up. Though 
rewarding, this journey becomes an emo-
tional marathon and when ella dies, moni-
ca feels broken and realizes this is a cycle 
that will never end; she will give her energy 
and affection to people she will soon lose. 
Does she have to detach, or can she con-
tinue this way? 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
Humanity is undergoing a major demo-
graphic change. Today, the world’s average 
life expectancy has increased to 72 years. 
in the industrialised world – such as the 
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scandinavian countries - studies show an 
even higher average of 81 years. We live 
longer. But how will old age feel and look 
like in this new context? in the next ten 
years there will be a severe shortage of car-
egivers in sweden, with a deficit of up to 
200 000 qualified personnel. europe and 
the western world are in the same situation 
and many people will be asking the same 
question we do: who will take care of our 
parents, and ourselves, when we grow old?
We have had parents and grandparents in 
retirement homes. The lack of happiness 
amongst the elderly and the personnel has 
been frightening. With this film, we want 
to explore this reality with a focus on em-
pathy, so we looked for a place where the 
elderly live a modern, vibrant and fun life 
despite the pain, anxiety, and the daunting 
perspective of leaving this world. The key to 
that is elderly workers who have a human 
approach to their job.
monica and the elderly at sköndal are the 
perfect characters to lead us through this 
journey. Dealing with the hardships of ag-
ing, they celebrate life.
We want to make a visually strong, deep 
and emotional film that speaks to an inter-
national audience. With humor and strong 
characters, we will cross the borders of the 
swedish language and culture and reach 

far down into the universal human need to 
live a meaningful life, for our whole lives.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
film and Tell is a stockholm-based film 
company founded by the award-winning 
director and producer oscar Hedin. for 
over 10 years we’ve been producing high-
end documentaries with a strong focus on 
social issues and character-driven storytell-
ing. our films have premiered in prestigious 
international film festivals like iDfa and 
have won important awards among which 
The Best Documentary feature (göteborg 
film festival 2016) and TV Prize kristallen 
for Best Documentary in 2016 and 2017.
By pairing thoughtful, compelling docu-
mentaries with extensive outreach, we en-
gage the audience to create positive social 
change. as an example, the documentary 
diptych on children exposed to domestic vi-
olence, my Life my Lesson (2014) and say 
something (2015), have led to changes in 
children’s rights legislation, in sweden. 

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
oscar Hedin made the dyptich my life my 
lesson (2014) and say something (2015) 
in a collaboration with Åsa ekman. Both 
films premiered at iDfa and won the 

swedish TV-prize kristallen for best doc-
umentary two years in a row. a national 
Team Without a nation (2005), won the 
golden Palm at the Beverly Hills films fes-
tival. aching Heart (2007), was nominated 
for a guldbagge, Prix europa, ikaros, and 
won the amulet. He founded film and Tell 
in 2010.

marina-evelina Cracana is an alumna of 
scotland screen academy and aristoteles 
Workshop. Her short The fuel filter (2017) 
won the Best international Documentary 
award at akiff 2018. she participated in 
the euroDoC training as part of the swed-
ish local group, in 2019. she is now pro-
ducing three documentary features along-
side oscar Hedin at film and Tell.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
gustav Ågerstrand directed The good 
Country (2018) with Åsa ekman and os-
car Hedin. The series was nominated to 
the swedish TV-prize kristallen for Best 
Documentary. Tjuvgods (2013) received an 
Honorary mention at Tempo festival, new 
Doc. The wind bloweth as it listeth (2016) 
won Lune d’or at 7ème Lune rennes.
Åsa ekman’s dyptich my life my lesson 
(2014) and say something (2015) made in 
a collaboration with oscar Hedin premiered 
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at iDfa and won the swedish TV-prize 
kristallen two years in a row. it’s all about 
edith (2006) got the jury’s honorary award 
at Tempo Documentary film festival 2007. 
ekman’s a mother’s Comeback (2011) 
premiered at the gothenburg international 
film festival 2012. it was nominated for 
Best Documentary and won the prize for 
Best swedish feature.
mention: "age" is being directed by a col-
lective of four directors: gustav Ågerstrand, 
Åsa ekman, oscar Hedin and anders 
Teigen. This approach is based on their 
past work experience together and per-
sonal connection to the topic. oscar Hed-
in, Åsa ekman & anders Teigen worked 
together in a similar way on the films my 
Life my Lesson and say something. oscar 
Hedin, Åsa ekman and gustav Ågerstrand 
worked together on The good Country. Be-
sides co-directing they all have secondary 
roles: producer (oscar), scriptwriter (Åsa), 
DoP (gustav) and editor (anders).
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 LOGLINE 
Bye mom! is a story about the unique bond 
between a mother and her daughter. it's 
a story about loving, caring for each other 
and saying goodbye.

 SYNOPSIS 
reni has been living in seclusion with her 
daughter Yvette for years. Yvette is mentally 
handicapped and completely dependent 
on her mother. Together they live in an old 
people's home where reni has been stay-
ing since 2012. Because of her care issues 
have also been cleared for Yvette. reni and 
Yvette are always just with the two of them. 
apart from reni's weekly visit by her broth-
er-in-law and niece they are completely on 
their own. rarely they participate in the 
activities organized at the home, except for 
the monthly bingo night. Yvette sleeps in 
a room in the same hallway as reni. The 
daily walk of her own room to reni's is the 
only thing she does on her own. Taking the 
the elevator or going out is unthinkable 
for her. reni tries to gradually encourage 
Yvette to do more on her own, so that she 
can be prepared for the fact that she may 
soon be alone.
Yvette has been depended on her mother 
all her life. Because of old age the roles 
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start to turn quietly and Yvette takes a more 
and more caring role. Yvette doesn't realize 
that her mother won't be with her in the 
near future. reni weeps a lot. she almost 
wishes she could take Yvette with her. one 
day the inevitable will happen. reni dies 
and Yvette has to be on her own. from the 
middle of the film we go along on a discov-
ery with Yvette who is suddenly alone in the 
world. We follow her and watch her daily 
obstacles. Yvette will be fine. she discovers 
a force within herself no one knew she had 
it in her. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
Bye mom! is a heartwarming documentary 
that reminds us of our loved ones. What are 
we prepared to do when it comes to caring 
for loved ones, and what happens if we're 
suddenly on our own? Despite the apparent 
heaviness of the subject, we approach our 
film in a way that is honest and well thought 
out, but also contains a lot of humour. The 
specific interaction between reni and 
Yvette is (unintentionally) funny. They com-
municate in a language that is their own. 
Yvette is used to following reni meekly, but 
due to old age the roles are now reversed. 
This creates a new dynamic between the 
two. The setting is quite gloomy. We can't 
ignore the fact that the old people's home 
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is not a place where you become cheerful. 
However, there is also a lot of warmth to 
be found in this sad environment. Like in 
the warm home that reni and Yvette have 
built up in their room. frames and trinkets 
color the space and give character to the 
setting. it is an endearing story with a lot of 
power and authenticity. We use a chrono-
logical structure to tell this story. We intro-
duce our story at reni's funeral. after this 
direct intro, we start the story a few months 
before reni's death. The first part of the 
film follows the everyday life of reni and 
Yvette. We follow their rhythm and highlight 
their peculiarities. gradually we shift our at-
tention to reni, who Yvette tries to subtly 
prepare for her death. our story cautiously 
explores to what extent Yvette is aware of 
what is about to happen. The tipping point 
in our film comes when reni dies. Yvette is 
on her own now. We're witnessing this new 
turn in her life. How will she continue after 
her mother's death? The style of our film is 
clean with an eye for detail. We don't want 
to magnify or overdramatize the events. it's 
a simple story about something that most 
people will experience in their lives. We 
mainly use static shots. each image con-
tributes to the uniqueness and the unique 
world of reni and Yvette. The image is slow 
yet dynamic.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Borgerhoff & Lamberigts TV is all about 
producing engaging content. We special-
ize in audiovisual content in the form of 
documentaries, fiction films and series, 
whereas our publishing house is commit-
ted to putting out captivating book titles. 
We produced a multitude of documentary 
series and features for the main broadcast-
ers in flanders, directed by talented direc-
tors such as Hilde van mieghem, Dominic 
Deruddere, ...
Cel Vermiste Personen, docu series, eén 
VrT, 2020
king filip, docu series, Canvas VrT, 2020
als je eens wist, docu series, Canvas VrT, 
2020
Hoop doet Leven, feature documentary, in 
cinemas, 2018
mij overkomt het niet, docu series, eén 
VrT, 2018
...
more: www.borgerhoff-lamberigts.tv 

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
after a master in Communication science 
(university of Brussels), a master in film 
studies (university of kent) and a fulbright 
scholarship for an internship in the us she 
started her research career. she wrote a 

Phd on the digitalization of film distribution 
and european audiovisual support mecha-
nisms designed to boost distribution. This 
analysis will be published in a doctoral 
thesis in 2020. During her research years 
she worked as programmer for the ostend 
film festival and as a consultant for sev-
eral flemish film companies. she currently 
puts her academic research into practice 
as film producer for Borgerhoff & Lamber-
igts while still teaching film and authorship 
at the riTCs film school. she produced the 
feature film Trio, the documentary Pride 
is Protest, the short film grapefruit , ...

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Creative Duo ellen Pollard & marie de Hert. 
ellen obtained her master's degree in graph-
ic Design from sint-Lucas antwerp. she is 
the technical half of Poolhert and special-
ises in cinematography, directing and editing. 
marie obtained both her master degree at 
the european film College in Denmark and 
a master in film studies and Visual Culture 
at the university of antwerp. she specializes 
in direction, documentary and scenario. They 
work on creating innovative videography for 
ngo's while working on their own short films 
and documentaries. Their short documen-
tary fien, Jip & fien was selected for various 
international filmfestivals.
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 LOGLINE 
What determines who you are? is it the 
country you’re born in? is it the family that 
raises you?

 SYNOPSIS 
elena, italian by adoption but born in ro-
mania, is about to turn 30 years old and 
feels the need to discover the missing piece 
of her story: the one about her biological 
family. To do so, she decided to make the 
journey by car from Piacenza to Bucharest 
with an unusual and surprising travel com-
panion: her long-lost brother gerard. Broth-
ers and at the same time perfect strangers. 
an adventure on the road, a journey that 
through the search for their origins, retrac-
es the last 30 years of european history, 
investigating the evolution of words like 
"union", "Borders" and "identity". 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
The movie is an “existential road movie”, 
which by starting from the premise of a 
personal search aims to investigate the 
universal concept of “identity” in the form 
of a “journey”. The theme of identity is the 
core of the film and will be carried on by 
the many questions i want to ask the differ-
ent characters in the film: my brother, my 
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adoptive family, some of my closest friends, 
my biological mother. “Who am i? What de-
termines who you are? is it the country you 
are born in? is it the family that raises you? 
is it the school? is it the Dna? What are a 
person’s roots and history? How are they in-
fluenced by their origins? are there univer-
sal values and elements capable of cross-
ing boundaries, laws and limitations?”. 
Through my personal history i hope to raise 
questions and doubts on what is perceived 
as “self” and to encourage the viewers to 
open themselves up to the “other”.
i am well aware that this project will take 
an emotional toll on me and that i will have 
to show myself without filters in the service 
of the story, both as a person-character 
and as the author.for this reason, i have 
chosen to tell the moments that compose 
the story in the most spontaneous way pos-
sible. The shootings will follow the natural 
and chronological unfolding of the events 
and of the different stages of my search. 
The shootings in Piacenza will be mostly 
shot by me in 1st person PoV. i will intro-
duce myself, my adoptive family, my eve-
ryday life, the backstory of my adoption, 
my parents’ memories of the trip and the 
papers related to my birth relatives. This is 
when my questions and expectations will 
come into being, particularly focusing on 
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my brother and on our very first contact, 
during which i asked him to join me on this 
journey. i purposely try to forestall my de-
sire of getting to know him to ensure that 
our relationship during the trip will be as 
genuine as possible. Together with the fact 
that we will get closer and closer to meet-
ing our biological family, these elements 
of personal exploration will spontaneously 
keep the narrative tension. once arrived 
in Bucharest, the real showdown will be 
the meeting with my biological parents, di-
rectly influencing the ending of the movie, 
focused on the consequences of this meet-
ing. The possible outcomes are two: a rec-
onciliation between me and my biological 
family or, on the contrary, a new – and final 
– separation.
as far as the visual approach and style are 
concerned, the idea is to alternate the 1st 
person PoV shooting with those taken on 
the road with a small and capable crew. 
The shootings are inspired by other “road 
movies”, rough but emotionally rich, shot 
with a shoulder cam and thus able to dis-
cretely follow the characters and the un-
folding of the events. using a 1st person 
PoV will allow to convey the emotional vi-
sion in full and, in some moments, become 
some sort of “visual voice over” where the 
shootings are driven by feelings, where the 

Voice over that sometimes accompany it 
will formulate the new questions arising 
during the search and the increasing nar-
rative tension. This will take the spectator 
inside the feelings and thoughts of the 
character, which sometimes might be even 
in contrast with her actions. a last note on 
voice over: its use will be savored for some 
specific moments but build day by day dur-
ing the journey itself and, as stylistic ref-
erence of its usage, is visible in the serie 
“fleabag” of Phoebe Waller-Bridge.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
small Boss, based in Parma and soon in 
Barcelona, is a new reality of audiovisual 
production. even if founded in 2014, 
it made its debut in 2011 with the self-
produced documentary Jali road. it has 
already created and produced documen-
taries selected and awarded from sev-
eral international festivals and broadcast 
by international broadcasters such as 
rai3, sVT, al Jazeera, globoTv, HrT, 2m, 
france3, including the latest productions, 
The last cathedral and strange fish. eTH-
BeT, its upcoming production, is supported 
by BBC, france3, rTBf enad emilia-ro-
magna regional fund.
“on the other side of the story” is the claim 
that sums up the nature and style of small 

Boss: to give voice to hidden stories when 
not yet visible to the eyes of most, with an 
engaging narrative style that makes the 
viewer feel part of those stories.

in development giuDeCCa PaLanCa
Director: gaia Vianello
Documentary feature
in development mY neXT PHoTograPH 
in THe Congo
Director: stefano Cattini
Documentary feature
in development euroPe-easT
Director: elena rebeca Carini
Documentary feature
in pre-production oTo
Director: elisa motta
Documentary feature
2021 eTHBeT!
Director: matteo ferrarini 
Documentary feature 
2018 sTrange fisH
Director: giulia Bertoluzzi 
Documentary feature
2017 THe LasT CaTHeDraL
Director: matteo ferrarini
Documentary feature
2017 far rigHT
Director: eleonora Vio, Costanza spocci
Documentary feature 
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 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
after having produced as independent Jali 
road and Buracos - the first two documen-
taries by matteo ferrarini - matteo Pecorara 
founded small Boss in 2014, for which he 
manages fundraising and public relations 
with commissioning editors. He held a 
training course on documentary produc-
tion at the university of Parma.  The small 
Boss, based in Parma, has already created 
and produced documentaries that have 
participated in numerous international fes-
tivals and been broadcast by major interna-
tional broadcasters such as rai3, sVT, al 
Jazeera, globoTv, HrT, 2m, france3.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
elena rebeca Carini, born in 1990, grew up 
in Piacenza in emilia-romagna but studied 
in milan, rome and abroad. she gradu-
ated in Visual arts at the Brera academy 
of fine arts and in Cinematographic art at 
the rome university of fine arts, where she 
realise several short films. since 2012 he 
has been training professionally in cinema 
through practical courses, artistic residen-
cies and experience on set, in different 
roles, working with authors such as sergio 
rubini, Daniele Ciprì, manetti Bros., gi-
anni amelio and marco Bellocchio, mimmo 

Calopresti. europe-east is her first feature 
leght documentary.
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 LOGLINE 
What determines who you are? is it the 
melina lives with her grandparents due to 
the divorce of her parents of who neither 
are willing to take her legal custody. melina 
feels trapped by male dominance. now 
turning nine, legally coming of age, she 
considers to open her case in court.

 SYNOPSIS 
esfahan, iran. melina is dreaming of living 
with her mother atefeh, who has failed to 
have a close relationship with her daugh-
ter due to the traumas of divorce. melina 
is unaware however that her mother is not 
in the condition to take her into her care as 
atefeh is trying to shape her newly begun 
and fragile life with a new spouse who does 
not support this idea.
melina’s parents separated when she was 
six months old, and were legally divorced 
when melina became six years. using their 
lawyers, both families did whatever they 
could to exert more pressure on the other 
party. now living with her grandparents, 
melina is seeking to find a home and a 
family of her own. 
she is unhappy with her situation being 
different with that of other kids. Her legal 
custodian, melina’s father, does not allow 
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her to live with her mother and a stepfather. 
He took melina with him when her mother 
remarried. melina has bad memories living 
with her father and his new wife, her step-
mother, and she refuses to return to them. 
neither does her father show much interest 
in taking care for his daughter in his new 
established family. He accepts melina liv-
ing at her grandparents home, on the con-
dition that he is released of any financial 
responsibility for her.
melina’s young life is determined by the 
place and situation she finds herself in. 
and it seems that she has no exit, being 
stuck between her parents new families in 
which the men decide about her fate and 
future.
melina learns however that a girl who turns 
nine legally comes of age, so she hopes to 
choose her own custodian with the help 
of the law. But even if her mother atafeh 
comes to terms with herself and melina’s 
efforts for taking the custody case to court 
and if it bears fruit, no one else but her 
grandparents do probably agree to give 
her shelter. neither melina’s father nor her 
mother have any plans to welcome her in 
the future. melina is not a priority in her 
parents life. and no court case will change 
this perspective overnight. 
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 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
my access and proximity to the personages 
as aunt of melissa, has contributed to a liv-
ing, unaffected, and realistic atmosphere 
in the narrative. The presence of the cam-
era in the house became normal gradually, 
and shows honest behaviors. 
This narrative is not limited to this house. 
all over the world there are children of di-
vorce in the same situation. i hope, with 
making and screening this film, parents in 
separation would pay more attention to the 
psyche of their children, preventing them 
from becoming more traumatized – espe-
cially, not to use their child as leverage. 
i will focus on the sizable; incorporating the 
entire court case would shift my intentions 
to far away from the anchor point of melina 
as a 9 year old. Where the court case is 
the theory, a promised trip abroad (Turkey) 
for the excellent school results of melina, 
is the practice. The engagement by her 
mother to make the trip happen and her 
fathers veto, crystallises many of the issues 
that will come along during the duration of 
the judicial procedure. and generates the 
micro-cosmos in which melina thinks and 
understands.
The original idea of the film struck me 
when melina said she want to become a 
film director, making video selfies and talk-

ing to her phone. i came to realize how 
confident it makes her and me too. melina 
feels empowered in the cruel situation that 
she lives through. i’m close to making my 
way as a female filmmaker in my country. 
Which isn’t an easy ride and never will be. 
This film might introduce me to an interna-
tional level which can’t be ignored anymore 
by my homecountry society.
Together with my european producer i de-
cided to finish next to the feature, a short 
15’ youth doc targeted 12-14 years old. 
We will only show the point of view from 
the melina. i need to share the theme of 
an essential children’s right, directly to chil-
dren too. awareness is a first step and we 
shouldn’t wait until a new generation has 
grown mature.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
although based in Belgium, a country with 
a low documentary production capacity, 
associate Directors is actively taking part 
in the international documentary indus-
try and collaborates with acclaimed inter-
national directors. recent festival award 
winning films include Cold case Ham-
marskjold (mads Brügger, Dk-s-n-Be, 
2019, sundance winner best documentary 
director world cinema, movies that matter, 
Camera Justitia award and many more) or 

Wonderful Losers (Directors guild winner 
arunas matelis, LT-Be-iT, 2018). Produc-
tions of associate Directors focus on rel-
evant social and cultural issues for an in-
ternational audience. Within the company 
Bram Crols takes credit as international 
creative producer, Jan Lapeire as creative 
producer, nina Landau as impact produc-
er, mark Daems as managing director. all 
four have a background as (award winning) 
documentary filmmaker themselves. The 
company was lauded with the achievement 
award for the entire production line-up by 
the association of Belgian film Press in 
2016.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Bram Crols (1972) graduates as a direc-
tor / producer at the riTCs (royal insti-
tute for Theatre, Cinema, sound) in Brus-
sels and at the european film College in 
Denmark (1995). for about a decade he 
gained experiences as a director and pro-
ducer for TV, aV publicity and corporate aV 
productions for various Belgian production 
companies. fascinated by documentaries, 
which he discovered during his child-
hood years on the small black and white 
tv- screen at home, Bram redirects himself 
to the Belgian and international creative 
documentary industry. since 2007 Bram 
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is connected as filmmaker and executive 
producer with the production collective as-
sociate Directors. The alzheimer documen-
tary Lost down memory Lane (2010, klara 
Van es) attracts a historic box-office when 
released in the cinema (37,500 visitors in 
Belgium, 10,000 in the netherlands). This 
film release initiates associate Directors 
activity as auto-distributor, an enriching 
experience. 
His filmography as ""awarded"" filmmaker 
and producer counts many documentary 
single films and series with international 
release and festival selections (sundance, 
Berlinale, HotDocs, iDfa, moviesthatmatter, 
DokLeipzig, …). Bram is an eurodoc 2015 
graduate and received ongoing training. 
since 2019 he lectors part time video jour-
nalism at the antwerp university College.
filmography as producer and director: 
www.adirector.eu

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
atiye Zare is an excellent storyteller, raised 
and educated with the heritage of the great 
traditional Persian art of storytelling. she 
studied film directing with a focus on fic-
tional narrative and continued to excel in 
her studies of dramatic literature. Currently 
she lives and works both in esfahan and 
Tehran. following her studies atiye has 

gained experience and recognition as wri-
tor/director for national iranian fiction as 
well as documentary work. she has been 
represented with her work several times 
during the international Cinema Verité 
festival (Tehran). filmmaker atiye will col-
laborate during the edit/post-production in 
Belgium with some highly established pro-
fessionals.
education: 
Ba Cinema Directing, sepehr university, 
esfahan, iran 2008-2012, 
ma Dramatic Literature, Tehran university 
of art, Tehran, iran 2013-2015
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 LOGLINE 
Patriotism, religion, farm work, horse rid-
ing. These are the pillars of the education 
nikita, 13, will receive during the 3 years 
he will spend in the correctional home of 
father Boris. an initiation to masculinity in 
contemporary russia.

 SYNOPSIS 
nikita (13) shoplifts along with young deal-
ers. His mother, Yulia, does not know how 
to deal with this affectionate, but turbulent 
son. for her, he needs a masculine author-
ity she cannot provide. she decides to send 
him to Boris’ shelter.
in this place, orphans and delinquents 
deemed “difficult” are raised together in 
the countryside according to strict life prin-
ciples: Christian orthodox faith, patriotism, 
work in the farm, practice of horse riding. 
Boris, a charismatic priest, considers his 
mission is to correct these boys, turn them 
into real men: strong, responsible and pro-
tectors of their homeland. 
early 2019, nikita, who has always been 
living with a loving mother, leaves his home 
to share his daily life with 18 boys mostly 
older than him. This is the beginning of 3 
years of drastic change in his life. 
With his softness and sensitivity, he imme-
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diately stands out from the others, tougher, 
and physically stronger.
The film will follow these life-changing 
years for nikita, which also take place at 
a pivotal and deeply transformative time: 
adolescence.
in this institution, most children come from 
broken families. Boris acts as a substitute 
father for them and they treat him with re-
spect and devotion. nikita grew up without 
a father, and soon he finds in Boris some-
one to look up to: he wants to become a 
priest, walk in Boris’ footsteps.
He befriends with micha (17), son of Boris 
and a natural leader who sometimes works 
as an educator in the shelter. micha gives 
nikita protection in exchange of his hard 
work and admiration. as he grows older, 
nikita gets more responsibilities and re-
spect in the institution. 
The story is told through the angle of ni-
kita’s relationship with his mother: it will 
evolve over time, as the teenager grows to 
build his identity as a young man, in an en-
vironment where a stereotypical notion of 
masculinity prevails. 
someday, nikita will go back to the small 
apartment of Yulia. What kind of young 
man would he have chosen to become? 
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 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
i discovered father Boris' shelter in 2018. 
at the time, i was living in russia, and was 
interested in the question of male identity.
in this remote area of the urals, covered 
by a thick white snow 8 months a year, 18 
boys live in a closed-community paced by 
daily prayers, horse riding escapades and 
wrestling sessions. a place that strangely 
feels like a mix between a russian monas-
tery, a military camp, and a summer camp.
for Boris, the idea of what it is to be a man 
revolves around strength and protection 
of the homeland. These values are also 
conveyed by the teenagers who tend to re-
produce within their group the domination 
exerted by Boris.
newcomers, arriving in the shelter thus 
go through an initiation to a stereotypical 
notion of manhood. from this, they come 
out transformed: in their language, mimics, 
and values. 
When i met nikita, he had just arrived in 
the institution. He seemed different from 
the very beginning: more sensitive, sweet, 
open, and curious. moreover, unlike the 
other boys, he had a strong relationship 
with his mother. i also felt his need for be-
longing and approval from older masculine 
authority figure.
This intuition proved to be right. soon the 

priest started to appear like a substitutive 
father, a strong, authoritative one, a role 
model so different from his mother. in this 
situation, i saw a potential source of con-
flict. This experience takes place during 
his most transformative years, years dur-
ing which most boys distance temporarily 
themselves from their mothers to grow and 
find their identity as young men. i want to 
follow the evolution of this relationship, and 
how it will come out renewed. 
although the film focuses on the univer-
sal themes of identity construction and of 
mother-son relationship, i wish to talk about 
contemporary social issues in russia. The 
film will question masculine identity and its 
links with patriotic education and also the 
power given to church in the education of 
children from marginal social groups.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Pivonka Production is a Paris-based pro-
duction company created by Beata sab-
oova and Vincent metzinger. They produce 
and coproduce young talented directors 
from all over the world. 
in development & production
- foals by salomé Hévin (france) – feature 
documentary with the support of the CnC 
(fonds d’aide à l’innovation), france Télé-
visions, Brouillon d’un rêve (scam), Tënk 

(french documentary sVoD platform) & 
mediapart (french online newspaper)
- Bottled songs: afterstories by Chloé ga-
libert-Laîné (france) & kevin B. Lee (u.s.) 
– documentary feature in coproduction 
with avec Pong (germany)
- Lash by mojtaba Bahadori (iran) – Docu-
mentary feature with the support of the 
CnC (fonds d’aide à l’innovation)
- Waldenia by frédérique de montblanc 
(uk/Belgium/france) – short fiction with 
the support of Pictanovo
- speed by gabriel gauthier (france) – 
short experimental/fiction

Produced
- my name is Clitoris by Daphné Leblond 
(france) & Lisa Billuart-monet (france), 
documentary feature coproduced with iota 
Production. selections: fiff namur 2019, 
Dok Leipzig 2019, magritte du meilleur 
Documentaire 2020, Étoile de la scam 
2020

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
originally from france, Vincent metzinger 
started his career in 2012 at the documen-
tary channels of the Canal+ group in Paris. 
after an experience as commissioning edi-
tor for acquisitions and international copro-
ductions at france Télévisions, he became 
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project manager for the french production 
company Yami 2, and worked on docu-
mentaries and international projects for tel-
evision and internet. He joined savage film 
as producer between 2016 and 2019 and 
now lives in Brussels. Vincent studied law 
in france and the united states, and holds 
a master’s degree in film Law, economics 
and management from the sorbonne Law 
school in Paris. He is an alumni of eurodoc 
(2018) & emerging Producers (2020).

Beata saboova is slovakian, she has lived 
in france and in italy and now lives and 
works in Belgium. she started her career at 
the international sales agent indie sales in 
Paris where she worked on film such as my 
Life as a Courgette by Claude Barras, mary-
land by alice Winocour, The Wakhan front 
by Clément Cogitore and White knights by 
Joachim Lafosse. she has been working for 
past four years as producer at umedia in 
Brussels where she coproduced projects 
such as Black 47 by Lance Daly (Berlinale 
2018), Little Tickles by andréa Bescond & 
eric métayer (un Certain regard 2018), 
mandy by Panos Cosmatos (sundance 
2018, La Quinzaine 2018), The other 
Lamb by malgorzata szumowska (Toronto 
2019, san sebastian 2019) and the HBo 
TV series my Brilliant friend by saverio 

Costanzo (Venice 2018).

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
salomé studied film Directing in scotland 
and script Development at the national 
film and Television school (nfTs) in Lon-
don. During her studies, she directed sev-
eral short films. she has also worked in pro-
duction and development for the BBC and 
Ts Productions, and as a script reader for 
various production companies. 
Between 2016 and 2019, she lived in 
ukraine and russia, where she made sev-
eral photo series. she wished to represent 
women that she felt were under-represent-
ed in the media and often worked with 
teenagers. for instance, she took photos of 
sex workers and teenage girls in the Don-
bass and of very young nuns in a remote 
monastery in the urals.
in her work, her key words and main prin-
ciples are immersion and intuition. The 
quest for intimacy is at the heart of her 
approach. The camera is an alibi to pro-
voke the encounter and a tool to document 
it. as a theme, adolescence interests her 
because of the questions it raises and the 
transformations it implies. Working over 
time allows her to observe the mutations 
that affect individuals and spaces.
she is currently directing on her first fea-

ture-length documentary film, "foals", 
produced by Pivonka Production and co-
written by Paul matthey. The film received 
financial support from the CnC, the sCam, 
france Televisions, Tënk, and mediapart.
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 LOGLINE 
Black Comedy about Hilchick,  a Holocaust 
survivor, who didn’t go through Holocaust. 
Because his friends who made it through 
the horrors act condescendingly, Hilchick 
decides to build a monument for those who 
"ran away in time".

 SYNOPSIS 
Hilchick is the only one of his real survivors' 
friends, who has no legacy to commemo-
rate in museums and special ceremonies, 
nor does he have any brave stories to share. 
feeling left out, Hilchick decides to create 
a monument for those who “ran away in 
time.” His friends mock the idea. His wife, 
Haya, is embarrassed, and furthermore, no 
israeli institution is willing to fund the pro-
ject. out of desperation he flies to sarny, 
his old hometown in ukraine. There he be-
lieves he will get reparations (even though 
he was never really a victim) and use it to 
build the monument. But when he gets to 
sarny, he discovers there is no evidence 
that he ever lived there and it seems there is 
no hope for his monument. But things take 
a surprising turn when sarny’s mayor spots 
the situation and offers Hilchick a deal - he 
will back Hilchick's monument financially if 
it will be built in sarny and if Hilchick will 
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pretend to be a real Holocaust survivor. al-
though he refuses at first, Hilchick takes 
the offer, coming to terms that something 
is better than nothing. after using the sto-
ries of his friends and pretending he expe-
rienced them, Hilchick becomes a local 
hero, admired by the locals. His monument 
is being built, growing bigger and bigger. 
everything is perfect until Haya, Hilchick’s 
wife, shows up. Haya, concerned why 
her husband doesn’t answer her calls, is 
shocked to find what became of him and 
demands some answers. now Hilchick has 
to confront with the moral he left behind 
and decide whether to gain the recognition 
he wanted so much or to return to his real 
identity, his true self. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
a lot of the film's atmosphere is inspired 
by Hilchick's persona. Hilchick feels like 
he is an outcast. a fish out of water. The 
visuals will portray his emotional loneliness. 
framing him on the margins of the frame 
or with a lot of space surrounding him. i 
want to visually portray his longing for rec-
ognition. His longing for a home. in most 
of the film the camera will be static, a bit 
like stills photography. shot in a 4:3 ratio, 
which feels closer to a photograph and 
chokes the surrounding a bit. The camera 
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movement will be mostly laid back, keeping 
with the rhythm of our elderly hero. This 
kind of framing and rhythm will support the 
deadpan humor of the film. Humor filled 
with tension and embarrassment. Colors 
are also an essential element in the film's 
language. The first part of the film, which 
takes place in israel, should be warm and 
cozy. in the second part of the film, when 
Hilchick arrive in sarny, the colors will go 
cold and icy. The streets are snowy and 
wet. Hilchick is all by himself. This change 
of colors will define the warm life Hilchick 
left behind. The warm life he didn't ap-
preciate. regarding casting- This film is a 
festival of characters. i am a strong fan of 
the human face. i think casting here is cru-
cial in building the world around Hilchick. 
even small characters along the way are 
important to me. i want sometimes to fol-
low a seemingly unimportant character in a 
scene, so the cinematic world won't be too 
controlled and contrived. 
regarding the score, i am thinking of using 
an old ukrainian folk tune that will repre-
sent Hilchick's childhood, this tune should 
come and go like a distant memory. on the 
opposite side i'm thinking of a rough blues 
rhythm music that will present Hilchick's 
kick -ass persona.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
moviePlus Productions is an independent 
production company established by Da-
vid mandil, specializing in full length fea-
ture films, documentaries, TV series and 
dramas. over the years the company has 
produced more than 20 full length feature 
films amongst the company award winning 
films are: fooTnoTe- Dir. Joseph Cedar - 
Best screenplay award at the 64th Cannes 
film festival, nominee for best foreign pic-
ture at the american film academy awards 
2012. Beaufort –Dir. Joseph Cedar -silver 
Bear award for best director Berlin 2007, 
nominee for best foreign picture at the 
american film academy awards 2008. a 
Tale of Love and Darkness,
natalie Portman Directorial debut and 
Lately the company Lately the company 
released ""norman"" by Joseph Cedar with 
richard gere, steve Buscemi, Charlotte 
gainsbourg and more.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
2020 "our Boys"- HBo - 
2019 - ViP- shirly moshaioff
2017  norman  – Dir. Joseph Cedar – Tiff   
2016 moon in the 12th House – Dir Dorit 
Hakim. seattle international film festival
2015 a Tale of Love and Darkness – Dir 

natalie Portman. Cannes 2015. Co-Pro-
duced with ram Bergman
2015 Valley: Dir. sophie artus. Best film 
Haifa film festival, Valencia film festival
2015 encirclements: Dir Lee gilat
 2014 self made: Dir. shira geffen. Cannes 
semaine de la Critique 2014, new auteurs 
Critics award in afi 2014.
a Place in Heaven: Dir Yossi madmony 
2013
2014 The Dove flyer: Dir. nissim Dayan 
2015 The Pracht inn: Dir. Tamar Yarom 
2013 up the Wrong Tree: Dir. gur Bent-
wich   
2012 The Dealers: Dir. oded Davidoff.  
2011 footnote: Dir Joseph Cedar – winner 
of the best screen play award in Cannes 
film festival. 2011. nominee for best for-
eign picture at the american film academy 
awards 2012. 
2011 my Lovely sister: Dir marco Carmel. 
Winner of two awards of israeli film acad-
emy 2011. Participated in rome interna-
tional film festival, international istanbul 
film festival and more.
2007 Beaufort:  Dir. Joseph Cedar -silver 
Bear award for best director Berlin 2007, 
nominee for best foreign picture at the 
american film academy awards 2008. 
2004 Campfire: Dir. Joseph Cedar- best 
film award israeli film academy 2004.
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2002 Zimzum: Dir. Yigal Bursztyn –Best 
film award at the Haifa film festival 2002. 
2000 Total Love:  Dir. gur Bentovich.
2000 Time of favo

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Born in Tel aviv, israel in 1980, adam start-
ed directing when he was nine years old. 
following the success of a music video he 
directed for his hip-hop band, adam be-
gan directing numerous videos for israeli 
musicians. These projects led him to direct 
award-winning TV trailers and commercials.
in 2010 adam co-directed "This is sodom," 
a feature film parodying the last days of 
sodom. The film became israel's greatest 
box office success of the past thirty years. 
in 2013 he wrote and directed his second 
film, "funeral at noon," a period drama 
adapted from the critically acclaimed is-
raeli novel of the same name. The film pre-
miered at the san sebastian film festival; 
subsequently, it garnered the “Best actress 
award” at the Haifa film festival, the “Crit-
ics’ award” at the montpellier film festival, 
and the “special Jury award” at the Cyprus 
film festival.
adam co-created and solely directed all 
three seasons of "sirens," a thriller TV se-
ries, in israel. for his work on it, adam 
was nominated for Best Director twice at 

the israeli Television academy awards. a 
remake of “sirens” was in development 
with HBo.
adam is developing a film based on saul 
Bellow's novel "The Victim."
The script, set in america, was written in 
english by adam and his sister Dina.
adam directed three episodes for season 
two of amazon’s aBsenTia, produced by 
sony Pictures.
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 LOGLINE 
a lesbian woman in macedonia is forced to 
raise her dead partner’s two daughters. in 
order to legally adopt them, she has to first 
convince her best friend to marry her.

 SYNOPSIS 
Whenever Dita (40) and suada (32) leave 
the house, they stand apart, careful not to 
touch. no one is to know they're a couple.
Dita is prim and proper, ethnically albani-
an. suada is roma, energetic, quick-tem-
pered and disheveled. she has a deadly 
late-stage cancer.
as they prepare for her demise, she makes 
Dita swear she will raise her two daughters, 
Vanesa (16) and mia (5).
suada and the girls have been living in 
Dita’s house for a year. it is also a home 
for Toni (38), Dita’s oldest friend, and three 
lesbian girls who date each other inter-
changeably. The house is already chaotic 
and overcrowded when Toni brings home 
his latest conquest, ali (19) from shutka, a 
roma slum on the outskirts of skopje.
The house may seem unfit for raising two 
children, but the loving harmony of its in-
habitants gives the children the care and 
affection they need after suada’s death.
unexpectedly, ali proves to be an amazing 
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source of help with raising suada’s girls, 
quickly forming a close bond with both 
Vanesa and mia. Despite his young age, he 
makes for a much more caring and con-
vincing parent than either of the adults in 
the house.
However, only Dita and Toni are able to for-
mally adopt the girls. They forge Vanesa’s 
birth certificate to state Toni is her biologi-
cal father and Dita reluctantly marries him 
in order to become their legal guardian. 
Dita stoically takes on the parenting respon-
sibilities, attempting to conceal her lack of 
innate motherly instincts. she manages to 
form a bond with little mia, but can’t con-
ceal the lack of motherly affection from the 
sensitive Vanesa.
The teenager begins to act out against her, 
both at home and at school, before she 
makes some dangerous friends and runs 
away from home. 
now Dita has to rescue her from the dan-
gerous situation she has put herself into, 
proving that she is more than a legal guard-
ian, but rather a source of true emotional 
support. 
only then do they finally begin to look like 
mother and daughter. 
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 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
i’ve always been drawn to moments that 
feel ‘found’ or ‘discovered’ as opposed to 
‘staged’. shaping stories in this way has en-
abled me to capture honest and captivating 
performances from my actors.
a lot of my filmmaking background has 
from necessity been built around shoe-
string budgets and skeleton crews. i’ve 
embraced this reality, developing a ‘verité’ 
style which has now become an important 
element of my work. i am a big believer 
in working with what’s there, rather than 
against it – assessing the means at my dis-
posal and shaping the most exciting imagi-
nable story around them.
my approach therefore will be to create an 
environment on set that feels real and al-
most independent of the story we are tell-
ing. The images and sounds will be crafted 
as well as edited in a ‘documentary’ style. 
The camera will be hand-held and quite 
close to the characters, while the lighting 
will be primarily natural. Close-up shots 
will dominate, with tight framing, intricate 
composition and shallow depth of field. 
music will be minimal but propulsive in na-
ture. The acting will of course be extremely 
naturalistic.
The purpose of all these elements is for 
the audience to experience the story as the 

characters experiencing it. for the audi-
ence to feel the panic and intensity of their 
plight, to get a sense of what life is like in 
their skin and to ultimately take part in their 
emotional journey.
Dita’s perspective will be the dominant one. 
Her close-ups will shape every scene and 
we will often linger on them in long takes 
even when other characters are speaking. 
as has been the case with nearly all of my  
short films, the cast will be a mix of profes-
sionals and passionately invested non-pro-
fessionals. a few of the central parts – Dita, 
suada, ali and Toni – will go to professional-
ly trained actors, but the majority of the rest 
of the cast will be new discoveries from the 
LgBT, roma and albanian communities.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
List Production aims to produce contempo-
rary, scene-changing works that empower 
audiences and address current social is-
sues. We believe in supporting and nur-
turing up-and-coming authors, and have 
already developed long-term creative part-
nerships with several young directors. 
To date, List Production has produced the 
feature film sisTer by Dina Duma, cur-
rently in post-production, the short films 
WiTHouT LoVe (2018) and THeY Come 
from THe CenTer of THe WorLD 

(2017) by Dina Duma which both pre-
miered at the festival du nouveau Cinéma 
in montreal, and the documentary Con-
suming ConTemPorarY (2019) by 
ana aleksovska which had its international 
premiere at this year’s Hot Docs as part of 
the efP programme ”The Changing face 
of europe”. 
The company is currently developing the 
feature film HousekeePing for Begin-
ners by goran stolevski, the short film 
onLY THe DeViL HaTes WaTer by Lidija 
mojsovska and the feature documentary 
Her sTorY.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
marija Dimitrova is a producer based in 
skopje, north macedonia. she graduated 
as a software engineer in 2011. in 2013 
she joined the film industry and since then 
she has produced 12 short films and the 
feature film sisTer by Dina Duma.
marija is a Talents sarajevo (2015), mid-
point (2015) and maia Workshops (2016) 
alumna and a winner of the promoting 
prize for young east european producers 
by film festival Cottbus for
2016, donated by gWff.
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 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Writer-director goran stolevski has a mas-
ters in film and Television from the Victo-
rian College of the arts. 
His latest short film Would You Look at Her 
won Best international short at the 2018 
sundance film festival. He won the ru-
ben mamoulian Best Director award at the 
2016 sydney film festival with You De-
serve everything, before attending the Ber-
linale Talent Campus and miff accelerator 
as well as receiving the $50,000 Lexus fel-
lowship for my Boy oleg. 
His 25 short films have collectively 
screened at over 100 additional festivals 
across six continents, including the Cler-
mont-ferrand, melbourne, raindance, 
adelaide, London shorts, iris Prize, frame-
line, newfest and flickerfest international 
film festivals. 
He is an alumnus of screen australia's Tal-
ent escalator initiative. He assisted in the 
writers' room on Barracuda, glitch, no-
where Boys and secret City.
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 LOGLINE 
Two sisters inspired by Janusz korczak's 
ook "king matt The first" play out some of 
its scenes, boldly exploring the surround-
ing nature. Thanks to them the audience 
learns about the world in which the power 
of agency is vested in children.

 SYNOPSIS 
"king matt The first" is a book that every 
new generation of children loves. it tells the 
story of a young boy, who becomes king 
after his father dies. The novel addresses 
such issues as the experience of war, be-
trayal, death, loneliness or injustice.
The creative documentary records the 
journey of two sisters. They read the nov-
el, which inspires them to explore nature 
at first, but then they give up the plot in 
favor of uninhibited play. The two are the 
audience’s guides in the world of child-
hood. The viewers join them in sound, cho-
reography and art workshops where the 
children discover various ways to express 
themselves with the body, sound, rhythm, 
motor activities and sensorics. in the movie 
it’s the children who are in charge and con-
trol the entire process. adults, on the other 
hand, simply follow them without interfer-
ing. They stand aside, which lets them bet-
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ter understand and learn their world. Thus, 
the traditional roles are swapped in the 
movie: it’s adults who learn from children 
and not the other way round. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
i am a mother of two daughters (aged 6 and 
8). They are my greatest inspiration and 
the reason why i started my own process of 
learning to forget educational clichés. They 
absolutely love the book king matt the first 
and listen to the audiobook almost habitu-
ally. i believe that the idea of the rule and 
agency of children is the trigger for every 
generation of young people.
king matt the first is going to be a hybrid 
between genres, a full-length documen-
tary in an experimental form. my main goal 
here, as was the case with my previous film 
“The symphony of the ursus factory”, is 
to carry out a long-lasting process, educa-
tional and relating to the practice of Janusz 
korczak in this case, whose final result will 
be an audiovisual work. The process will 
be based on work with children that come 
from different social backgrounds and have 
different life experience. The clash of those 
cultures, the exchange between them, the 
meeting of children with various emotional 
baggage and worldviews will be crucial for 
the project.
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The whole process will be taking place un-
der the careful eye of experienced adults, 
who at no point will be allowed to interfere 
with it in any way. The presence of adults 
in the process will be solely for the purpose 
of accompanying and serving the children, 
while the entire agency will be vested in the 
children in exactly the same way as in the 
book. The adults will be introduced in the 
film as the ministers of king matt. 
at the development stage, the most impor-
tant tasks will be to gather a group of chil-
dren from different backgrounds and insti-
tutions and run workshops for them. This 
element is crucial and fundamental for the 
film itself because it will enable total im-
mersion in the educational process. What’s 
most important is that it will be recorded in 
an innovative way to capture the children’s 
relations and interactions in as much detail 
as possible.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Pinot films is a creative production com-
pany set up by marta Duzbabel and ag-
nieszka rostropowicz-rutkowska in 2020. 
it provides professional production service 
for filmmakers and also support them with 
marketing, distribution and promotion pack-
ages from the development until the distri-
bution phase. Producers have experience 

in working with TV series, documentary and 
fiction films, such as multi-awarded “over 
the Limit” by marta Prus „Call me mari-
anna” by karolina Bielawska, “all These 
sleepless nights” by michał marczak, “in 
Touch” by Paweł Ziemilski, "marygoround" 
by Daria Woszek, "symphony of the ursus 
factory" by Jasmina Wójcik", "marek edel-
man... and There Was Love in The ghetto" 
by Jolanta Dylewska, "Hugo" by Wojciech 
klimala, "Communion" by anna Zamecka, 
"a Hole in The Head" by Piotr subbotko or 
"my friend The Polish girl" by ewa Banasz-
kiewicz and mateusz Dymek.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
"marta Duzbabel is a creative producer 
who has been a commissioning editor at 
TVP. she is lead producer on documentary 
TV series for the largest TV broadcasters in 
Poland. she has worked on multi-awarded 
"over the Limit" by marta Prus or "all These 
sleepless nights" by michał marczak. 
agnieszka rostropowicz-rutkowska is a 
festival strategist and creative producer. 
she co-run many promotional campaigns 
for short fiction and documentaries, such 
as the oscar campaign for "Joanna" by an-
eta kopacz or efa Winner "Communion" 
by anna Zamecka. she worked with such 
projects as "marygoround" or "symphony of 

the ursus factory".

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Jasmina Wójcik is a visual artist, director, 
academic and pre-school educator. since 
2011 she has led a multidisciplinary socio-
political project with former employees of 
the ursus tractor factory, which includes 
site-specific activities in public spaces, so-
cio-artistic actions, performances, happen-
ings, independent film screenings and the 
production of the full-length documentary 
“symphony of the ursus factory”. The pro-
ject integrates residents of ursus and other 
citizens within the history of the district, in-
viting them to shape the topic and future of 
the post-industrial zone.
film has been selected to many interna-
tional film festivals and has won many 
prestigious awards around the world (i.a. 
nomination to Polish film awards eagLes 
2020; first award at Hot Docs film festival 
in Canada in the mid-Length Documentary 
Competiiton; first award at ProVinZion-
aLe– filmfest eberswalde; many festival 
selections: iffr rotterdam, DoC nYC, 
riDm in montreal, Beijing intl’ short ff, 
Cinema Verite in Teheran or millenium 
Docs against gravity in Warsaw).
Her work deals with the (in)visibility and 
self-representation of marginalized commu-
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nities. she is involved in alternative educa-
tion by developing authorial practices in the 
creation of children’s artistic expression.
she believes that as an artist and director 
she should be responsible for her own so-
cial environment and that the art (just like 
education) has a power to change the real-
ity and more importntly - ourselves.
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 LOGLINE 
Twin brothers (27) discover that their fa-
ther, absent since childhood, is dying 
abroad. one brother loves him, one hates 
him, but they must act together,  on the 
way they bond, but on arrival they find only 
a fraud. Then their real father turns up.

 SYNOPSIS 
koLYa (27) is a rare evil bastard. His moth-
er says that he is like his father, who left 
them when they were five years old. indeed 
kolya lives like his father  - irresponsibly 
and stupidly. opposite to his twin brother 
Vasya, kolya is an unambitious brute.     
Vasya is kind and responsible. He has been 
working as  a policeman for nine 
years, having reached the rank of senior 
lieutenant.
The twins did not know their father at all. 
so when news reaches them that he is dy-
ing it causes intense disagreement.  
meanwhile, their father is in hospital in Lux-
embourg.  for kolya, this is a dream about 
his father and a mirage of a large inherit-
ance. kolya is ready to drop everything and 
go there, but something constantly gets in 
the way. The first obstacles are his mother 
and brother. second - kolya doesn’t have a 
valid passport. He half-reaches the solution 
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and almost finished packing his luggage. 
But suddenly, kolya - who works as a mini-
bus driver  - knocks down an old woman 
and breaks her arm. 
kolya gives up. The police predict prison 
and kolya can forget about the trip. The 
only way out is to force the old woman 
to withdraw the charges. The old woman 
can't milk her goat or even prepare food for 
herself. so she is forced to accept kolya’s 
help. familiarising himself with the old 
Lady’s household, kolya discovers that 
the old woman withdrew her charges a 
long time ago - and his policeman- brother 
Vasya is the person that preventing him 
from leaving.   
Vasya’s wife exerts considerable pressure 
on him, having been infected with the idea 
of   acquiring an inheritance in Luxembourg. 
Vasya breaks under her onslaught. The 
brothers go to Luxembourg.
The city becomes for them a symbol of 
broken hopes and false expectations - be-
cause all the time they were hostages of 
a bureaucratic error. it wasn’t their father 
who died in the hospital, but a fraudster 
with fake documents. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
i will try to tell this story easily. as easy as 
istvan szabo told the story of his “father”. 
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it may be with notes of absurd and some-
times with the yearning.
i started to write this script as a son who 
was looking for answers... i finished the 
script as a father, who has the answers.

Camera
We will not have an unjustified camera 
movement. the camera subtly and capa-
ciously feels the mise-en-scene and an-
swers on the specific calls from the envi-
ronment inside the frame. The camera will 
not move without a reason.

CasT
We won't have actors illustrating their 
role. we are looking for those talents who 
will add to us the depths of the story, and 
the background. Talents who know how to 
keep silent in the frame, and who are inter-
esting to watch at the same time. We show, 
not tell. The main meanings of this plot are 
between words but not in words.

aTmosPHere
There are two heroes. They are the same, so 
the film will be full of details that speak about 
duality. images like our thoughts find their 
continuation in the material world, therefore 
what heroes think about - they will constantly 
meet in the foreground or background.

Details it is what creates depth, and over 
the depth, i’m going to do significant work, 
having worked out all possible plans of the 
film, to tell the periphery of my own story.

sounD
The film will feature music, mostly, of 
course, inside the frame - as part of the 
frame's ecosystem. and once screen over - 
as an author’s emotional commentary.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
a new film production company in 
ukraine, forefilms, has launched in kyiv 
to support young filmmakers and help 
emerging directors find a new voice for 
ukrainian cinema.
The founders of forefilms are anna 
sobolevska and Vladimir Yatsenko, whose 
film company Limelite has produced 
award-winning features lauded at interna-
tional festivals including Cannes and Ven-
ice. some of their most recent films include 
2019’s ukrainian debuts atlantis, directed 
by Valentyn Vasyanovych, or nariman 
aliev’s Homeward. from now, Limelite will 
focus on producing commercial content, 
while feature films will find their home at 
forefilms. 

seLeCTeD fiLmograPHY 

2018 THe WiLD fieLDs, by Yaroslav Lo-
dygin - Black nights film festival 2018 
- first feature Competition, The Connect-
ing Cottbus Best Pitch award 2016, Con-
necting Cottbus Producers network award 
2016, Connecting Cottbus Work in Pro-
gress award 2017.
2018 eTerniTY (short), by anna sobolevs-
ka, saint Louis iff official selection, etc
2019 inVisiBLe (co-producer), by director 
ignas Jonynas, san seBasTiÁn 2019 
2019 aTLanTis (co-producer), by Valentyn 
Vasyanovych – Winner of Best film Venice 
orizzonti 2019, Toronto Discovery 2019
2019 eVge, by nariman aliev – un Cer-
Tain regarD, Cannes offiCiaL seLeC-
Tion, 2019

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Vladimir Yatsenko was born in Donbas, 
ukraine.
graduated from The kyiv national eco-
nomic university, as an economist, then 
graduated from The kyiv national i. k. 
karpenko-kary Theatre, Cinema and Tel-
evision university as a producer.
in 2005 open a production company 
Limelite as the co-owner and general pro-
ducer.
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During 15 years Limelite produced more 
than 600 commercials and several fea-
ture films.
Vladimir Yatsenko is a former Head of the 
film industry association of ukraine, and 
also is a member of the ukrainian academy 
of motion Picture arts and european film 
academy. in april 2017-2019, Vladimir 
was elected as the Chairman of the Public 
Council under the state Cinema agency. 
from January 2020 Vladimir became rep-
resentative of ukraine in eurimages.
Vladimir was a participant in kViff miD-
PoinT intensive 2017, eaVe marketing 
Workshop 2017, miDPoinT feaTure 
LaunCH 2018, eaVe Producers Work-
shop 2018, Cannes Producers network 
2017-2019.
Projects in preproduction
gLoWman by director Bence fliegauf- the 
co-production between m&m film (Hun-
gary), and Limelite (ukraine).
u are THe uniVerse by director Pavlo 
ostrikov - this first feature film project was 
selected for Les arcs 2017 Coproduction 
Village and frontieres fantasia Co-produc-
tion market in montreal 2018.
LuXemBourg, LuXemBourg by direc-
tor antonio Lukic.
feLiX anD me by director iryna Tsilyk.

anna sobolevska became co-owner fore-
films (2021), and co-producer all the 
films, produced by the company.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
anTonio LukiC
b. 1992 uzhhorod ukraine
2015: graduated from kyiv national uni-
versity of Theater, film and Television. 
i.k. karpenko-kary, Vladimir oseledchik's 
workshop.
2015:  member of the national union of 
Journalists of ukraine, ngo "modern 
ukrainian Cinema".
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 LOGLINE 
emma Dante tells a new story about wom-
en: Penelope during the day, Circe over 
nights. poverty and motherhood around 
a very special kid raced by love, violence, 
poetry.

 SYNOPSIS 
sex and illness, motherhood and feminin-
ity, violence and love, life and death, mercy 
and ferocity are all together in misericordia. 
our young protagonist, arturo, in fact, af-
fected by a particular form of delay that 
is not better defined will have a narrative 
function close to that of the "good man" on 
the model of Prince myškin of Dostoevsky. 
The other human beings around him, 
therefore, will be forced to come to terms 
with his existence by measuring their own 
limits, their fears, their resistance. 
everything begins with violence. a prosti-
tute is the victim of the beating of a client 
who is also the father of the child she is 
carrying. This client, a violent executioner, 
is opposed by another man, giovanni, who, 
with a great gesture of love, chooses to 
raise the child who was orphaned by his 
mother after her death. When the putative 
father knows he is close to death, however, 
he is forced to find a new home in arturo 
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and the only place he knows he can re-
turn is in that house where the mother was 
welcomed as part of a family. This is how 
we, too, enter the smaC knitting factory, a 
house, a workshop, a brothel where a sui 
generis family lives, composed of 4 women 
who weave during the day and sell their 
bodies at night. 
a little bit Penelope a little bit Circe, the fe-
male figure in misericordia is investigated 
with ruthless sweetness, bitter intelligence. 
selfishness and solidarity, mercy and fe-
rocity illuminate every corner, giving back a 
picture of extreme resignation and unhap-
piness with the poetry of which emma and 
her gaze are capable. 
The focus that, like in "Le sorelle macaluso", 
remains the feminine, in this case includes 
three men, very different from each other 
and useful also and precisely in their dy-
namics of interaction with the women pro-
tagonists: the violent companion, the gener-
ous and responsible father, the special son. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
”misericordia” is about a squalid reality, 
steeped in poverty, ignorance and provin-
cialism, it explores the hell of a terrible deg-
radation, increasingly ignored by society. 
it tells about the fragility of women, their 
desperate and boundless loneliness.
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This is how emma Dante presents her new 
movie.
The leading women live in a dilapidated 
hovel with a disabled boy, arturo. During 
the day, women knit; at sunset they stand 
on the doorstep and offer their sagging 
bodies to passers-by.
‘The kid’ moves frantically in the room, he 
never stays still, every now and then he sits 
in front of the window and talks to the cor-
ner of the opposite building. arturo is not 
the son of any of them, but of Lucia, who 
was killed beaten up by her partner just 
after giving birth to that unfortunate child. 
The women took arturo to live with them, 
but at a certain point of story they can no 
longer keep him: they pack his suitcase 
and let him go.
Before his departure, though, they tell him 
about his mother, Lucia the lame, who 
styled her hair to look like "marilin monroy" 
and had a battered radio from where she 
listened to music and danced for everyone!

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
rosamont is an independent cinema 
company, based in udine (friuli Venezia 
giulia) born in July 2018 from the passion 
of a producer, marica stocchi, and the 
curiosity of a highly respected and well-
known italian actor, giuseppe Battiston. 

Valeria Carlini is in the team too, with her 
expertise of national and international pro-
ject management.
The common goal is to explore italian and 
international voices with an ever attentive 
look at stories. 

The main projects are: 
THe sisTers maCaLuso directed by 
emma Dante, Teodora film (national dis-
tributor) Charades (international sales). 
Venice 2020 Competition.
Here We are directed by nir Bergman 
(in co-production with spirofilms), mk2 
(international sales), festival de Cannes 
official selection 2020
HoneYmooD directed by Talya Lavie in 
co-production with spirofilms (post-pro-
duction) Westend (international sales)
Due (THe TWo of us) first movie di-
rected by giuseppe Battiston (in pre-pro-
duction); 
Zeno by andrea segre (in development); 
orLanDo by Daniele Vicari (in develop-
ment).

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
eave graduated 2019, marica stocchi 
started her own cinema company called 
rosamont and based in udine (friuli Ven-
ezia giulia) in July 2018. 

she produced for rosamont:
- THe sisTers maCaLuso directed by 
emma Dante, Teodora film (national Dis-
tributor) Charades (international sales). 
Venice 2020 Competition.
- Here We are directed by nir Bergman 
(in co-production with spirofilms), mk2 
(international sales), festival de Cannes 
official selection 2020
- HoneYmooD directed by Talya Lavie in 
co-production with spirofilms, Westend 
(international sales)
at this moment she is committed on the 
production of:
Due (THe TWo of us) first movie directed 
by giuseppe Battiston (in pre-production); 
Zeno by andrea segre (in development); 
orLanDo by Daniele Vicari (in develop-
ment).

since 2013 marica has been a producer 
for minimum fax media, an independent 
film and television production company 
that has been increasing its activity over 
the last five years, producing, among other 
projects: The War of the Yokels (2017); the 
documentary il monte Bianco - una storia 
di confine, in co-production with Cocotte 
minute (italy/france - 2015), the tv shows 
L’attimo fuggente (for rai Cultura - 2017) 
and, Bookshow (tv serie in two seasons for 
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sky arte HD - 2013/2014). 
Last project marica realized with minimum 
fax media was rosa (neverìn) first feature 
directed by katja Colja (an international 
co-production with Casablanca, slovenia) 
realized with the support of rai Cinema, 
mibact, fVg and eurimages.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Born in Palermo in 1967, emma Dante ex-
plores the subject of family and marginaliza-
tion through a poetics of tension and mad-
ness with a hint of humour. she becomes 
a playwright and director after graduating 
from the national academy of Dramatic art 
“silvio D’amico”. in 1999, in Palermo, she 
creates her theatre company sud Costa oc-
cidentale, with which she wins the scenario 
Prize 2001 for her project “mPalermu” and 
the ubu Prize 2002 as an emerging, italian 
artist. after several awards for her activity as 
a playwright and theatrical director (among 
them, the ubu Prize and the golden graal 
Prize). on December 7th 1999 she opens 
the theatrical season at La scala in milan 
by directing Bizet’s Carmen, conducted by 
Daniel Barenboim. 
in 2013 she’s in competition at the 70th 

Venice international film festival with her 
film “Via Castellana Bandiera”, based on 
the book with the same name. on this oc-

casion, elena Cotta wins the Volpi Cup for 
Best actress. 
in 2014, “The sisters macaluso” premieres 
at the mercadante Theatre in naples, co-
produced by Theatre national of Bruxelles 
and the festival of avignon for the project 
“Cities on stages.” “The sisters macaluso” 
wins several awards, among which “Le 
maschere” award as Best Play of the year, 
the Critics award, and the ubu award for 
Best Direction and Best Play. 
in 2020 her second feature The macaluso 
sisters is selected in competition at Venice 
77.
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 LOGLINE 
uriela is a woman with a mysterious past 
and a son to care of, Timoteo. When she be-
gins to feel ill, Timoteo escapes the harsh re-
ality in which they live by convincing himself 
that uriela is an ancient and fierce angel.

 SYNOPSIS 
uriela is a fierce woman with a mysterious 
past. she lives with Timoteo, her 7-year-old 
son, in the working-class neighbourhood of 
a city with the roaring steel plant she works 
for looming over. uriela emanates an enig-
matic natural aura: no one can say which 
country she comes from, nor which origin 
her language has. Her only reason to live is 
Timoteo, whom she loves deeply and who 
she has been trying to protect from the pit-
falls of life ever since he was born. The child, 
frail in body but resolute in gaze, has devel-
oped a strong personality that often brings 
him into conflict with his mother.
nonetheless, their relationship is too close 
to be questioned and strengthens every 
evening, when uriela tells Timoteo the story 
of a feminine angel and her heroic battles 
between good and evil. The tale's evocative 
power unleashes Timoteo's imagination, who 
starts noticing that the beautiful and strong 
angel, with blond hair and broad wings, has 
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the idealized features of his mother. His be-
liefs are supported by the scars his mother 
has on her back, which he thinks could eas-
ily mark where her wings were amputated. 
in the meantime, uriela begins to feel sick 
due to a mysterious illness and Timoteo, 
struggling with the life of their tough neigh-
borhood where games, survival and petty 
crime overlap, is always more convinced 
that his mother is precisely the angel fallen 
from the sky protagonist of the tale. maybe 
she is not dying from the disease that con-
sumes the neighbourhood residents' lives, 
but only gradually returning to her primal 
and magical form of winged being. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
i’d define my film with three adjectives: 
deep, silent, secret. Paradiso is a story that 
has its roots in my childhood and my most 
distant memories. it is a film of archetypal, 
magical characters and places, of industri-
al architecture and ocher-coloured hinter-
land. The first, being places devoured by 
a social evil that has produced metastases 
everywhere; the second, being archaic and 
mysterious. apparently, there is no ""Para-
dise"" if not in the hope hatching in little 
Timoteo's gaze and in the sacrifice that the 
real heroine of the film, uriela, carries on 
his shoulders. for her character, i was in-
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spired by my own mother: woman, mother 
and angel together. Paradiso is a film about 
the motherly figure, about feeling a mother 
up to the extreme, beyond death.
Paradiso is a story on the eternal and su-
preme struggle between good and evil in 
the key of magical realism: fairytale, dream, 
enchantment are contrasted with a sharp 
and harsh reality. from a visual perspec-
tive, a simultaneously elegant and raw 
mise en place will be the hallmark of the 
film. i firmly believe that magical realism 
represents the most suitable stylistic code 
allowing me to express not only the most 
profound meaning of the film, but also the 
invisible integration of the special effects of 
make-up and their digital finalisation.
Photography will be fundamental in giving 
image to the dialectic between a raw real-
ism and a fairytale world. The first will use 
the grey tones of cold and winter mixed with 
the neighbourhoods' rust where uriela and 
Timoteo live; the shadows on the factory; the 
street lamps of the squares; the weak light 
bulbs inside the houses. The second will 
colour the images with warm tones, trans-
forming nature into magic and depicting 
ocher fields, majestic woods and breathtak-
ing sunsets. my aesthetic choices will try to 
mirror the imperfections of the characters’ 
world with an almost palpable image, able 

to emphasise three-dimensionality, en-
hance movement, and celebrate life.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Dispàrte is an independent production 
company established in rome in 2015 
by alessandro amato and Luigi Chimienti. 
our mission is to give voice and image to 
emerging talents, focusing on character-
driven stories and international art-house 
co-productions.
dispàrte projects were developed in inter-
national workshops such as eaVe, Torino-
filmLab, midpoint and maia, presented 
at the major international pitching and co-
production markets and selected in the 
major international festivals.
our third feature film, maternal (2019) by 
maura Delpero, is an international co-pro-
duction between italy and argentina and 
premiered at 72. Locarno film festival 
– Concorso internazionale, where it won 
four awards, and is still enjoying a suc-
cessful festival distribution world round. in 
2020 the director won the Women in mo-
tion Young Talent award by kering group 
in partnership with festival de Cannes.

ParaDiso (feature, in development – 
italy)
iL CiLeno (feature, in development – it-

aly, Chile)
aDVenTure HunTers (feature, in de-
velopment – Poland, italy)
margini (feature, in development – italy)
maTernaL (feature, 2019 - italy, argen-
tina)
monoLogue (short, 2019 -  italy, argen-
tina, spain)
iL nosTro uLTimo (feature, 2016, italy)

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Luigi Chimienti is co-founder and producer 
at dispàrte.
He graduated in Cinema and later in 
Publishing before graduating in Produc-
tion at the film school gian maria Volonté 
in rome. He produced feature and short 
films selected and awarded worldwide 
and attended workshops and events such 
as the Producer Workshop at Cannes 
(2016), match me! at Locarno (2017), the 
maia Workshop (2017), Berlinale Visitors 
Programme (2019), midpoint Cold open 
(2020) and others. 
His last credit as producer is on maternal 
(2019) by maura Delpero, which premiered 
in Concorso internazionale at the 72. Locar-
no film festival, where it won four awards.
since 2019, he is a voting member of the 
european film academy (efa).
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 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
giulio mastromauro approached cinema 
as a self-taught after his graduation from 
a Law master's Degree. in 2012 he wrote, 
produced and directed the short film Carlo 
e Clara, selected in more than 100 festivals 
and winner of more than 50 awards, in-
cluding a special award as Best Web short 
film at David di Donatello 2014.
in 2014 he wrote, produced and directed 
the short film nuvola, nominated for the 
nastri d’argento 2016 and screened in 25 
countries, and one of the most appreci-
ated and awarded shorts of 2015, receiv-
ing more than 60 awards out of 80 official 
selections. it was acquired by rTi mediaset 
group and broadcasted on Premium Cin-
ema, infinity and rai Play.
in 2016 he wrote and directed with ales-
sandro Porzio the short film Valzer, a re-
flection on the discussed topic of assisted 
fertilisation. The film was selected, among 
the others, at the 74th Venice film festi-
val in the i LoVe gai competition. in 2016 
he also founded Zen movie with Virginia 
gherardini, one of the leading european 
distributions operating in the short film 
sector, winner of three David di Donatello, 
two nastri d'argento, a globo d'oro and a 
Palme d'or at the Cannes film festival.
His latest work as writer, director and 

producer is the short film Timo’s Winter, 
acquired by rai Cinema and chosen as 
fiCe 2020 short, winner of the David di 
Donatello for Best short film 2020 and 
italian candidate for the 2021 oscars in 
the Live action short film category.
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 LOGLINE 
Teen ana's biggest nightmare is to be like 
estela, her needy and infantile mother. 
When ana finds an injured man lying in the 
woods, estela, who's a nurse, decides to 
treat him at home, but only until he awakes.

 SYNOPSIS 
it’s the early 2000 in the uncanny environ-
ment of the Parahyba Valley, a decadent 
portrait of Brazil’s former plantation society. 
since the doubtful disappearance of her fa-
ther, ana, a tomboy teen, dreads living alone 
with her needy and infantile mother estela. 
Despite the land’s misfortune, teen ana’s 
biggest nightmare is to be like her.
nevertheless, both women exchange family 
roles, as estela herself is having a hard time 
being a mother. ana feels suffocated and 
lost, until one day, while walking the dog, 
she finds an injured man in the woods near 
the farm's ruins. estela, who is a nurse, de-
cides to treat him at home, without knowing 
that local ghosts still prowl that region. 
The arrival of the unknown man seems 
to trigger hidden feelings in both women. 
sexuality, femininity and motherhood are 
part of the same system. Beyond being a 
mother and a daughter, each one goes after 
their interpretation of feminine desire while 
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in different stages of life - adolescence and 
menopause. 
meanwhile, the phantom of paternal aban-
donment seems to cross generations.  se-
crets about the land's colonial heritage and 
the families past in that devastated land start 
to come to light; Was motherhood a curse 
driving women crazy?
an old local saying recalls: “Pursue the devil 
out of the garden and it will be born in your 
child’s bed”. sometimes ghosts do speak 
to the living, to free them from their sorrow 
while they still can… 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
The film’s title comes from a fable about 
intimacy by a. schopenhauer: during a 
harsh winter, the porcupine, a solitary ani-
mal, needs to join his peers in order to sur-
vive. However, the closeness of their thorny 
bodies would inevitably hurt themselves. 
Thus, Porcupine treats intimacy as some-
thing dubious - something essential but 
also painful. it’s also a fable about the close 
relationship between mother and daughter, 
a relationship that defines the female iden-
tity; there’s a real simbiosis and confronta-
tion between these roles. 
as a descendant of Jewish refugees that 
fled to Brazil, my early family life had al-
ways  been populated by ghosts from the 
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past, especially when with my mother. it 
was never a good omen when she remem-
bered her own mother. mrs. sonia, as my 
grandmother was called, was the opposite 
of a role model; she was the ghost of the 
feminine and demure woman, perfection-
ist, futile and mad. she had an abusive and 
violent relationship with my mother.
ironically, i physically resemble my grand-
mother sonia and i would always be com-
pared to her. sometimes i understood that 
my mother hated being a mother, because 
it reminded of her own. many times our 
roles changed. as i grew older, i under-
stood that the key for my reconciliation with 
my mother had to do with forgiving what 
happened to my grandmother. That’s when 
i found out that actually mrs sonia survived 
her sad fate. Porcupine stems from this un-
easiness.
it's key to speak about the feminine ability 
to survive history; so it’s also about Brazil, a 
land whose past is struck by the violence of 
colonialism, a common ground with differ-
ent continents. in this sense, it's also a uni-
versal story of diaspora. Thus, Porcupine’s 
central tale contains other stories - and it’s 
by unfolding the past that the present is 
revealed. The uneasiness of a decentral-
ised perspective and the on and off-screen 
sound ambience contribute to the film’s 

atmosphere of suspense and strangeness, 
making Porcupine an eerie thriller.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Bubbles Project is an independent pro-
duction company based in rio de Janei-
ro, created by Tatiana Leite in 2012. The 
company is specialized in coproduction 
(with either Brazilian and international 
production companies), discovering new 
talents in Brazil and abroad. Bubbles 
Project has already completed 5 feature 
films, and currently has two other features 
in postproduction.

among the feature films are Loveling 
(Benzinho) by gustavo Pizzi (opening film 
at the international Dramatic Competition 
at the sundance film festival 2018 and 
selected to rotterdam film festival- Voic-
es; to karlovy Vary film festival; Busan 
film festival, among others); a family 
submerged (familia sumergida) by ma-
ría alché, a coproduction with argentine, 
Brazil and germany, that premiered in 
Locarno film festival 2018 and was ex-
hibited in göteborg film festival, where it 
received the ingmar Bergman internation-
al Debut award 2019. The film was also 
presented at san sebastian film festival 
and Viennale; Pendular by Julia murat, 

coproduced with france and argentina, 
that premiered at the Panorama section of 
Berlinale 2017, where it won the fiPres-
Ci award; nona by Camila Jose Donoso 
(coproduction with Chile, Brazil, south 
korea and france) that premiered at rot-
terdam international film festival 2019 - 
Tiger Competition;l Hopefuls (aspirantes) 
directed by ives rosenfeld that won Lo-
carno's Carte Blanche in 2014, and has 
been exhibited in various festivals: karlovy 
Vary, Toulouse, Biarritz, Havana, nYC, 
and several others.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Tatiana Leite graduated in Law and Com-
munications from PuC-rJ university, did 
her postgraduate studies in film in Brazil 
and History of art at sorbonne. she was a 
film programmer at the rio film festival 
from 2000 till 2009. in 2010 she became 
the international adviser of the rio  de Ja-
neiro state secretariat of Culture. she cu-
rated and produced several film seasons 
in Brazil such as guy maddin’s and ozu’s 
retrospective. 
in 2012 she created the production com-
pany Bubbles Project, which is involved in 
coproduction and discovering new talents 
in Brazil and abroad. since that, Tatiana at-
tended the workshop PuenTes by eaVe, 
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the Cinemart, La fabrique des Cinémas du 
monde in Cannes, the Locarno program 
match me, Cinemundi BH, films from rio, 
the Boost nL, focus asia at the far east 
film festival, the Paris Coproduction Village 
Project, the Berlinale Talent and the script 
circle in Berlin. she was also selected to the 
Coproduction market at Berlinale 2019. 
she served as a mentor for the full Circle 
Lab in indonesia, as an expert for La femis 
Lab in Brazil in 2019, and as a consultant 
for the Curitiba Lab, and Puentes in 2018. 
she attended Berlinale Talents 2018 as an 
expert. she also served as Jury member for 
various festivals (CPH, Chicago int’ festi-
val, the rio film festival).
she already produced 5 feature films, 
most of them co-productions that travelled 
to several major film festivals (sundance, 
Berlin, rotterdam, Locarno) and were dis-
tributed theatrically all over the world.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
eva randolph studied Cinema at flumin-
ense federal university, rio de Janeiro, and 
has a master's degree in Contemporary Cin-
ema from uPf, Barcelona. she made her 
directorial debut in 2008, with her short film 
Ten elephants (Dez elefantes, 2008), which 
was awarded the prize for Best short film at 
the Locarno film festival. it was screened 

at more than 50 festivals around the world. 
she then directed three shorts:  fish Boy 
(2012), The good Behaviour (2014) and 
Don’t Promise me anything (2016).
she currently develops the feature films 
Porco espinho and festinha americana, 
contemplated by the national fund fsa 
(ProDaV 3), and which participated in the 
aroma filmes Creative Center with consul-
tancy by mauro andrizzi, adirley Queiroz 
and Juliana rojas. in addition to being a di-
rector and screenwriter, she is also the edi-
tor of more than 30 films that have partici-
pated in national and international festivals, 
namely the feature sick, sick, sick (alice 
furtado, 2019), selected at Quinzaine des 
réalisateurs, Cannes 2019, where she par-
ticipated as tutor and additional editing and 
menarca (Lillah Hallah, 2020), selected 
at semaine de la Critique - Cannes 2020. 
she teaches editing theory at Darcy ribeiro 
film school and created a course of artistic 
Process ""self-Portrait Workshop"". she was 
also the curator of the mostra Cinema de 
montagem together with karen akerman 
and miguel seabra Lopes. she also partici-
pated in the Berlinale Talents and shortfilm-
station with a project in 2014.
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 LOGLINE 
We follow Domi, the 20-year old cello talent 
all through his first significant international 
competition. While struggling to enter the 
gate of world-fame, he has to face other ob-
stacles, too: the relationships that mean life 
to him are put at risk.

 SYNOPSIS 
in our coming-of-age story, we follow Domi, 
the 20-year old outstanding cello talent. 
While struggling to enter the gate of world-
fame, he has to face other obstacles, too: 
the relationships that mean life to him be-
side his cello are put at risk.
Domi's best friends are young musicians 
like him. While their high-voltage musi-
cal cooperation happens at the highest 
spheres of artistic experience, in their pri-
vate lives, they are common teenagers sim-
ply killing time.
Domi lives in the illusion of perfection, 
placing himself somewhat above the oth-
ers – still he is the one most dependent on 
his friends' unconditional commitment. He 
treats them as family, and pushes them to 
feel the same way.
Domi's best friend, Beni - an outstand-
ing pianist himself - accompanies Domi 
in most of his competitions. The two boys 
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could not be more different: until Domi per-
sistently aims at becoming a world-famous 
solo artist, Beni's unrestful character does 
not allow him manage his own talent well 
enough.
Things start to change between them as 
Beni falls in love with the only girl in the 
“closest circle”: Tara, who happens to be 
Domi's intimate childhood friend. Domi has 
to face the painful fact that there is a new 
bond between his two best friends, out of 
which he necessarily has to stay out.
Domi's journey takes him to a lonelier path.
He prepares for the geneve international 
Cello Competition, that possibly means a 
decisive milestone in his career. However, 
it seems that he has to leave Beni behind. 
at a new level of professionalism Domi has 
to find a new pianist for the competition.
What drives one to be the best he can 
be, and what makes one not trying to be 
that? What is the price it demands and is 
the price payable at all? This is what not 
only us, but all our characters struggle to 
find out. We offer an intimate portrait of a 
young artist coming of age, while not only 
the mysterious world of elite classical mu-
sic, but also a unique portrait of generation 
Z unfolds. 
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 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
We treat our feature-length situational 
documentary almost as a fiction movie: its 
dramaturgy, the situations we look for, the 
way we select and portray dialogues all bear 
the dynamics and trademarks of fiction. We 
approach our characters with caring empa-
thy, while definitely look for the moments of 
humor or absurdity, especially in the scenes 
of the "generational reality show".
The camera bears an intimate presence, it 
is almost a character of its own. We kind of 
let the characters direct the camerawork: 
we also try to show the way they want us 
to see them. for instance, when Domi's 
professionalism is more accentuated, or 
he wants to appear as someone important 
or beautiful, we try to "please and support" 
this effort of his and record him accord-
ingly. There is a looser, more spontaneous 
handling of the camera in the guys' every-
day reality, while we use a more structured
approach - with several cameras and spe-
cial movements - in the scenes of the com-
petitions or concerts, creating more elegant 
compositions.
We also include the characters' own foot-
age recorded by their phones, or their zoom 
conversations during the lockdown period, 
so that the everyday communication styles 
of this generation becomes palpable.

an important issue of this movie is the rep-
resentation of music. We definitely want to 
avoid a "standard", dry recording style of 
concert broadcasts. in our images we try 
to treat music as a living being - as some-
thing inseparable from the musician. Just 
as the instrument is his body part, music 
and musician(s) are one.
one of my strengths as a director is that 
i am able to be present in my character's 
lives in a way that they continue living it 
almost "undisturbed". although i don't in-
tend to appear in the movie or intrude in 
their scenes in any way or form, i don't 
want to conceal my presence completely. 
The characters quite often refer to me or 
speak out to me from a scene. if these in-
stances have significance to the scene, we 
will keep them in the film.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
The production company Poste restante 
was founded by producer Dóra Cserná-
tony and director Lili Horvát in Budapest 
in 2016 to create a home base for open an 
independent-minded filmmakers.
Poste restante works in close collabora-
tion with producer Péter miskolczi, who 
supports the company with his extensive 
experience in successful european copro-
ductions.

The first production of the company was Lili 
Horvát's second feature 'Preparations to Be 
Together for an unknown Period of Time' 
(2020). The film was premiered at the Ven-
ice international film festival in september 
2020. it has also been presented at Toronto 
and Busan among many other festivals, 
and won major awards at Warsaw, Chicago, 
Philadelphia, Valladolid, antalya, Les arcs 
and Buenos aires.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Lili Horvát (b. 1982) grew up in Budapest. 
she studied audiovisual arts at the sor-
bonne nouvelle in Paris and film direct-
ing at the university of Theatre and film 
in Budapest. 'The Wednesday Child', Lili's 
first feature won the east of the West com-
petition at karlovy Vary 2015, and received 
numerous awards worldwide. in 2016, Lili 
co-founded the production company Poste 
restante which produced her second fea-
ture, 'Preparations to Be Together for an 
unknown Period of Time'.
'Preparations...' premiered at the Venice 
international film festival in september 
2020. The film has also been presented 
at Toronto and Busan among many other 
festivals, and won major awards at Warsaw, 
Chicago, Philadelphia, Valladolid, antalya, 
Les arcs and Buenos aires.
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Lili has also worked as a casting director 
on several projects, including kornél mun-
druczó's 'White god'.
Dóra Csernátony was born in Budapest in 
1973. she has produced several cultural 
TV series, including  Propaganda, which 
won the Pulitzer memorial prize.
filmography: 
Preparations to Be Together for an un-
known Period of Time (2020)

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
anna kis was born in Budapest, 1969. Hav-
ing graduated in english and german Lin-
guistics and Literature at eLTe university 
in 1992, she pursued a career of teaching, 
freelance translation, interpretation and 
journalism for different publishing houses, 
journals and institutions for several years. 
in 1997 she completed a PhD course in 
renaissance and Baroque english Litera-
ture, where her topic was: shakespeare on 
film. in 2002 she gave her career a turn 
and started her studies at the university of 
Theatre and film arts in Budapest, as a di-
rector and editor. she has directed several 
shorts and observational documentaries. 
Besides she has been active as an editor 
for several years: she has edited shorts, 
documentaries and has been a regular edi-
tor of concert shows for TV.
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 LOGLINE 
sLoW is a romantic drama about the con-
stant search for closeness, the fear of love 
and the fear of being alone.

 SYNOPSIS 
greta (30), a professional contemporary 
dancer, meets her peer Dovydas on a social 
art project on the integration of teenagers 
with hearing impairment into society. greta 
gives dance classes, while Dovydas works 
as a sign language interpreter. The moment 
they meet, a beautiful bond is established 
between them, encouraging them to spend 
more and more time together. When friend-
ship seems about to turn into a relation-
ship, Dovydas confesses to greta that he 
has romantic feelings for her but he is asex-
ual - he does not feel and has never felt 
any sexual desire for another person. greta 
finds it difficult to understand, but the con-
nection that exists between them motivates 
her to let herself into this relationship. “i 
won't change“, Dovydas warns greta, who 
answers him the same. The protagonists 
dive into unknown territories of the new re-
lationship, but none of them truly realises 
how much energy it will cost to build their 
own intimacy - this time emotional instead 
of physical one. 
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 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
There will be a lot of corporeality in the film 
- it is important for me to see real human 
bodies, skin texture, sweat, moles, blis-
ters, body scratches and skin bumps and 
indentations that we often tend to hide. 
The dance hall, the intimate interiors of the 
apartment, the present-day Vilnius as we 
know it and the smallest but at the same 
time very important space in the film - the 
bed - comprise the main places of action for 
the characters. The image helps us to feel 
the environment in which the characters live 
– a beautiful, stylishly arranged home that, 
like those perfect bodies that keep whirling 
around and sometimes annoy, does not al-
ways fit in with the ever-changing growing 
city and the shabby facades right next to it. 
We see the newly sprouting buildings in the 
city, of which there seems to be too many 
and which facilitate people’s falling into the 
loneliness of their own construct even more 
safely and comfortably.
Because of the physicality and wishing to 
create an opportunity to get to know the 
heroes as closely and intimately as pos-
sible, i want to film on 16mm film. The 
16mm film, like the bodies i want to por-
tray in the movie, is imperfect, like a real 
body living its own life, not just a medium 
that helps construct a perfectly planned 
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image. The film will have predominantly 
natural light and warm colours, and chang-
ing seasons will help reveal the changing 
emotional states of the characters, but the 
16mm film should help maintain continu-
ity and not draw unnecessary attention to 
seasonal changes that should be more 
perceptible than noticeable. at the heart 
of this film are the chemistry and the un-
folding of a special bond between the ac-
tors - a relationship that is fraternal but at 
the same time romantic and very intimate. 
although there are quite a few dialogues 
in the film, the most important fears and 
feelings remain are not verbally communi-
cated but left to be expressed by the eyes, 
movement and touch.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
m-films (Ciobreliai) was established in 
2008 by producer marija razgute, based 
in Vilnius, Lithuania. m-films produces the 
works of the young generation of Lithuanian 
film directors such as andrius Blaževicius, 
marija kavtaradze, karolis kaupinis and 
has been working with international co-
productions since 2013.  
The latest production nova Lituania by 
karolis kaupinis premiered at karlovy 
Vary iff 2019, east of the West program, 
summer survivors by marija kavtaradze 

premiered at Toronto iff 2018, Discovery 
program, The saint by andrius Blaževicius 
premiered at Busan iff 2016 and Warsaw 
iff competition programs, awarded by 
Lithuanian film academy in 6 categories, 
including Best film, Best script, Best Di-
rector, and etc. at the moment m-films is 
in post-production with a second feature 
by andrius Blaževicius - runner to be re-
leased in 2021. also m-films has been co-
producing as a minority co-producer since 
2016, now having films with spain – Tres 
by Juanjo giménez & Trote by Xacio Baño, 
germany & georgia – otar’s Death by ioseb 
“soso” Bliadze.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
marija razgute, Lithuanian film producer, 
established a film production company m-
films (Ciobreliai) in 2008. meanwhile she 
has produced 4 feature films as a major 
producer as well as 9 short films (fiction, 
documentary and animation). Her lat-
est production nova Lituania by karolis 
kaupinis premiered at karlovy Vary iff 
2019, east of the West program, summer 
survivors by marija kavtaradze premiered 
at Toronto iff 2018, Discovery program, 
The saint by andrius Blaževicius pre-
miered at Busan iff 2016 and Warsaw 
iff competition programs, awarded by 

Lithuanian film academy in 6 categories, 
including Best film, Best script, Best Di-
rector, and etc. at the moment marija is in 
post-production of a second feature by an-
drius Blaževicius - runner to be released 
in 2021. also she’s been co-producing as 
a minority co-producer since 2016, now 
having films with spain – Tres by Juanjo 
giménez & Trote by Xacio Baño, germany 
& georgia – otar’s Death by ioseb “soso” 
Bliadze. since 2011 marija razgute is an 
active member of independent Produc-
ers association of Lithuania, and a Board 
member since 2016. marija is also a gradu-
ate of maia Workshops 2013-2014, eaVe 
Producers Workshop 2016, participant of 
aCe Producers 2020. a member of euro-
pean film academy since 2015 and eWa 
network since 2018, Producer on the 
move 2020.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Born in 1991, film director and scriptwriter 
marija kavtaradze graduated from Lithu-
anian academy of music and Theatre, film 
Directing studies in 2014. marija's debut 
feature film summer surViVors pre-
miered at Toronto iff in 2018 and did a 
solid career at the feativals, also sold to 
italy, albania, Latvia and elsewhere. sum-
mer surViVors did 26k admissions at 
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the domestic box office, which made it 
the most appreciated independent Lithu-
anian film.  one of her latest short fiction 
film man dvim keli (i'm Twenty something, 
2014) won best student film at the Lithu-
anian film academy awards silver Crane 
2015. marija kavtaradze also co-written the 
feature film THe sainT dir. andrius Blaze-
vicius, that m-films produced, which was 
premiered at Busan iff and Warsaw isff 
in 2016, later on had a theatrical release 
in Lithuania in 2017, with the box office of 
more than 200 000 eur. Considered to be 
one of the most talented upcoming film-
makers in Lithuania, marija kavtaradze is 
now preparing for her second feature film 
sLoW.
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 LOGLINE 
on the hottest day of the year, a loving fa-
ther has forgotten his baby daughter in a 
locked car, causing her death. society im-
mediately declares him guilty and damned 
without standing trial but who are we to be 
the judge?

 SYNOPSIS 
Based on a true story
Jozef (55) is a runner. each morning, he 
jogs around the fields. after the run, he re-
turns to his wife (32) and baby daughter 
(2). Today is his turn to take kristínka to 
the nursery. 
Jozef parks in front of the news building. 
He’s greeting employees as he walks to the 
office, he calls a meeting. His phone rings, 
his wife katka is asking if he has dropped 
kristínka off at the nursery. He reassures 
her that he has done so. 
During the meeting, the direct sun is burn-
ing his back. after the meeting, Jozef is 
dealing with emails, phone calls. katka 
calls him again. she was told at the nursery 
that he never did bring kristínka in today. 
He drops his phone. He jumps up from his 
chair and sprints outside to the car. The 
scene that he sees there paralyses him. He 
steps back and falls to the ground. 
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The police and ambulance arrive. They’re 
carrying dead kristínka out. a car sharply 
breaks, skidding. katka exits it rapidly. 
Cameras and reporters are everywhere. 
Jozef is hugging katka, desperately crying 
in his arms. suddenly, we are watching this 
scene through a television screen. 
on the news, we hear that ‘two-year old 
kristínka has literally roasted inside the car 
of the irresponsible father’. The report ends 
with a question: ‘What punishment does a 
father who killed his own baby deserve?’
it’s dark outside. Jozef is at home, stand-
ing, staring indifferently at a blank wall with 
a stain. a drum of a washing machine is 
spinning into the silence. katka is washing 
kristínka’s clothes.
interrogation at a police station, the court. 
experts are explaining what was going on 
in Jozef’s brain, and what the phenomenon 
of forgotten Baby syndrome is. We find 
out that Jozef is not entirely responsible for 
his actions. However, the judge determines 
that he is guilty. 
an early, winter morning. Jozef is running 
along a field path. Winter sunshine fills the 
landscape. Jozef looks towards the sun. 
suddenly, he grabs his heart and falls to 
the ground, dying.
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 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
The story of the father who has left his small 
daughter in a searingly hot car is so awfully 
tragic that all of us probably think – it could 
never happen to me. But the opposite is 
the truth.  often, the facts are the same: 
one day, the otherwise loving parent gets 
confused by a change to their daily routine, 
and while busy… forgets their child inside 
a vehicle. Phenomenon of ‘forgotten Baby 
syndrome’. 
Perhaps no other human failure makes us 
confront the topics of crime and punish-
ment, justice and compassion with such 
intensity. Like all parents who have been 
in this situation, Jozef has been given the 
worst punishment, impossible to calculate 
in years of imprisonment. 
The film ‘father’ aims to incite in us exactly 
what we’re missing – compassion. That 
is why our aim is to create a subjective 
film, which the viewer experiences directly 
with Jozef (films elephant,Victoria),i want 
to make ‘father’ in one continuous take. 
as the situation continuously evolves, the 
viewer is not held captive to what the film-
maker presents to them. The merging of 
the viewer and the anti-hero in Jozef’s story 
is crucial. 
The screenplay will be unconventional, just 
like its formal presentation. i don’t want the 

actors to memorise film dialogues but to em-
body the characters first, and as such com-
municate with each other in authentic ways. 
‘When i first heard the story of Jozef, i felt 
that it was unfilmable. such a terrible trag-
edy in a film would be too painful for audi-
ences to process. i asked myself – What 
film would you not turn off, even when 
its central topic was the death of a child? 
answering myself, i had a vision of a film 
that i would not only not turn off, but one i 
wanted to make. 
unconventional, formally radical and 
poignant. in the audience, the film ‘father’ 
will stir internal conflicts, but also feelings 
of compassion with the man who killed his 
child. it will shake up our innermost con-
victions, compel us to pose fundamental 
questions and teach us to be more human.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
a newly established production company 
presents its first project ‘The father’ – a 
film adaptation of the tragic and poignant 
story ‘my Life with Jojo’ written by Dušan 
Budzak (2018), the story about the point-
less death of a baby girl – a true story that 
stabbed an ice-cold blade of judgment 
into the flesh of slovak society. it is easy to 
judge, but to understand and feel what the 
other one feels – that is difficult. and we do 

not like to bother with difficult things. Yet, 
shouldn’t we…? 
The Danae Production’s debut project 
demonstrates the fundamental focus of our 
creative and production interest – power-
ful, profound and ambiguous stories. The 
stories that disrupt the status quo. The 
stories that shout, cry, laugh… The stories 
that bring hope. The stories to which you 
will return to. Life in illumination, and illu-
mination of life – this will be the path of 
the projects that Danae Production aims 
to bring to cinemas at home and abroad, to 
television screens, or release online. 
The guarantee of quality, which we consider 
to be crucial, and international coproduc-
tion, which we find inevitable, is our pro-
duction team’s vast experience gained from 
international forums and audio-visual and 
filmmaking platforms, as well as from work-
ing on numerous domestic productions.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Veronika Pastekova graduate from fac-
ulty of film and Television - Production, 
management and Business studies at 
academy of Performing arts in Bratislava, 
slovakia. she worked in Central european 
house of photography as production man-
ager responsible for co-organizing of fes-
tival month of Photography and pitching 
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forum Portfolio review. she worked also for 
art agency Hart Pro, who is sales agent for 
many slovak artists and organizer of many 
cultural events. she has been cooperating 
with many production companies and me-
dias in slovakia as a delegate producer for 
development. since January 2017 she is a 
project manager of Creative europe Desk 
slovakia.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Tereza nvotova (1988) graduated from the 
Department of Directing at film and TV 
school of academy of Performing arts in 
Prague - famu. Her feature debut filthy/
spina has been screened at major festivals 
around the world, including rotterdam, 
karlovy Vary, Cairo and santa Barbara. 
During its distribution "filthy" took home 
more than 20 awards, making it one of the 
most successful Czech and slovak films 
of the year. Tereza collaborates with vari-
ous broadcasting companies, most nota-
bly HBo europe who has co-produced 
her feature debut and two documentary 
films. Her latest HBo documentary "The 
Lust for Power" has been shortlisted for the 
european film academy awards 2019. it 
was critically acclaimed and has caused 
heated debate about populism and cor-
ruption in politics. Tereza is an alumnus 

of 2019 Berlinale Talents, scripteast and 
miDPoinT. Tereza is currently completing 
her second fiction feature film The nigthsi-
ren / svetlonoc. This slovak/Czech/french 
coproduction drama received eurimages 
coproduction support, and a eurimages 
Development award in 2018.
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 LOGLINE 
Tito, the stray cat of a filmmaker struggling 
with her own internal wounds, falls from 
the 8th floor and ends up paralized: he 
and she embark on a journey to China, in 
a quest of regeneration that has to do with 
the soul as much as with the body.

 SYNOPSIS 
my cat Tito fell from the 8th floor and end-
ed up with his back legs paralyzed. i typed 
“spinal cord regeneration” on the internet 
and was directed to the website of a french 
organisation for the disabled, created by 
paralyzed people, which has been funding 
for over 20 years. They are the only ones 
doing this sort of research, because for 
most of the scientific community, the spinal 
cord cannot regenerate. it is impossible. so 
i contacted them.
at that time they had just managed to fund 
a clinical test on humans in China. “You’re 
a filmmaker, right? You want to come with 
us to make a film?” in exchange they would 
operate my cat too.
When the spinal cord is affected, it creates a 
necrosis around the wound. a sort of a bar-
rierThe metaphor sends me back to child-
hood, and a man who voluntarily cut himself 
away from life. my father, who suffers from 
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deep melancholy, has always tried to recon-
nect his faulty synapses to life.
so the magic potion that neurogel en 
marche patented, this “activated fat” able 
to regenerate the spinal cord, became for 
me much more than a scientific discov-
ery. if i can fix my cat, maybe i can fix my 
father. With this crazy premise, i set off to 
China, to film the impossible.
i meet incredible human beings: the disa-
bled who volunteer for the experiment are 
fighters who do not want to give in to fate. 
Like my cat Tito, now their mascot, who 
does not give in at all. for him it is about 
staying alive. so i learn how to heal that in-
visible wound in me.
Childhood memories resurface along the 
way. Then another trauma, my car accident 
14 years ago, in which melancholy got hold 
of me, like a love illness passed on from a 
generation to the next.
“THe meCHaniCs of THings” is a jour-
ney through the quest of regeneration, 
accepting that there are things we can fix 
and things we never can. We should know 
that wounds change, they don’t heal. But 
there is no way we should throw in the 
towel, because beginning to search is al-
ready a first step.
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 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
my cat is a magical animal that leads us 
through a quest of regeneration: he is the 
avatar of all the broken people who try to 
repair themselves and tells story that is 
within us all. This film is built around him 
and becomes, through its very essence, an 
“ensemble film”. everyone is here to speak 
about an part of the puzzle, which i, too, 
am attempting to piece back together to 
find a remedy for a broken soul. 
i am used to controlling the narration of 
films with several protagonists, but i am 
aware that here the exercise is more com-
plex, as i feature in my own film: the events 
will constantly juggle between the tip of the 
iceberg and a hidden intimate part that i at-
tempt to untangle, between “me” and “us”. 
it is a personal journey that is overlapped 
by that of others, and which is not relating 
just one experience: the various storylines, 
that echo each other, must eventually build 
into just one: the story of us all.
The various languages of filmmaking used 
are to shape these layers: they are meant to 
serve a real purpose, and reveal intrinsical-
ly the very nature of the events they show. 
By switching from iPhone to super 8, from 
fiction to documentary footage, we can 
navigate these successive stratifications, 
which need to interdependent to exist fully.

The act of filming becomes “a cure” per 
se, a way of searching, with all the means 
available, a solution. The protagonists 
unanimously embraced the adventure of 
the film. They each use it in their own way. 
Whereas they let me tie them together, they 
are actively involved from within, just like 
my crew that does not escape the rule. We 
are not making a film, we are all living it. 
and that is where its force lies.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
films de force majeure is a production 
company created in marseille in 2010. 
our activity is mainly focused on art-house 
films, with a keen interest in documentaries 
and international collaborations. member 
of eaVe, euroDoC, sPi & unifrance.
among our latest feature films: “The Last 
Hillbilly” by D. sara Bouzgarrou & T. Jen-
koe (aCiD Cannes 2020, iDfa…). World 
sales: The Party film sales i french dis-
tributor: new story.
“game girls” by a. skrzeszewska (fr/
ger) released in france in 2018 after its 
premiere at Berlinale 2018 (World sales: 
Doc&film intl.) 
We coproduced “a Land imagined” by 
Yeo siew Hua, golden Leopard at Locarno 
(sing/fr/HoL). released in france in 
2019 (epicentre), world sales Visit films, 

bought by netflix for the rest of the world.
or “still recording” by s. albatal & g. 
ayoub, 5 awards at the Critics’ Week of 
Venice (LeB/fr/ger), released in france 
in 2019 (arizona Distribution).
We also collaborated on films that question 
usual film codes: “mitra” by J. León (BeL/
fr) - fiDmarseille, DokLeipzig… or “The 
sound is innocent” by J. ozvold (CZ/fr/
sLk) - Visions du réel…
among our short films, we have completed 
“made for walking” by H. Baillot & r. Bot-
iveau (world premiere at iDfa). “Portrait of 
suzanne” by i. Plucinska (golden Dragon 
at krakow festival, annecy…). “uncanny 
Valley” by P. Wenninger, official selection 
for César 2017 for animated shorts. “songs 
next Door” by f. Pinatel (etoile de la scam 
award). 
www.films-de-force-majeure.com.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Born in 1981, in 2010, Jean-Laurent Csi-
nidis created in marseille films de force 
majeure, focusing on author-driven films 
and international collaborations, with a 
keen interest in cinematic documentaries. 
He has (co)produced 24 films, which have 
been shown in Cannes, Berlinale, Locarno, 
Venice, annecy, Cinéma du réel... The co-
production countries he has worked with 
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include germany, singapore, netherlands, 
Lebanon, Czech republic, Poland, austria, 
the uk...
He presented at acid Cannes 2020 “The 
Last Hillbilly”, a feature documentary by D. 
sara Bouzgarrou & T. Jenkoe that will have 
its international premiere at iDfa.
in 2018, he presented a. skrzeszewska’s 
feature documentary game girls at the 
Berlinale (Panorama - Documentary award 
nominee), theatrically released in france in 
2018, and sold to the us in 2019.   
He coproduced feature films with substan-
tial success: Yeo siew Hua’s “a Land im-
agined” (golden Leopard Locarno 2018, 
sold in several countries and to netflix for 
the rest of the world, theatrically released 
in france); s. al-Batal and g. ayoub’s “still 
recording” (5 awards at Venice’s Critics’ 
Week, theatrically released in france).
He attended several workshops (eaVe, 
eurodoc, emerging Producers, rotterdam 
Lab…). He is a member of board of the 
sPi (french independent Producers guild) 
and treasurer of the PaCa region produc-
ers’ association. 
He was part of the pedagogical team of the 
Documentary master - aix-marseille uni-
versity, and one of the 2019 group leaders 
of eurodoc workshop.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
alessandra Celesia was born in italy (aosta) 
in 1970, and lives between Paris and Bel-
fast.
after studying modern literature and thea-
tre, she started to work as an actress and a 
stage director, with keen interest in experi-
mental and collective creation.
in 2006, she directed her debut documen-
tary "Luntano".
in 2011, she directed "The Bookseller of 
Belfast". Coproduced by arTe france, the 
film was shown notably at Visions du réel, 
Lussas, festival dei Popoli...
in 2013, "mirage à l'italienne" premiered at 
Cinéma du réel, before being selected in 
many festivals.
in 2017, "The anatomy of a miracle", co-
produced again by arTe france, was 
selected in Locarno and was awarded an 
'Étoile de la scam'. it was released in italy 
in 2018.
she has recently completed the docu-
mentaries entitled "The child i will be" and 
"Come il bianco".
While still being involved in several per-
forming art projects, she has been develop-
ing "The mechanics of Things" since 2019.
The shooting of her forthcoming feature 
documentary "The flats" is planned for 
2021 (eurimages, region sud, screen ire-

land, CCa Brussels, media, Bfi, northern 
ireland screen, rTBf, scam). The project 
won 2 awards at Pitching du réel 2019 in 
nyon and was selected to the Docs ireland 
marketplace 2019 in Belfast.
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 LOGLINE 
Holocaust author known as "ka-Tsetnik" 
coined the term “other Planet” before 
fainting on the stand in the known eich-
mann trial. following LsD treatments, dur-
ing which he imagined himself as an ss 
officer, ka-Tsetnik abandoned the other 
Planet.

 SYNOPSIS 
The return from the other Planet will 
bring to the screen, for the first time, the 
enigmatic figure of Holocaust writer, ka-
Tzetnik – the author who wrote of “being 
born at the entrance to the auschwitz con-
centration camp”; the man who took on 
an impossible mission through his books 
– to be a voice to six million victims. His 
radical and controversial books, which in-
cluded gratuitous and tenacious descrip-
tions of life in auschwitz were translated to 
32 languages and sold millions of copies.
He hid his real name, Yehiel De-nur, be-
hind the enigmatic, puzzling figure of ka-
Tzetnik up until the moment he could not 
hide anymore. it was when he was called 
to testify in the eichmann trial, where he 
revealed his real name, testified and then 
fainted. During his dramatic testimony, he 
referred to auschwitz as an “other Planet” 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
Black sheep film Productions
Tel aviv, israel
saar@bsheepfilms.com

GENrE 
Documentary

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
assaf Lapid

PrOduCErS 
saar Yogev, naomi Levari

BudGEt 
€ 320.000 (€ 160.000 in place)

COMPaNY
Black sheep film Productions

LOOkING fOr
Co-producers, financing, sales agents

PrOjECt StatuS
financing

– a place outside of time; a place where 
the lines of morality are clear, victims vs. 
victimizers; a place where human beings 
have no presence or capacity to judge or 
comprehend.
His perception of the world was shaken 
when an experimental LsD treatment in 
the 1970s sent him back to the two years 
he spent in auschwitz, prompting him to 
see for the first the horrific humanity of 
the place. The return was all-consuming. 
“myself and the ss man are one and the 
same,” he wrote in his final book, realizing 
for the first time that humans created that 
concentration camp. “Wherever there are 
people, there is auschwitz.” 
Despite his global influence on shaping the 
memory of the Holocaust, ka-Tzetnik’s fig-
ure remained mysterious and his journey 
to the other Planet and back remained 
unknown. Through the examination of his 
oeuvre and the milestones in his life, the 
film will explore how the author dealt with 
the trauma he had experienced, when and 
how he found his way to readers’ hearts, 
and when and why they abandoned him 
come his final book.

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
{ka-Tsetnik = a pen name standing for "the 
man from the camp"}
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in 90’s israel, the education ministry de-
cided to distribute the books of Holocaust 
author ka-Tsetnik to all 17-year-olds. Thus, 
without warning, my desk was hit with 
death camps and ghettos, transports and 
horrific killings. nothing prepared me for 
the shock the books left in me. it was the 
beginning of a journey yet to conclude.
Years later, i accidently came across his 
last book. i was surprised to be completely 
unaware of this book and to the LsD treat-
ment that led to it. How could it be that is-
rael’s most renowned Holocaust author has 
been through LsD treatment, at the end 
of which he claimed that he could easily 
become an ss officer? i returned to ka-
Tsetnik, this time as an adult.
The more i investigated ka-Tsetnik’s story, i 
noticed the huge disparity between the in-
fluential writer whose books were translat-
ed to 32 languages and sold millions, and 
his relative anonymity nowadays.
ka-Tsetnik became academia’s punching 
bag. He was accused of everything from his 
writing quality to claims his writing was por-
nographic. The author’s legacy was painted 
with grim colors, leading to a missed oppor-
tunity to examine the claims he left behind.
my goal in the film isn’t to defend ka-Tset-
nik or save him from obscurity, but rather 
tell the story of the author who wrote trau-

ma itself. Perhaps through solving the ka-
Tsetnik enigma, we could step closer to the 
complex, explosive thing that is the memo-
ry of the Holocaust in israel and the world.
in the film, i aim to paint the portrait of a 
man who lived most of his life in obscurity, 
shying away from exposure, hiding his real 
identity behind a provocative a pen-name, 
a true mystery-man. 
archive material from international media 
outlets will join his haunting testimony in 
eichmann’s trial; interviews, letters, radio ex-
cerpts, stills and above all – the audio tapes 
from his LsD treatments where he was born 
once again after dying twice before.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Black sheep was founded in 2010 by saar 
Yogev and naomi Levari out of their love for 
the art of filmmaking after years of proven 
experience in the film & TV industry. Black 
sheep specializes in character driven fea-
ture films, creative documentaries and 
drama series; productions that direct a 
spotlight to the unseen corners of society.  
Black sheep stands for close, personal 
and efficient collaborations with local and 
international filmmakers and partners in its 
tailor-made projects.
The Company's works gained the love of 
both spectators and critics while premier-

ing in Cannes (one Week anD a DaY), 
Venice iff (sTriPPeD), Tiff (fig Tree) 
Berlinale (CHaineD), series mania (ma-
ma's angeL) and more, winning numer-
ous awards and distributed world-wide.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
saar co-founded Black sheep film Pro-
ductions in Tel aviv at 2010 after gaining 
proven experience as both unit production 
manager and freelanced creative producer.
Black sheep quickly gained international 
recognition as a ground breaking company 
leading innovative co-productions whilst 
delving into every aspect of the making 
from early development stages.
a graduate of Tel aviv university’s Depart-
ment of film & TV and a eaVe alumni, saar 
also acted as head of the entrepreneurial 
Producers program at the sam spiegel 
film & TV school between the years 2010-
2015 and as executive producer of Jerusa-
lem iff (2005, 2007)
in 2018 saar has co-founded the Berlin 
based electric sheep gmbH 

naomi Levari
Producer and founding partner of Tel aviv 
based Black sheep film Productions Ltd.
Leader of ground breaking productions 
including Chained (Berlinale), stripped 
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(Venice iff), fig Tree (Tiff), one Week 
and a Day (Cannes), mama's angel (series 
mania), winners of numerous awards, dis-
tributed in multiple territories earning the 
love of the audience and critics alike. in 
2018, naomi co-founded the Berlin-based 
production company electric sheep gmbH 
focusing on socially related content.
naomi is known for her customized ap-
proach and engagement in every aspect 
of film making, establishing herself as a 
sought-after  lecturer and mentor.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
graduated from The sam spiegel film and 
TV school in Jerusalem and has been work-
ing as an editor ever since.
Lapid edited numerous award winning 
films, especially known for Cause of death 
iDfa 2018 and farewell Herr schwarz (De: 
schnee von gestern)  winner of ten interna-
tional awards including one in DokLeipzig.
Currently, assaf is editing Corridors of 
Power  a new documentary series by Dror 
moreh (The gatekeepers).
The return from the other Planet  will be 
assaf's directorial debut.
*assaf Lapid, saar Yogev and naomi Levari 
make a long time team which has success-
fully collaborated in six different projects to 
date.
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 LOGLINE 
WISE HASSAN is a dark comic thriller that 
takes place in a Palestinian village in the 
West Bank and the impoverished neighbor-
hoods of southern Tel Aviv, a realistically-
drawn journey full of twists and turns, colli-
sions and deconstructed identities. 

 SYNOPSIS 
HASSAN has been nicknamed “Wise Has-
san” since he was a little boy as he was a 
genius in mathematics. Now, he is almost 
29, still living with his mother in a small Pal-
estinian village, helping her run a modest 
grocery store, dreaming of studying abroad.
ABU KHALED, an influential figure in the 
Palestinian Authority, offers Hassan a deal 
that will allow him to realize his dream: 
Hassan must infiltrate Israel, make his way 
to Tel Aviv, find an informant by the name 
of LABIB who killed Abu Khaled's son and 
to kill him. Hassan, who knew both of them 
as a teenager comes to the conclusion that 
Abu Khaled’s offer is his best chance of al-
tering his fate and embarking on a new life. 
Hassan makes it to Tel Aviv, and starts 
searching for Labib on the beach, where 
Labib supposedly works. 
When a woman notices Hassan she recog-
nizes him. He, on the other hand, does not. 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
Metro Communications
Tel Aviv, Israel
metro@metrocom.co.il
baheir@gmail.com

GENrE 
Fiction

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
Tawfik Abu Wael 

PrOduCErS 
David Silber, Baher Agbariya

BudGEt 
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LOOkING fOr
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Soon enough he discovers it is Labib—now 
a transgender woman named LULU. 
Hassan is able to cleverly gain her trust, 
and she invites him to crash at her place. 
She even sets him up with a job at a gay/
trans club in Tel Aviv. 
On his first night, a SHABAK agent raids 
the club and tells him he know all about 
his mission, but instead of arresting him, 
he urges him to get the job done. 
Hassan is in an impossible situation. He 
must kill Lulu, and yet, at the same time, he 
has bonded with her, and grew to like her. 
Hassan realizes that Lulu is on to him, but 
she does not confront him. She just wants 
Hassan to kill her and put her out of her 
misery. Until that happens, she and Has-
san experience moments of pure friend-
ship, love and sexuality.

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
I aim to make a fine and simple film by 
creating a cinematic harmony between 
a classic story structure and a surprising 
plot. Hassan strives to alter his fate, and 
he must pay the price for this; he finds 
himself tossed from one path to another, 
taking twists and turns, achieving freedom 
and seeing the truth, breaking down and 
building himself back up again. Hassan’s 
journey to change the course of his life is 
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the film i would like to make. 
Hassan is asked to be a killer, and chooses 
friendship instead. He is urged to become a 
collaborator, and chooses freedom. He will 
come to learn that his fate was set the mo-
ment he decided to change it, and yet he 
continues to rebel. The film’s uniqueness 
lies in the uniqueness of Hassan’s path. 
His mission of murder not only entails love 
and friendship, but a journey from the village 
to the city, from immobility to motion, from 
the pastoral to the chaotic, from isolation to 
bonding, as the film is layered with storylines 
raising the stakes and forcing Hassan to face 
increasingly-difficult challenges. 
i have no intention of creating a slow and 
pensive film, but a fast-paced thriller, with 
endearing and even funny human moments.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
metro Communications is an israeli film 
production company based in Tel aviv, 
specializing in international co-productions 
of full length feature films. in partnership 
with united king films, metro Communica-
tions became one of the leading production 
companies in israel. David silber, metro's 
director, together with his partners moshe 
and Leon edery (united king films) have 
created an energetic, broad based produc-
tion organization. 

metro's main titles include: "inCiTemenT" 
2019 (Yaron Zilberman) / "THe oTHer 
sTorY" 2018 (avi nesher) / "LeBanon" 
2009 (samuel maoz), and more.

“maJDaL films”, was established in 2012 
by Palestenian-israeli producer Baher 
agbariya, and has been independently 
producing both fiction and documentary 
feature films ever since. among those are 
notable and prize winning features, includ-
ing Hani abu asaad’s films “omar” (nomi-
nated for an academy award) & “The idol” 
2015, Jesica Habie “mars at sunrise” and 
“Personal affairs” 2016 by maha Haj (of-
ficial selection Cannes film festival, un 
Certain regard).

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
David silber, is a graduate of Hebrew uni-
versity Jerusalem in Jewish philosophy and 
kabala, and of Bezalel academy of arts 
and Design fine art department.
He was chief curator of Beit Hatfutsut, 
museum of Jewish Diaspora (1977-1989), 
and producer of ""By my spirit"", a mega 
cultural event in spain and israel to com-
memorate the 500th anniversary of the ex-
pulsion of the Jews from spain (1992).
in 1993, mr. silber launched a career as 
cinema and television producer. Together 

with micky rabinovitz, they created Cin-
ema Pardes, and in 1999, founded metro 
Communications with moshe and Leon 
edery. Both Companies produced feature 
films, television drama series and docu-
mentaries, and became among the leading 
production companies in israel.

Baher agbariya is a Palestinian (israeli) Pro-
ducer, living in Haifa. He received a diploma 
in industry management, as well as a Bach-
elor Degree in international Business.
in 2003 Baher began his career in the film in-
dustry, and has worked as a line producer for 
both Palestinian and israeli films, including 
“Paradise now” (nominated for an academy 
award) by Hani abu asaad”,“inheritance” 
By Hiam abbas, “Tanathur” & “Thirst” by 
Tawfiq abu Wael, “man without a cell phone 
by“ sameh Zoabi.
in 2012 he established his own production 
company “maJDaL films”, and has been
independently producing both fiction and 
documentary feature films ever since.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Tawfik abu Wael (born January 25, 1976 in 
the Palestinian town of um el-fahim in is-
rael) is a film director and screenwriter. He 
graduated from Tel- aviv university in 2000, 
where he studied film directing, he's been 
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living and working in Tel-aviv since then.
alongside of directing and screenwriting 
he's been teaching and lecturing cinema in 
schools of art and academic Colleges, he 
was a mentor for Palestinians screenwriters 
and directors in making the BBC internet 
series "Dandara" (30 episodes) and was a 
creative consultant for the israeli Cinema 
funds.
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HOLdING uP a MIrrOr tO Our tIMES

The 6th edition of LaSt StOP trIEStE puts 
five compelling and relevant projects in 
the limelight that impressed the selection 
committee with strong, very personal, 
artistic views, while at the same time 
engaging us in global issues such as 
environment catastrophes, parenthood 
or the notion of freedom. These creative 
projects, soon to be finished films, hold 
up a mirror to our society and offer us a 
surprising window to the world. 

We are very proud to introduce several new 
names, film makers who are about to finish 
their feature-length debuts and are looking 
for a suitable festival to have world premiere. 

Between two wars is a remarkable, 
cinematically profound documentary by 
alina gorlova, coproduced by ukraine, 
Latvia, germany and Qatar. The story 
revolves around a kurdish family from 
syria seen through the perspective of their 
youngest son who unexpectedly landed in 
ukraine. fleeing from a devastated country 

he understands very well the horrors of 
the war machine and finds his life purpose 
in helping people in need in his new 
homeland. another politically engaging 
and relevant film is Soviet man, directed 
by the multi-media artist and awarded 
Latvian director ivo Briedis, coproduced by 
Latvia, Lithuania and the Czech republic. 
He explores and deconstructs the notion of 
“Homo sovieticus” through the experiences 
and points of view of the last soviet – and 
the first post-soviet generation. 

I’ll stand by you by Virginija Vareikyte and 
maximilien Dejoie, a Lithuanian-italian 
coproduction, has a starting point in the 
tragic statistics of an epidemic of suicides 
in Lithuania which is especially hitting the 
young generation. The film observes how 
well established human connections could 
bring about life changing experiences and 
how the small gesture of stretching out a 
hand towards each other could open up 
new points of view.

selecting five out of two dozen received 
projects, the selection committee seriously 



and at length weighed the pros en cons of 
taking two projects from the same country. 
at the end, we decided to go for two very 
strong, compelling and cinematically 
exciting projects from romania in which 
the filmmakers skilfully engage us in their 
own, rather intimate life stories. Directors 
found a suitable narrative format that is 
meticulously structured and edited. Holy 
father, the third film of the multi-awarded 
documentary maker andrei Dascalescu, 
starts from the directors prospect of 
becoming father, a fact that urges him to 
investigate the motives of his own father, 
who traded his family for faith many 
years ago. This self-reflective, movingly 
honest quest of a young man succeeds 
to transpose the personal to the universal. 
Everything will not be fine is another private 
drama of two young directors: romanian 
adrian Pirvu who started his journey alone 
and during the filming found a partner in life 
and in film making. He and his girlfriend, 
ukrainian cancer patient Helena maxyom, 
are both credited as co-director of this 
moving cinéma verité doc. They are both 
victims of the Chernobyl catastrophe and 
are trying to find sense in their continuous 
health struggle. Both romanian films have 
strong and well-experienced producers: the 
former is under guidance of anda ionescu 
and the latter by ada and alecu solomon.

The film teams will present 30 minutes 
of their fine cuts to an exclusive panel 
of approximately 40 international sales 
agents, festival programmers and TV 
commissioning editors with the aim to 
enhance their potential of being selected at 
top festivals or suitable TV-slots and open 
up possibilities for distribution. However, 
the most important for our film teams is to 
get the constructive, valuable feedback , as 
well as getting valuable feedback. 

an international jury composed by 
Pierre-alexis Chevit (marCHÉ Du fiLm 
- fesTiVaL De Cannes), Jutta krug 
(WDr) and alex szalat (DoCs uP funD) 
will deliver cash awards granted by Film 
Center Serbia and HBO Europe as well as 
an award in service given by courtesy of 
the Flow Digital Cinema and promotion & 
distribution consultancy thanks to the brand 
new First Hand Fabulous Award. These 
5 documentary projects have previously 
been developed or presented in one of 
our partner’s platforms: Ex-Oriente Film 
Workshop, BDC Discoveries, Docu Rough 
Cut Boutique, Baltic Sea Docs, ZagrebDox 
PRO, When East Meets West. 

We wish them all very good luck in Trieste! 

rada Sesic
Head of the Last stop Trieste
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 LOGLINE 
Three young brothers, grown up under 
their father's influence, have a sudden 
chance to decide which man they want to 
become.

 SYNOPSIS 
Jabir, usama and useir are three young 
Bosnian brothers born in a family of shep-
herds. They grew up with their strict fa-
ther ibrahim, a war veteran and islamist 
preacher. 
When he gets sentenced for terrorism, the 
brothers are suddenly lost. Their father 
will be imprisoned for 2 years.This might 
change their life drastically.
With different orders, their father tries to 
dictate the lives of his three sons in his ab-
sence.
once gone, the young brothers explore 
the newly acquired freedom in the dif-
ficult journey to become men, struggling, 
fighting and facing each other developing 
identities. growing up has never felt more 
exhausting.
Brotherhood is an intimate exploration of 
youth, manhood, and finding for identity.

 dIrECtOr'S StatEMENt
BroTHerHooD’s story is relevant not only 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
nutprodukce
Czech republic
www.nutprodukce.cz
pavla@nutprodukce.cz

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
francesco montagner

EdItOr
Valentina Cicogna

PrOduCErS 
Pavla Janoušková kubecková, 
Dagmar sedlácková, nadia Trevisan

COuNtrIES
Czech republic, italy

COMPaNIES 
nutprodukce, nefertiti film

LOOkING fOr
sales agent

tErrItOrIES avaILaBLE 
Worldwide (excluded italy, Czech 
republic, france germany exclusive; 
Belgium, swiss non exclusive, mena 
region)

to Bosnia and europe. it has a universal 
meaning in addressing the search for one’s 
own place in life when confronted by the 
contemporary complexity of choices. This 
search becomes even more challenging 
if seen through the eyes of 21st-century 
shepherds grown up in a strictly religious 
environment. Brotherhood touches on 
values related to family, faith, identity and 
masculinity. 
The everyday world of the brothers is a con-
stant struggle between the old world where 
religion and herding offer comforting tradi-
tional values and a new world where the 
diversity of choices can be overwhelmingly 
difficult to face whilst also offering more op-
portunities for self-realization.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
nutprodukce is one of the leading produc-
tion companies on the Czech market, with 
14 Czech Lions, and 6 Czech Critics' awards. 
nutprodukce’s films have been in competi-
tion at major international film festivals. 
nutprodukce’s reputation stands for both 
professionalism and nonconformity, best 
exhibited in its works such as the minise-
ries Burning Bush directed by agnieszka 
Holland (11 Czech lions), graffitiger (stu-
dent oscar nominee), animated short 
Pandas (Cinéfondation 3rdPrize, Cannes, 
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2013), original TV series for HBo europe 
Wasteland (Tiff - Primetime selection, 
2016), spoor, also directed by Holland 
(silver Bear alfred Bauer Prize at the 2017 
Berlinale, supported by eurimages) or ser-
gei Loznitsa's latest film state funeral (Ven-
ice film festival, 2019). Characterized by 
its distinct artistic policy, the company con-
stantly seeks original and innovative slate of 
audiovisual works.

nefertiti film is an independent production 
company, located in the north-east of italy, 
which operates at both national and inter-
national level. it creates research projects 
with a strong authorial orientation for film, 
but not only, all based on an ‘artisan’ phi-
losophy. nefertiti film have already partici-
pated in a number of international film fes-
tivals, being often praised and awarded. in 
2013 Tir by alberto fasulo wins the gold-
en marc’aurelio for best film at the rome 
film festival and participates in more than 
thirty international film festivals. in 2018 
menocchio by alberto fasulo is selected 
in the official Competition at 71st Locarno 
film festival. it won special mention by the 
Junior Jury in Locarno, grand Prix du Jury 
annecy Cinéma italien. in the same year, 
History of Love by sonja Prosenc wins the 
special Jury mention for artistic achieve-

ment at 53rd karlovy Vary iff.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Pavla Janoušková kubecková studied jour-
nalism at Charles university and film pro-
duction at Prague’s film academy (famu). 
in 2009 she cofounded nutprodukce pro-
ductions. she has produced many docu-
mentaries, including show! (Czech Critics’ 
award), great night, fortress (both pre-
miered at CPH:DoX), fC roma (documen-
tary competition at kViff 2016) or nothing 
Like Before (Competition for first appear-
ance, iDfa 2017). she is also one of the 
producers of the HBo miniseries Burning 
Bush, directed by agnieszka Holland, and 
Wasteland (international premiere at Tiff 
2016). she co-produced agnieszka Hol-
land’s film spoor, awarded a silver Bear at 
the 2017 Berlinale. she is also a co-pro-
ducer of sergei Loznitsa´s latest film state 
funeral (Venice film festival 2019).

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
francesco montagner studied Directing 
Documentary at famu in Prague. in 2014 
he directed, shot and produced animata 
resistenza, his debut feature documentary
on the life and work of the renowned ital-
ian animator simone massi. The film has 

been presented at the 71. Venice film fes-
tival and awarded with the Venice Classics 
award for the Best Documentary on Cin-
ema. francesco is currently finishing his 
second feature documentary Brotherhood 
and he is also teaching at famu interna-
tional in Prague.
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 LOGLINE 
a rebellious drill worker before retirement is 
committed to saving his factory. He organ-
ized workers to stop the production shut-
down, but surviving the capitalist economy 
is an even bigger challenge.

 SYNOPSIS 
The documentary portraits the struggle for 
survival of iTas, the only factory in Croatia 
which was taken over and defended by its 
workers during postwar privatization. Today 
the workers are trying to find a model of 
joint ownership. The author follows them 
day to day, vivisecting the concept of work-
ers self-management in the time of market 
economy and giving a close look of indus-
try on the eu periphery. interpersonal re-
lations, formal and informal hierarchies, 
decision making processes and workers’ 
(self)critique form a complex narrative 
structure which shows the conditions of 
collective action.

 dIrECtOr'S StatEMENt
i belong to a generation whose coming of 
age was strongly marked by the process of 
Croatian postwar privatization, the transi-
tion of commonly owned resources into 
private hands. i’ve witnessed the shutdown 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
fade in
Croatia
www.fadein.hr
sabina.kresic@gmail.com  
luka.venturin@gmail.com

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
srdjan kovacevic

EdItOr
Damir Cucic

PrOduCErS 
sabina kresic, Luka Venturin

COuNtrY
Croatia

COMPaNY 
fade in

LOOkING fOr
sales agent

tErrItOrIES avaILaBLE 
Worldwide

of many factories which kept whole fami-
lies fed. iTas was a different example: the 
only factory in ex Yugoslavia (and europe), 
in which the workers organized, physically 
took over and managed to continue the 
production. my initial intention was to show 
the good example, to share the knowledge 
with the hope that such endeavors can 
pave the way to a more fair economy. But 
my daily presence among workers made 
me realize that the story is much more 
complex.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
in 2000, fade in emerged as a platform 
for young authors with a strong affinity for 
acting through socially engaging film and 
video. in 20 years, fade in became the 
leading production company in the field of 
documentary film with more than a hun-
dred remarkable authors. We have always 
been working hard to stay in touch with 
the current social issues, aiming to better 
democracy and citizens' rights. We have 
produced more than 50 short and feature-
length documentaries, short feature films, 
animated and experimental films present-
ed at more than 300 festivals, as well as 
over 200 episodes of documentaries regu-
larly broadcasted on national television - 
HrT and klasik TV - making us the most 
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productive company in Croatia in the field 
of documentary film and video.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Born in 1982, Luka Venturin obtained a 
Ba in economics and went on to study film 
production at The academy of Dramatic 
art in Zagreb. since 2004 he has worked 
in production with numerous production 
companies, dealing with film, TV and com-
mercials. He also took part in the organi-
zation of major film festivals and industry 
events in Croatia (Zff, Zagrebdox, Diver-
sions festival) as well as abroad (WemW 
coproduction forum, far east udine, Con-
necting Cottbus). since 2010 he has been 
working in sekvenca, based in Zagreb, on 
the production of documentary and fiction 
films and TV projects. His biggest success 
came in 2015, when he produced the short 
film Picnic, which premiered in Berlinale 
generation and went on to win dozens of 
festivals across the world, culminating with 
the european film award for Best euro-
pean short in 2015. following the success 
of Picnic, he was one of the producers on 
the directors first feature film – matriarch, 
which had a significant festival tour during 
2020. He is currently in production of doc-
umentary films Lost Dream Team as well as 
postproduction of a documentary film fac-

tory to the Workers! as well as some other 
projects. an alumnus of sarajevo Talent 
Campus, sarajevo City of film, maia Work-
shop, Berlinale Talents and many others.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Born in Zagreb, Yugoslavia in 1982. re-
ceived ma degree in cinematography on 
academy of Dramatic arts, university of 
Zagreb in 2009. from year 2000. work-
ing as cameraman for various independent 
regional film and tv productions ('fade-in', 
'Pro.ba', 'Drugi plan', 'factum', ‘restart’, 
etc.) shooting documentary films, TV-se-
ries, reportage and short films.
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 LOGLINE 
inside the remnants of an abandoned uto-
pian project, a young life persists in the 
form of a fierce little girl. as the city erases 
the spaces she inhabits, so looms an end 
to childhood dreams.

 SYNOPSIS 
Half a century ago, socialist Yugoslavia 
planned to build a museum in Belgrade 
with a bold vision: “to safeguard the truth 
about us”. The dark labyrinthine base-
ment of this utopian project — the only 
part that was ever built — remains as an 
underground shelter for those left behind 
by society. a little girl named milica lives 
inside this basement, where mara, an 
old nearly deaf lady, looks after her. one 
spring, milica’s mother Vera comes back to 
milica after she had been gone for years. 
soon after that, city authorities throw all of 
the inhabitants out of the museum, as they 
start clearing the area for a new develop-
ment. The three women find themselves a 
new home, but their problems mount. Vera 
pulls milica into the world of street hustling, 
and soon the little girl takes on the burdens 
of adulthood. While the city celebrates the 
new development on top of the museum’s
foundations, the three women are once 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
restart
Croatia
www.restarted.hr
vanja@restarted.hr

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
srdan keca

EdItOr
Hrvoslava Brkušic 

PrOduCEr 
Vanja Jambrovic

COuNtrIES
serbia, Croatia, Czech republic

COMPaNY 
restart

LOOkING fOr
festival release

tErrItOrIES avaILaBLE 
Worldwide (except ex-Yugoslavia)

again thrown out of their home. soon after 
that, they all disappear from the film. as 
winter arrives, all of the spaces the protag-
onists inhabited are razed to the ground. 
among the debris, the camera explores 
traces of their presence.

 dIrECtOr'S StatEMENt
“The purpose and idea of this museum is 
to safeguard the truth about us.”
This opening line from the architect’s design 
proposal for the museum of the revolution 
of the People of Yugoslavia quickens the 
heart if one knows the fate of this building 
and the society it was meant to represent. 
The same is true of the dreams of the film’s 
protagonists. every time milica and Vera 
dare to dream of a different life together, the 
city intervenes as if to reconfirm that it’s just 
not going to happen. every time mara and 
milica recover a bit of the magic of child-
hood, they are pushed out of sight. This 
oscillation of individual dreams followed by 
disappointments parallels the larger trans-
formation of spaces and the erasure of 
previous dreams of the society. This is the 
principal structuring device of the film. on 
one level this film is a coming-of-age story of 
the little girl, milica, as she exits the magical 
world of childhood and takes on the burdens 
of a hard adult life. on another level, it is a 
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story about a city and a society, told through 
the spaces the protagonists inhabit and are 
perpetually pushed out of. it is a film about 
erasure, both of history and of living people. 
The museum’s basement thus becomes a 
kind of camera obscura, in a per-verse way 
fulfilling the architect’s task of "safeguarding 
the truth about us". When the inhabitants of 
the museum are thrown out to make way for 
the new development, this prompts a shift in 
the language of the film. The style of shoot-
ing changes from more controlled tripod 
shots to more tight handheld framings and 
camera movement. as milica rapidly enters 
adulthood, the film becomes composed less 
and less of “dreamy” sequences like the 
ones in the first chapter, and more of gritty 
everyday moments. The central clash in the 
film is where individual dreams meet the 
dreams (or nightmares) of society.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
restart is an organisation focused on pro-
duction, education, distribution and exhi-
bition of creative documentary films. our 
films were screened as part of the pro-
gram of film festivals such as: iDfa (neth-
erlands), Hot Docs (Toronto, Canada), 
Toronto film festival (Canada), Locarno 
film festival (switzerland), karlovy Vary 
(Czech republic), rotterdam film festi-

val (netherlands), fid marseille (france), 
Zurich film festival (switzerland), Dok 
Leipzig (germany), Visions du reel (swit-
zerland) and many more…    
restart programs are:
1. Documentary film production
2. restart Label – distribution of documen-
tary films
3. Dokukino cinema
4. Documentary film education

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
restart is an organisation focused on pro-
duction, education, distribution and exhi-
bition of creative documentary films. our 
films were screened as part of the program 
of film festivals such as: iDfa (nether-
lands), Hot Docs (Toronto, Canada), To-
ronto film festival (Canada), Locarno film 
festival (switzerland), karlovy Vary (Czech 
republic), rotterdam film festival (neth-
erlands), fid marseille (france), Zurich 
film festival (switzerland), Dok Leipzig 
(germany), Visions du reel (switzerland) 
and many more…    
restart’s programs are: 
1. Documentary film production 
2. restart Label - distribution of documen-
tary films 
3. Dokukino cinema - unique art house 
cinema in the centre of Zagreb reserved 

only to screening documentaries
4. Documentary film education

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
srdan keca’s work has centered around 
sites of memory, often in relation to conflict
and displacement. His films a Letter to 
Dad, mirage, and escape have screened 
at leading documentary festivals including 
iDfa, Dok Leipzig, and full frame, and 
his video installations have been exhibited 
at venues such as the Venice Biennale of 
architecture and the Whitechapel gallery. 
flotel europa, which he produced and edit-
ed, premiered at the 2015 Berlin film fes-
tival, winning the Tagesspiegel Jury award. 
He studied at ateliers Varan and the nfTs, 
and is now assistant Professor in the De-
partment of art & art History at stanford 
university.
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 LOGLINE 
a moving story about the search for belong-
ing and family lost in adoption.

 SYNOPSIS 
una was the first person who used the 
change in Latvian Law to find her sister, lost 
in the process of adoption. Breaking through 
bureaucratic jungle she suddenly discovers 
that she has not only one but four sisters, 
all adopted and scattered around the world. 
The search for them becomes her mission 
that takes her to europe, russia and us.
she translates her call in 32 languages and 
posts it across the world. The almost im-
possible task is helped by media, friends, 
courage and  persistence.

 dIrECtOr'S StatEMENt
The film tells about the most fragile and 
most important power that a human can 
possess – the power of family. it’s a topic 
that interests me in the documentary cin-
ema and that has been the focus of my 
previous films. With this film i’m trying to 
grasp a life that’s led besides us, to dis-
cover a protagonist who devotes all her 
energy solely towards achieving a goal. a 
goal that is more powerful than the end-
less obstacles in the way.

CONtaCt dEtaILS
fa filma
Latvia
www.fafilma.lv/en
madara@fafilma.lv

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
ieva ozolina

EdItOr
Jurgis Locmelis 

PrOduCErS 
madara melberga, Larus Jonsson

COuNtrIES
Latvia, iceland

COMPaNIES 
fa filma, republik film Production 

LOOkING fOr
sales agent

tErrItOrIES avaILaBLE 
Worldwide

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Based in riga, Latvia, the company focus-
es on producing feature/documentary films 
for national and international market, with 
focus on contemporary stories and con-
tent. We often work in strong collaboration
with characters/actors already in develop-
ment stage. our strategy is aimed at mak-
ing quality films aboutt he present day. a 
member of Latvian Producers association 
and european film academy.

republik is a creative production com-
pany in iceland, founded and operated by 
passionate filmmakers. for over a decade 
the company has offered expert produc-
tion service and is a dedicated production 
partner for any kind of project. We strive 
to exceed expectations and provide tailored 
solutions to make great ideas come to life.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
fa filma, set up in 1997, is based in riga, 
Latvia. The company focuses on producing
feature/documentary films for national and 
international market, with focus on con-
temporary stories and content. We often 
work in strong collaboration with actors al-
ready in development stage. our strategy 
is aimed at making quality films about the 
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present day. The company is member of 
Latvian Producers association.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
ozolina graduated academy of Culture of 
Latvia in 2015. Her graduation film “my 
father the Banker”  – about father/daugh-
ter relationship - was awarded Latvian na-
tional prize “Big kristaps”. it also received 
the annual award by Latvian ministry of 
Culture in film, was widely distributed and 
shown on numerous TV including al Ja-
zeera. Her second documentary feature 
“solving my mother” on mother/son rela-
tionship that appears to be continuing the 
theme receive iDfa special Jury award for 
first appearance in 2017. Her third docu-
mentary “my mother the state” is planned 
to be the last documentary in this trilogy 
about family issues.
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 SYNOPSIS 
in the remote albanian highlands, a 
19-year-old girl is killed to settle an old 
score. one year later, though the perpe-
trator – the father’s cousin – is in jail, the 
perpetrator's brother continues to live next 
door. While the grief-stricken family leans 
on the local bishop for support, an ngo 
leader from the capital intervenes. Claim-
ing to mediate according to the kanun – 
the now suppressed, ancient tribal law 
that stipulates for the victim’s side to either 
reconcile or take revenge – he pressures 
the religious father, not only to forgive as a 
Christian, but to reconcile with the killer’s 
family. Tensions rise, until the one who 
stood silently by finally speaks up.
filmed over the course of five years, this 
observational documentary offers for the 
first time, with unique access, an insight-
ful, female gaze into a patriarchal society 
caught between a half-forgotten past and a 
precarious present.

 dIrECtOr'S StatEMENt
What really goes on behind closed doors 
in patriarchal rituals, where men seem to 
make all the decisions? in 2013 i set out to 
answer this question.
a year later, after a thorough research, i set 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
Vertigos
slovenia
www.vertigo.si
danijel@vertigo.si

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
marija Zidar

EdItOr
uroš maksimovic 

PrOduCEr 
Danijel Hocevar

COuNtrY
slovenia

COMPaNY 
Vertigo 

LOOkING fOr
sales agent

tErrItOrIES avaILaBLE 
Worldwide (except former Yugoslavia)

off from slovenia to film a strongly patriar-
chal community in the Balkans, focusing 
on the male characters. in cinema, a wom-
an’s perspective on male patriarchal rites, 
one to demystify them, was missing, i felt. 
i ended up filming over the course of five 
years, and two years living in albania. What 
i found there was not a country trapped in 
exotic, strange, savage customs, such as 
the infamous ‘blood revenge,’ supposedly 
still going strong under the same centu-
ries-old rules. 
rather, the ancient rules were forgotten; 
i discovered a modern country in transi-
tion, with a traumatic past of an isolationist 
communist dictatorship that had destroyed 
tradition, religion – and tribal family ties. 
Today a modern constitutional democracy, 
albania is rebuilding – while facing wild 
capitalism, corruption, and a prevalent dis-
trust of the state and law. 
To fill the social void and provide meaning, 
old, conflicting value systems are brought 
back – yet half-remembered, reinterpreted, 
abused. similarly, increasingly, elsewhere 
in europe and the West, with far-right neo-
traditionalist populism on the rise, a revisit-
ing of tradition, patriarchy, and religion is 
taking place, reviving old solutions to deal 
with modern problems. my film is an exam-
ple of why it does not work.
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i wanted the audience to experience the 
complexity of the protagonists’ situation, 
to grasp the nuances of their emotional, 
moral, and social circumstances. i sought 
to give space to everyone involved, includ-
ing those excluded and ignored – women 
and children.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Vertigo is a  Ljubljana (slovenia) based 
production company with a distinctive 
track record and extensive working ex-
perience on international co-productions 
and narrow budget films, including otac 
/ father (2020, Berlinale Panorama: au-
dience award and ecumenical Prize) by 
srdan golubovic, god exists, Her name 
is Petrunya (2019, Berlinale Competition: 
ecumenical Prize and LuX Prize) by Teona 
mitevska, nightlife (2016, karlovy Vary iff: 
Best Director award) and slovenian girl 
(2009, Toronto iff) by Damjan kozole, an 
episode in the Life of an iron Picker (2013, 
2 Berlinale silver Bears) by Danis Tanovic, 
Circles (2013, sundance ff World Cin-
ema’s Jury Prize) by srdan golubovic and 
Bread and milk (2001, Venice ff’s Lion of 
the future award) by Jan Cvitkovic.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Danijel Hocevar (1965) is producer and 
managing director of Vertigo, a Ljubljana 
(slovenia)-based production company with 
a distinctive track record. Danijel has pro-
duced or co-produced around 45 feature 
films, 15 documentaries and 50 short films 
and TV productions. He's been selected 
among Variety’s Ten Producers To Watch in 
2001. He's a voting member of european 
film academy and since 2011 the presi-
dent of the association of slovenian film 
Producers. He is involved as tutor or guest 
expert with several european training initia-
tives such as miDPoinT (Head of studies 
of miDPoinT’s feature Launch program 
since 2017), eaVe (group Leader between 
2009-13, finance expert since 2014), nip-
kow Program (jury member since 2005) 
and maia Workshops (2015-2018). He's 
a member of the selection committee of 
When east meets West co-production pro-
ject market (Trieste, italy) since 2012.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
marija Zidar (1976) is a slovenian film-
maker. Her background is in Journalism 
(Ba in Journalism; Ba in english Language 
and Literature) - and she has a PhD in so-
ciology at the university of Ljubljana. she 

is passionate about presenting thoroughly 
investigated social issue stories through 
intimate, sensitive and empathetic visual 
storytelling. she has written three mid-
length documentaries for Television slove-
nia, and directed one. reconciliation, shot 
in albania over the span of 5 years, and 
almost 7 years in the making, is the debut 
feature documentary.
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after the successful past edition, When 
east meets West and Trieste film festival 
renew the partnership with milano film 
network for the section exclusively dedi-
cated to long feature fiction films and hy-
brid works produced or co-produced by 
italian producers. 

This is iT will present 9 films ready for 
festival premiere/international distribution 
and a jury composed by Cosima fink-
beiner (BeTa Cinema), olivier Pelisson 
(semaine De La CriTiQue), alexia De 
Vito (mia) will deliver the prestigious Laser 
Film Award. 
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 LOGLINE 
The summer between maturity and the be-
ginning of adult life, Benjamin and Joshua, 
two Jewish twins with a cognitive behavioral 
delay who are looking for their place in the 
world.

 SYNOPSIS 
Benjamin and Joshua are two identical 
twins of Jewish origin with tawny hair and 
a delayed cognitive-behavior, which makes 
them different from their peers. They live 
with sergio and monica, their parents, in 
Cusago, in the outskirts of milan. 
Their final exam in high school takes place 
in a particular way: the two play a song to-
gether. That is when the boys and the par-
ents realize the sheltered world of school-
ing is over.
Their birthday party does not go as expect-
ed. many of the guests are there forced by 
their parents, and shortly after they leave. 
Those who stay play the bottle game to 
make the evening more exciting. it comes 
the turn of Benji who has to kiss michela, a 
girl who wears hearing aids. Josh is jealous 
but does not show it. Benji and michela go 
to the bedroom, and they end up not kiss-
ing but only speaking. 
Benji leaves for the scout camp. Josh 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
Diaviva
italy
T: +393664617569  
pietropuccioni@diaviva.it

has already finished his experience with 
Hashomer Hatzair, the Jewish scout group, 
and then stays at home with his parents. at 
the camp, Benji meets michela again, who 
shows him a natural phenomenon known 
as the crown shyness. she says that the 
branches of some trees, when they grow, 
suddenly stop growing closer in order to 
avoid shadowing each other. at night, while 
Benji’s friends talk about their future, Benji 
seems to feel unable to imagine his own.
meanwhile, Josh is more and more alone at 
home. He decides to spend the night in his 
sleeping bag in the balcony. 
Back from the scout camp, Benji boasts of 
having sex with michela, which of course 
irritates Josh. 
it is new Year's eve, and Josh confesses his 
decision: he wants to go to israel and enroll 
in a program called special in uniform, an 
association that deals with integrating kids 
with special needs within the israeli army. 
Benji says that he wants to join the pro-
gram too, but once there, he gets home-
sick quickly and decides to go back to italy. 
entering into the adult world coincides with 
the separation of the twins for the first time 
in their life.

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
i have been visiting Benjamin and Joshua 

dIrECtOr 
Valentina Bertani

WrItErS
emanuele milasi, irene Pollini giolai, 
alessia rotondo 

PrOduCErS 
Pietro Puccioni, federica spina

COuNtrY
italy

COMPaNY 
Diaviva 

LOOkING fOr
gap financing, festival release, sales 
agent, italian distributor
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for about three years: the director of pho-
tography, the screenwriters, the producer, 
and i have hung out with them for weeks, 
and they have become like younger broth-
ers to us.
from the affection i feel towards them 
comes the need to create a character driv-
en documentary, which shows the difficult 
period of transition between childhood and 
adulthood, the so-called coming of age of 
the twins. The time after the end of high 
school for a mentally able teenager is a fun-
damental period of life because it precedes 
sudden changes: fears, friendships that re-
semble alliances and tormenting loves. This 
is the moment in which we must choose 
who we want to be in full maturity. i believe 
it is a unique experience for the viewer to 
be able to observe from a different point of 
view an existence without filters: the life of 
two teenagers with mental disability differs 
from all others, and is therefore special. 
i intend to show through motion pictures 
Benjamin and Joshua's fear of being stuck 
at home with their parents while their 
friends move to new cities, get engaged 
and enroll at university.
Those fears make them react in an unex-
pected way, subverting the pre-established 
dynamics followed up to that point. What 
lays between fictional cinema and docu-

mentary cinema is a threshold, and it is 
working on this labile border that i con-
ceived the film. i taught Benjamin and 
Joshua to ignore the presence of the cam-
era, relating to each other and with others 
in a natural way, in no way conditioned by 
the presence of a crew. i also gave them a 
miniDV video camera, in order to alternate 
the scenes of the documentary, with actual 
edited parts in which the twins tell their 
everyday life. When the story of their ado-
lescence leaves room for their point of view 
on the world, the film will change format in 
4:3. The idea is to follow the twins from the 
high school final exam to the following year. 
they will have to face their own limit and 
overcome them.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Diaviva  is a Production Company born in 
1983 that claims a consolidated experi-
ence in the film industry and in the adver-
tising sector. 
our goal is to grow together with clients, 
agencies and directors by following the val-
ues of collaboration, originality and passion.
We believe that every project is a story that 
wants to be turned into images.
each job is unique: that leads us to ap-
proach every work in an original and exclu-
sive way.

We have different works we are proud of: 
the Product story for amaro montenegro is 
one. nominated at the Cannes film festival 
in 2018, it was directed by CriC, a very im-
portant directional duo in the current scene.
in 2006 Diaviva embraces Cinema industry 
through a long film “onde” (dir. francesco 
fei), a co-produced feature film that signs 
the debut on the big screen.
The film obtains ""Prix amilcar du Jury 
Jeune"" by festival du film italien de Vil-
lerupt. it is recognized of cultural interested 
and obtain a nomination as best 1st feature 
to "Ciak d'oro" film festival. 
in 2016, in collaboration with sky arte, 
Diaviva produces Biopic Documentary 
“segantini - Back to nature”, directed by 
francesco fei.
The film was distributed to cinema in 2017 
by nexo Digital.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Pietro Puccioni was born in 1988 in reg-
gio emilia. He starts his career in Diaviva in 
2011.  He's producer of short film, institu-
tional film and advertising characterized by 
a strong cinematographic approach.
in the last years of his career he flanked ad-
vertising project to cinema project. in 2018 
his short film for amaro montenegro par-
ticipates to Cannes festival. at the end of 
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the same year he took part to short film for 
mondadori based on a novel of the writer 
alessandro D'avenia. in 2019 meets Val-
entina Bertani and the screenwriters and 
decides to be part of this unique and in-
novative project.
federica spina was born in reggio emilia 
in 1995 after a degree in marketing and 
economics science she starts her career in 
Diaviva. from 2019 onwards, she has been 
managing the production of the company’s 
documentary and short film projects.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Valentina Be was Born in mantova, italy, 
in 1984. in 2000 she signs a contract with 
Warner music with her teen band.
During the making of a video video of one of 
their songs, she realizes that she has cho-
sen the wrong path: she prefers to stand 
behind the camera - not in front of it. When 
her contract ends, she decides to move to 
rome to study film directing.
after finishing her studies she directs her 
first music video: a black and white tribute 
to Harmony korine shot with an old super8 
nizo. now Valentina is a freelance director.
in addition to music videos made during 
these years she also worked extensively in 
all kinds of audiovisual projects - tv com-
mercials, interactive video and Web con-

tent for clients such as gucci, adidas, 
samsung, Pirelli, audi, unicef, müller, Bvl-
gari, kartell, Heineken, Valentino.
in 2016 she made the first experiences in 
Cinema industry: Valentina directed the 
2nd unit of the feature film “Tini: the new 
life of Violetta”; an international Disney pro-
duction.
recently she shot a documentary about 
the singer Luciano Ligabue for fox Chan-
nel that shows the genesis of the artist’s 
latest album.
she is now based in milan, shooting TVCs, 
documentary and digital contents world-
wide while writing her first feature film.
she is part of the international movement 
#freethebid.
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 LOGLINE 
a family living in post-war kosovo, pro-
tected by kfor on day time, experiences 
a dreadful torment when night falls. They 
struggle to prove their fear is real, keep 
sanity and stay alive.

 SYNOPSIS 
in the mountains of kosovo, in a house 
surrounded by a deep, dark forest, lives 
miLiCa with her mother and grandfather.
When night falls, the family barricades 
themselves inside their house, terrified by 
the terror coming from the woods.
are their fears that their house is besieged 
the repercussions of the war they’ve just 
lived through or is it just a figment of their 
imagination as the kfor officials would 
like them to believe? There’s no physical 
evidence that anything sinister is happen-
ing, but with every night that comes, their 
fears grow...
milica’s grandfather at every sunset, bar-
ricades doors and windows, barricades 
everything, moves table and chairs to block 
any entrance. milica feels this tension and 
often spends the night hidden under a ta-
ble by candlelight, for fear of sleeping.
strange forms in the ground, become foot-
prints of probable bandits, threads imper-

CONtaCt dEtaILS
This and That productions
serbia
T: +381114034290  
snezana@thisandthat.rs

ceptibly shifted, become clear evidence of 
some intrusion into the property, the fam-
ily, foraged by the fears of the grandfather 
finds no peace, until the death of a calf 
(entangled between the barbed wire) mis-
taken by the grandfather for a clear sign of 
guerrilla warfare.
every day the kfor soldiers go to the fam-
ily home to accompany milica to school, 
together with the other students of the 
province. The italian contingent, makes 
a report particular human with the family, 
is attentive to human psychological needs 
and those of need.
it will become maurizio, the young officer, 
the reference point for the whole fam-
ily: milica si will feel protected, his mother 
Danica will feel understood and grandpa 
will find vent for all his doubtful signs.
The transfer of the contingent and the arrival 
of the americans, will throw again the family 
in the discouragement. But in the darkest 
moment, when really everything seems lost, 
the soldiers americans will save milica and 
her mother from a fire triggered by lightning. 
The period of peace has really begun.

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
after the 'War in kosovo', many families of 
both nationalities, serbian and albanian, 
were torn apart, frightened, and devastated 

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
Dusan milic 

PrOduCErS 
snezana van Houwelingen, 
Debora Chiara Desio

COuNtrIES
serbia, italy, greece, Denmark, 
Bulgaria

COMPaNIES 
This and That productions, 
a_Lab 

LOOkING fOr
sales agent

tErrItOrIES avaILaBLE 
Worldwide
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both physically and mentally. They didn’t 
need the war. They knew they’d have to stay 
there in the future, living next to each other, 
even when everything had been forgotten.
after the war ended, a strong mistrust 
fuelled revenge. People started to swap
territory in order to avoid new conflicts. 
This is a story about the evil that cannot be 
separated from our being, the primeval fear 
of darkness and what exists in it.
What we actually see is maybe not what 
reality is.
The protagonists live in fear, the primeval 
fear of darkness, of what will come when 
night falls and you have to go to sleep. it 
is a metaphor for darkness and what it in-
duces in people’s minds.
To support this idea, the visual style has to 
be unsettling as well. Deep shadows and
impenetrable darkness block the view. 
every sound becomes something other 
than what it is. The whistling of the wind 
signals danger rather than a phenomenon 
of nature; the creaking of a wooden floor-
board suggests somebody’s in the house; 
a rattling from the ceiling fuels the fear that 
an intruder is trying to break in...
unexpected cuts quickly change the pro-
tagonists’ point of view, holding them in 
constant fear... my main visual references 
are 'assault on Precinct 13' and 'straw 

Dogs', but here the enemy is never visible, 
as in fact it doesn't exist.
This film supports the moral standpoint that 
there are no differences among people.
There is just a different interpretation of 
reality.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
This and That Productions was founded 
in 2008 by a group of young filmmakers 
to produce high quality socially-engaged, 
character driven, feature films, documen-
taries and TV series. 

a_LaB is an audiovisual production com-
pany, based in italy, headquartered in Tri-
este, offices in rome and milan too.
in house, a_LaB manages pre-production 
(request contribution in italy too), produc-
tion and post production (sound design 
and final mix in dolby 5.1 and atmos He, 
color correction, VfX). 
The main works of a_LaB are for Cinema 
(movies and documentary) and also for Tv 
(tv movies, format tv and series). frequent-
ly we work in co-production and specific in-
ternational co-productions. in the last two 
years our project 'The Law of white spaces' 
was selected in Venice film festival 2019 
and giornate degli autori, nastri D’argento 
(contest) 2020.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
from november 2017 – today  – a_LaB 
s.r.l. (Ceo & Producer) management of 
funding research, preparation and report-
ing of contribution. 
Producer activities (pre/pro/post).

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Dušan milic, born in Belgrade, serbia. 
graduated at university of Dramatic arts, 
department of film and TV Directing.
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 LOGLINE 
Before he died in france, my father told 
me a legend about our family: we all come 
from a village in Piedmont, italy, where eve-
ryone is called like us, ughetto. Who were 
these people? How was their life? Why did 
they flee and where have they gone?

 SYNOPSIS 
“are you italian? got papers? Do you know 
how to build a stone wall? You’re hired!” 
Luigi  ughetto and his brothers left their 
native village behind, bidding farewell 
to  ughettera,  the land of the ughetto, 
in the Piedmont. They set out to discover 
“La merica,” the fabulous country where 
green dollars grow on trees. But  Luigi  put  
down  his  backpack  in  france,  before  he  
reached  america. and  he  used his hands 
to build highways, bridges, and dams – be-
cause he could no longer  work the stingy 
soil of the Piedmont.
Luigi was my grandpa, a dashing hero with 
a romantic fate. Two wars, dire poverty, and 
fascism couldn’t faze him. When he met 
Cesira, they founded a family that grew up  
cheering  the  Tour  de france  and waltz-
ing  to  Yvette Horner’s  accordion music. 
Yes, Luigi ughetto’s story is thrilling. But it’s 
an experience hundreds of thousands  of  

CONtaCt dEtaILS
graffitiDoc   
italy
T: +393478277380  
enrica@graffitidoc.it

italian  immigrants  shared,  when  they  left  
their homeland  to  settle  in  france, swit-
zerland, Belgium... and everywhere else!

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
i know there is such a village as ughettera, 
because i have seen it with my own eyes 
several times. it lies in rugged, austere Val 
Chisone, where majestic chestnut trees 
grow alongside generous streams, flowing 
down slopes studded with huge rocks. i 
later learned it had been a poor and even 
wretched land where the people had had 
to burn trees to sell charcoal.  By the early 
1900s, young people were leaving the re-
gion in droves. 
Lacking french geographic roots, i felt 
something calling me to these valleys. 
stunned by the sight of the cemetery with 
so many gravestones carved with my name, 
astonished to see a vague intuition becom-
ing a reality, i didn’t have the presence of 
mind to go and see the living. 
given the harsh living conditions in the 
Piedmontese mountains, people had al-
ways migrated across the alps in search 
of an easier life and  my grandfather had 
been one of them. 
at first, the population flowed out, and back 
in again, like a seasonal tide. But as time 
went on, millions of italian immigrants set-

dIrECtOr 
alain ughetto

WrItEr
anne Paschetta 

PrOduCErS 
enrica Capra, alexandre Cornu

COuNtrIES
italy, france, switzerland, Belgium

COMPaNIES 
graffitiDoc, Les films du Tambour 
de soie 

LOOkING fOr
gap financing, festival release, sales 
agent, italian distributor
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tled permanently in france, switzerland, 
or america. Between 1876 and 1985, 
over 27.5 million italians left their country. 
That’s the equivalent of a village emptying 
every day, or a town of 250,000 inhabitants 
disappearing every year. The majority of 
these migrants came from the Piedmont. 
The goal of the film is to evoke the subse-
quent destinies of these migrants, by fol-
lowing the trail of my grandparents Luigi 
and Cesira, and their communities, rural 
folk from the Piedmont who became con-
struction workers in france. The vision is 
the history of a certain class of workers: mi-
grants in search of a better future. Yester-
day, they were from italy; today, they come 
from africa. all of them sell their labor and 
skills, contributing to the development of 
many regions in the rich land they adopt. 
on farms or in factories, they work under 
conditions that are hardly more enviable 
than those they left at home.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
founded in 2004 in Turin by the producer 
enrica Capra and other associates, graffiti 
has conquered a solid reputation as a high-
level independent production company 
and is now one of italy's best known and 
internationally appreciated realities. 
since its first works, graffiti has developed 

projects with international ambition both for 
theatrical release and for the public chan-
nels of many european countries. graffiti’s 
films have been selected in prestigious festi-
vals. The Creative europe - meDia program 
repeatedly recognized the impact of graffiti 
on the international market, with the support 
of four slate of projects of the company.
Currently in production are documentaries 
by directors such as giovanni Cioni (‘from 
the Planet of the Humans’), with arTe 
geie ‘La Lucarne’, rTBf and rai Cinema; 
antonio Tibaldi (""Prison sea""), with the 
support of the Tuscany region and PDff; 
and Bartolomeo Pampaloni (""The time will 
come""), with the support of ile-de france, 
sicily region and Tuscany region. 
in post-production is ‘gluten, Public en-
emy n.1’ by Patrizia marani, co-produced 
by arTe geie, rTBf, Tag film and iota 
Production, supported by PDff, CnC, 
Procirep-angoa, rTs, rsi, radio Canada, 
movistar, TV slovenia, montenegro TV.
in the current line-up of graffitiDoc, "one 
more Jump" by emanuele gerosa, was 
recipient of several international awards, 
included Prix europa 2020 for Best Docu-
mentary for Television of the Year 2020." 
"With offices in Paris, marseille and Vichy, 
Les fiLms Du TamBour De soie, found-
ed in 1987, has been producing films for 

over 30 years. The company’s name was 
inspired by the title of a play by Yukio mishi-
ma (aya no Tzuzumi or The silk Drum). in 
1993 the company settled in marseille, 
developing an editorial focus on documen-
taries about the arts and mediterranean 
culture. our continually renewed curiosity 
generated eclecticism: we began to explore 
new topics and new forms of filmmaking, 
and we soon opened an office in Paris. our 
films are about society, history, discovery, 
politics, and lifestyles. They are always pro-
duced on an international scale together 
with european or foreign coproducers.
We regularly works in collaboration with 
national french museums (the Louvre, 
the orsay museum, the georges Pompidou 
Centre) and we produce every year be-
tween eight and ten hours of programmes 
for french broadcasters (arTe france, 
france 5 and france 3) and foreign chan-
nels (rTBf in Belgium, sveriges Television 
in sweden, Tsr in switzerland, nrk in 
norway and YLe in finland).
Today our catalogue contains more than 
a hundred and fifty films distributed by 
Doc&Co, andana films, Terranoa, france 
Télévisions Distribution and arte Distribution.
in 2012, Les films du Tambour de soie 
was named Best french Documentary Pro-
ducer by the ProCireP.
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in 2013, Jasmine , our first animated docu-
mentary, by alain ughetto ,was selected for 
the Best european animated film at the 
european film awards.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
founder and Ceo of graffiti Doc, estab-
lished in Torino in 2004, and more recently 
co-founder of the french company Tag 
film, set up in Paris in 2019, enrica Capra 
is known internationally as the producer of 
feature length documentaries released the-
atrically in several countries and awarded 
at important festivals. among the last ti-
tles, ‘one more Jump’ by manu gerosa 
was released in international competition 
at festa del Cinema of rome - alice nella 
Città 2019, and is sold internationally by 
fandango sales.
enrica served as vice-president of Doc/it in 
2011-2013, and is a member of efa.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
alain ughetto is a french director special-
ized in animated film. He made his first 
short in 1981, The Ladder, then a second 
in 1984, La Boule, and won a César for 
Best animated short.
alain ughetto directed numerous films 
both fiction and documentary and in 2013 

he released 'Jasmine', his first animated 
feature,  This true and intimate story hap-
pens in khomeini's Tehran where clay 
characters are struggling for love and free-
dom. This movie was honored by many 
awards (best documentary feature movie 
in sao Paulo, official selection in annecy, 
european film award ...).
His new feature 'Dogs and italians not al-
lowed' is inspired by the story of his own 
family. He once again plunge his hands in 
modeling clay to tell a story of italian im-
migration over four generations.
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 LOGLINE 
an unforgiving funeral director is a termi-
nally ill woman’s last hope of being buried 
and forgiven - thirty years after she mur-
dered his father.

 SYNOPSIS 
BoBBY (36), a struggling funeral agent in 
a small Bulgarian town, is hired by Joana 
(65), who is dying of cancer, to do her fu-
neral in two weeks.
But Bobby is unaware that Joana is in 
fact the woman who drunkenly ran down 
his father and killed him thirty years ago. 
The woman who danced all over the world 
became a star in the state ensemble, and 
never suffered any consequences for what 
she did, due to her ties to 90’s Bulgarian 
mafia and the former communist party…
the woman who Bobby blames even for the 
death of his just deceased mother! When 
Bobby learns who Joana really is at his 
mom’s funeral, he loses his temper and 
screams at her to die like a dog like she left 
his father to die. He refuses to make the 
funeral of this person who he blames for all 
his suffering in life. He blocks her number, 
bars his door, and even skips town to avoid 
her attempts to hire him.
But fate will not allow Bobby to escape. 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
mammut film   
italy    
T: +393332563331  
malagutti@mammutfilm.it

somehow Joana always finds a way back 
into his life! and Bobby’s anger leads him 
into an absurd spiral of self-destruction that 
threatens to destroy everything he holds 
dear, including the relationship he has with 
his sister, his long-time girlfriend and her 
son, ultimately leading him to committing 
manslaughter of his stepson’s beloved fish.
eventually, after a series of unfortunate and 
ridiculous events, Bobby finds himself seri-
ously considering Joana’s proposal to make 
her funeral, and getting to know her better 
than he ever wanted to.

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
after communism ended in 1989, everyone 
in Bulgaria was hopeful for the “transition” 
(as we call it here) towards democracy and 
capitalism — until they were not. in the 
decades since, i witnessed social alienation 
in my family and in my town. it seemed like 
everyone was failing each other. each man 
for himself; enemies everywhere; corrup-
tion; a feeling that there is no one to turn 
to. Hope died; many fled Bulgaria.
But what happened to those who stayed 
in this hopeless place? in this script the 
main character, though extremely reluc-
tant, is forced to give a chance to the peo-
ple around him, to the future, even if this 
is a delusion; to see differently the things 

dIrECtOr 
magdelena ilieva

WrItErS
magdelena ilieva, Jonathan 
Heidelberger  

PrOduCErS 
ilaria malagutti, martichka Bozhilova

COuNtrIES
Bulgaria, italy

COMPaNIES 
mammut film, agitprop

LOOkING fOr
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tErrItOrIES avaILaBLE 
World except italy and Bulgaria
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he has learned to hate…and to even love 
an enemy. The narrative explores whether 
there could be hope instead of escape, and 
mercy instead of justice. Because the past 
is already dead, but the future is alive. in 
this story, it takes a funeral agent to figure 
that out.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
mammut film is an independent audiovis-
ual company established in 2005 by four 
partners active for over 15 years in the field 
of cinema. 
We produce audiovisual works with a spe-
cific focus on documentaries.. With per-
sonal perspectives and strong stories told 
with a distinctive style, our films are com-
menting on our time and society. 
our productions have gained the attention 
of both film critics and general audience, 
have been distributed theatrically in italy 
and europe and have been broadcasted 
around the world. 
among the documentaries produced: 
sHores (audience award festival dei 
Popoli), THe orCHesTra(worldwide 
distributed by euroarts) goD saVe THe 
green (selected in more than 15 fes-
tivals), HeaLTH for saLe (sold to more 
than 30 countries).
so far, mammut’s core business has been 

international creative documentaries but 
we are now expanding into fiction devel-
oping the fiction projects ParaDias and 
iCHiComori and producing as minority 
coproducer the Bulgarian film eTerniTY 
PaCkage.

agiTProP is probably the most awarded 
Bulgarian film production company with 
lead producer martichka Bozhilova. The 
company has co-produced with germany, 
usa, finland, sweden, switzerland, italy, 
greece, romania, Croatia, uae. among 
agiTProP’s leading TV partners are: 
Channel 4, sundance Channel, HBo, 
arTe, PBs, YLe. agiTProP has pro-
duced a number of films - creative docu-
mentaries, fiction films and TV series with 
a strong author’s style, among which the 
multi-internationally awarded georgi 
anD THe BuTTerfLies (iDfa winner), 
THe mosQuiTo ProBLem anD oTHer 
sTories (Cannes), CorriDor #8 (Berli-
nale), omeLeTTe (sundance), THe BoY 
WHo Was a king (Toronto). agiTProP 
produced the first original Bulgarian con-
tent for HBo and national geographic. The 
company’s filmography includes TouCH 
me noT (golden Bear Winner, Berlinale 
2018), LoVe & engineering (Tribeca nY, 
Visions de reel; karlovy Vary), DaD maDe 

DirTY moVies (sold to more than 30 ter-
ritories). agiTProP’s credits include also 
the documentary TV series/one-off PaLaCe 
for THe PeoPLe (Dok Leipzig 2018, Dok 
Buster award; the series was aired on BBC, 
arTe, mDr, nHk, sVT and many others), 
as well as the high-end TV drama series 
faTHer’s DaY commissioned by the Bul-
garian national Television. agiTProP is 
involved in the management of the Balkan 
Documentary Center for supporting docu-
mentary filmmakers from the Balkans.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
martichka Bozhilova is producer of agiT-
ProP, Bulgaria. Her high-end author-driv-
en films have been selected and awarded at 
Cannes, Berlin, iDfa, Toronto, sundance, 
Tribeca, Pusan and many others, and 
broadcast all over the world. among her 
films are: Touch me not (golden Bear Win-
ner, Berlinale, 2018), Palace for the People 
- film (Dok Leipzig, Dok Buster award) and 
four-part TV docu series for arTe, aired on 
BBC, arTe, mDr, nHk, sVT etc.; exem-
plary Behaviour (Dok Leipzig, golden Dove 
2019), georgi and the Butterflies (silver 
Wolf, iDfa), The mosquito Problem and 
other stories (Cannes), Corridor #8 (Ber-
linale), omellette (sundance), The Boy 
Who Was a king (Toronto), Dad made Dirty 
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movies (sold to more than 30 territories). 
Producer of successful factual TV series for 
national geographic and HBo. Producer 
of father’s Day high-end drama series for 
Bulgarian national Television. Producer of 
The Cars We Drove into Capitalism (release 
2021).

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
magdelena ilieva studied film directing 
in nYu and in south-Western university 
(Bulgaria) earning a degree in film and 
TV Directing from the latter. after that she 
produced feature THe Lesson (awarded 
at san sebastian, Warsaw, Tokyo, LuX 
Prize finalist), short THe son (Tampere, 
sofia, grand prize at Cottbus), among oth-
ers. Together with Jonathan Heidelberger 
she made short film HoLe, also known as 
moneY for a funeraL, awarded at the 
golden rose film festival 2017, selected 
at edmonton iff, nice european short iff 
– france, Balkan film food iff – albania, 
one Country one iff Clermont-ferrand – 
france, Balkan Beyond Borders iff – ser-
bia, etc. she is an alumna of the eaVe Pro-
ducers Workshop, Berlinale Talent Project 
market (where she pitched and won the 
arTe prize), sarajevo Talents, Producers’ 
network–Cannes, rotterdam film Lab, etc. 
she is eaVe’s national representative for 

Bulgaria. she owns production company 
Little Wing Productions.
eTerniTY PaCkage will be magdelena’s 
first feature film as director. it was selected 
to the Berlinale Talent Project market 2016, 
the midpoint intensive at karlovy Vary iff 
2016, the Crossroads Coproduction forum 
at Thessaloniki iff, first films first goethe 
institut’s Young Directors’ academy, and 
was shortlisted for the sundance screen-
writers Lab 2017. it was awarded a devel-
opment grant from Creative europe meDia 
program of the eu and a debut produc-
tion grant by Bulgarian national Television 
where it was ranked #1 in the script con-
test; it also won Best Pitch Postproduction 
prize at Priforum Prishtina international 
film festival 2018. it is supported by the 
Bulgarian national film Center, where it 
ranked #1 in the debut contest, the italian 
ministry of Cultural Heritage and activities, 
and eurimages.
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 LOGLINE 
simone is a young man that, even if with 
hesitations and new awareness, brings for-
ward traditions and memories of a small 
mountain community that is slowly fading 
away, while filippo is trying to distance 
himself from it, spiritually and mentally.

 SYNOPSIS 
simone (17 years old) was born and lives 
in the little town of intermesoli, in the prov-
ince of Teramo. This town is located at the 
slopes of gran sasso, and less than thirty 
people live there. This community lives a 
quiet and austere life, hardened by several 
factors, first of all, the population decline 
that hit abruzzo after the 2009 earthquake. 
simone is the only teenager who now lives 
in the town of intermesoli, only his little 
brother is younger than him. for this rea-
son, all the villagers look at him in a pe-
culiar way: they consider him like a guide, 
someone who is able to keep all the town 
customs and traditions alive. someone 
who, in the near future, could bring back 
intermesoli in a state of well-being, now 
forgotten. simone is deeply connected with 
his homeland and his fellow villagers, but 
the responsibility of a possible and hoped 
rebirth, is a heavy burden on his shoulders.

CONtaCt dEtaILS
il Varco   
italy    
T: +393298779133    
    +393209626905
andrea.gatopoulos@gmail.com

although, he does everything to make his 
fellow villagers believe that he is honoured 
by his important role within the community, 
his family’s decision to live in the little town 
is a weight for him, a thread that he can’t 
break. filippo lives not far away from in-
termesoli. The man is just over forty, and 
after years of being a priest, now he lives 
alone. He is tormented by his old life and 
the uncertainty of the future. now, filippo 
thrives on a personal mystic devotion, full 
of lonely ecclesiastic rituals. simone and 
filippo, even if  they are far apart from each 
other, both live their life between limitations 
and oppressions, always under the stern 
and careful judgment of the inhabitants of 
the little town.

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
in an historic period where little town are 
disappearing, and with them their ancient 
traditions, “Holy modern” comes to life. a 
docu-film that tells the story and the des-
tiny of a mountain community that tries to 
survive by all means. The goal of this film 
is to show all the main characters’ differ-
ent point of view. in different ways, they try 
to distance themselves from a hierarchical 
and powerful system that consolidated in 
this kind of towns with the passing of years. 
The film, at the beginning, focuses on the 

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
Lorenzo Pallotta  

PrOduCErS 
andrea gatopoulos, stefano 
Chiavarini, andrea rosasco

COuNtrY
italy

COMPaNIES 
il Varco, Limbo film

LOOkING fOr
gap financing, festival release, sales 
agent, italian distributor

tErrItOrIES avaILaBLE 
italy
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concept of responsibility that simone has 
towards his community, but then slowly 
shifts his focus on the theme of violence 
and how it impacts the characters’ lives. 
a silent violence that forces simone to act 
without even really thinking. The film and 
the characters’ souls move around this two 
anguishing themes. a community that is 
not often shown in the film, but it silently 
shapes and watches over simone’s destiny 
and the ones that interact with him. The 
film wants to make the viewers feel a sense 
of oppression and loneliness, through the 
bewilderment of the characters’ souls, 
characters that don’t have a real landmark. 
With the help of the cinematic medium, 
we decided to tell a multitude of emotions, 
switching from moving to fixed shots, to 
get close to the characters’ hidden feel-
ings but , at the same time, to give them 
freedom to act  with the utmost respect. 
The ultimate goal was to try to create an 
intentionally magical universe, a middle 
ground between a dark fairy tale and a 
coming-of-age film, where viewers can get 
lost into the dilated pace of an apparent 
silence, trying to find inside themselves the 
true meaning of the film. a dark and tragic 
truth that will probably always exist in such 
a little and hidden world, but universally 
understandable.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
il Varco is an independent production com-
pany and publishing house, located in Pes-
cara. since 2014, it dedicated itself to the 
creation and promotion of film festivals and 
exhibitions which have become a reference 
point for independent moviemakers. a few 
examples would be ‘il festival internazion-
ale del Cortometraggio il Varco’ (in the film 
freeway top 100 best festivals in the world), 
‘short Days’ (created with the ‘insolita film’ 
and thanks to the C.g.s. sponsored by ‘mi-
bact’) and the ‘nuovo Cinema abbruzzese’ 
(an exhibition of movies made in abruzzo 
or shot by artists born in the region). in the 
past three years they have produced 14 
short films and two full movies, which were 
selected for 130 different festivals (of which 
the oscar and efa qualifying rounds). for 
the projects they produce, they undertake 
issues concerning executive producing (‘il 
Varco Cinema’), post production (‘fedra-
HuB’) and distribution (‘gargantua film 
Distribution’). in 2021 they will release 7 
short movies, 2 short documentaries and 1 
full length docufiction movie. 

Limbo film is an italian production com-
pany founded in 2017 and based in rome. 
since 2017 it has produced short films with 
independent and contemporary vision. 

Limbo film look for new, creative and inde-
pendent  films, able to communicate and 
explore a new vision of the world.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
andrea gatopoulos was born in Pescara 
(abruzzo, italy) in 1994. He currently lives 
in rome, where he graduated cum laude 
in 2016 in modern Literature with the the-
sis "Virtual reality and image culture in the 
civilization of entertainment". He founded 
his publishing house and production com-
pany called il Varco and produced 12 short 
films, 2 feature films and the edition of 4 
books. He's the artistic director of "il Varco 
- international short film festival", one of 
the most important indie festivals in italy. 
He also founded the monthly screening 
"short Days" in rome and the abruzzi's 
most important screening "new abruzzi 
Cinema" in Pescara and the film distribu-
tion "gargantua film". His film productions 
were featured in more than 120 festivals 
all around the world. in 2020 he worked 
alongside Werner Herzog for his film accel-
erator in Leticia, Colombia.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Lorenzo Pallotta was born in montorio 
al Vomano in the year 1992. in 2012 he 
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signed up to the sae institute in milan and 
the next year he started collaborating with 
the ‘fedra film’ company.
The following years of his life were filled 
with work experiences, given to him by 
several different production companies, 
in various projects ranging from TV spots, 
video clips and web series to short films 
and documentaries.
in 2017, he became the founder of his own
production company, called ‘Limbo film’,
thanks to which he produced and directed 
short movies, such as: inumanamente, 
amaranto, ossa, Luis (in co-production 
with ‘La Terrazza’) and Las Hadas.
in 2019, he won ‘il meeting per le idee - 
Premio Bruno Ballone’ with his idea and 
project for the creation of a new cinematic 
event called ‘interamnia international film 
festival’ (iiff).
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 LOGLINE 
The rebel Luciano, having committed a ter-
rible crime, is forced to flee to Tierra del 
fuego when is story is transformed into the 
Legend of king Crab.

 SYNOPSIS 
The movie tells the story of Luciano, a 
drunk who, the end of  1800 in a small town 
in italy, after an act of rebellion against the 
Prince, kills his lover accidentally.  for this 
reason, he’s forced into exile on the most 
remote island of the world, in the southern-
most part of argentina, in Tierra del fuego. 
The quest for a treasure, hidden on this 
island after a shipwreck, becomes an op-
portunity for his redemption.
The movie also tells how his story is re-
called today with all it’s different versions 
based on oral tales: in his homeland, some 
believe he was just a murderer, while oth-
ers think he was a saint, but instead on the 
other side of the World, his story is known 
as a legend, the Legend of the king Crab.

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
Like our previous two movies, also this story 
starts from an oral tale that only the oldest 
villagers know.
With this film we’re trying to show how sto-

CONtaCt dEtaILS
ring film
italy
T: +393488006005
amministrazione.ringfilm@gmail.com

ries are formed, how they transform with 
oral passage, how they intersect new sto-
ries and become something different, but 
never losing their original roots, keeping us 
connected to them. men migrate to places 
followed by their stories, and we attempt to 
show this through the story of Luciano who 
emigrated like many of our ancestors.
king Crab is a folk tale that mixes the tech-
nique of documentary with elements of the 
western and adventure genre.
There are two distinct parts of the film:
in italy the narration is triggered by the dif-
ferent versions we hear from the old villagers 
that recall his story, in all it’s different ver-
sions leading up to the night of the crime. 
Here the story is interrupted.
The second part, set in argentina, is told 
through Luciano’s point of view. 
The only witness that survives the expedition 
for the hidden treasure, is gunun. He is the 
one that will transmit the final story that to-
day is know as the Legend of the king Crab.
While the first two films we made have 
more of a documentary approach, in which 
we formally investigated the story, in king 
Crab we want to explore the different as-
pects of these oral stories with the potential 
of fiction, through drama, in the attempt of 
creating a filmic space suspended between 
fable and reality. 

dIrECtOrS / WrItErS 
matteo Zoppis, alessio De righi 

PrOduCEr 
Tommaso Bertani

COuNtrIES
italy, argentina, france

COMPaNY 
ring film

LOOkING fOr
festival release, italian distributor

tErrItOrIES avaILaBLE 
World except france and argentina
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We are working with the same team we had 
in our previous works, except costumes and 
set design, but even if this film has a bigger 
budget we want to make good use of our 
experience working with non-actors. The 
leading actor is a roman artist that shares 
very similar features with our character. 
The argentinian part instead has a more 
classic approach and we decided to work 
with well-known actors such as José soza 
that was starring in el Club and neruda by 
Pablo Larraín.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
ring fiLm is an independent production 
company. We are internationally oriented 
and deeply rooted in our country's culture. 
We love differences, we like contradictions, 
we are based in rome.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Tommaso Bertani (1981) founded ring 
film in 2010. He has produced feature 
films, documentaries, music videos and 
commercials. original productions has 
been selected in some of the most relevant 
festivals in the world. 
in 2017 he has been selected as Producer 
on the move at Cannes film festival.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
The authorship of De righi and Zoppis is 
concentrated on the thin line between doc-
umentary and fiction, oral tradition and the 
cultural value of the peasant world. Their 
films have garnered awards and selections 
at numerous festivals around the world.
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first Cut+ is a new program created for 
boosting the competitiveness and mar-
ketability of feature films that previously 
participated in first Cut Lab. The program 
will be launched in 2020 through a close 
cooperation with two dynamic & well-es-
tablished film industry platforms: trieste’s 
When East Meets West and karlovy vary 
Iff’s Eastern Promises Industry days. films 
developed through partner programs miD-
PoinT feature Launch and Lim – Less is 
more are also eligible to participate. first 
Cut+ is the only new action that received 
financial support from the access to mar-
kets scheme of Creative europe’s meDia 
program this year.

first Cut+ consists in the promotion of a 
portfolio of 16 fiction feature films at the 
stage of post-production, predominantly 
from countries with a low production ca-
pacity (at least 75% of the films) and with 
a focus on Central & Eastern Europe. The 
range of films will be large: from both de-
but & experienced directors, small and 
larger budgets.

8 films – half of the portfolio – are promoted 
during the winter session at Trieste’s When 
east meets West (January 2020), and an-
other half during the summer session, at 
karlovy Vary iff’s eastern Promises indus-
try Days (early July 2020), enabling to wel-
come most eligible projects, no matter the 
timeline of their production. Participating 
projects will have 3 days of consultations 
on promotion followed by a Works-in-pro-
gress session. 

first Cut+ also aims at giving industry 
awards to one out of the participating films 
offered by sponsors Orka films for color 
grading services, a Polish production and 
post-production company cooperating with 
the greatest Polish and international com-
mercial and feature-film projects, and by 
Sub-ti for subtitles services and subti ac-
cess for access services.

The first Cut+ jury members are Yohann 
Comte (CHaraDes), izabela igel (orka 
fiLm) and Thierry Jobin (friBourg 
inTernaTionaL fiLm fesTiVaL).
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 LOGLINE 
ecaterina, an attractive religion teacher 
and wife of the town priest, gets involved 
with iuliu, an audacious 16-year-old pupil 
of hers. He starts confessing to the priest.

 SYNOPSIS 
small town romania, nowadays. ecaterina, 
the beautiful 38-year-old wife of the local 
priest, works as a religion teacher at the 
local high school. she lives by the rules, 
tries to do everything right, but she feels 
unfulfilled, and faces rejection and disdain 
from her husband.
This year, there’s a new pupil in her class, 
iuliu, a 16-year-old. He’s magnetic and he 
looks at her in a special way. iuliu becomes 
a friend of ecaterina’s son, who in spite of 
his father’s opposition, has a special tal-
ent for science, and an attraction to iuliu’s 
ways. as iuliu starts to spend time at their 
place, ecaterina establishes a connection 
with him. Very soon, she gets torn between 
letting her guard down and facing her re-
sponsibilities as a mother, as a teacher and 
as the priest’s wife.
after a period where she successfully re-
sists giving in to temptation, ecaterina un-
leashes her passion and sleeps with iuliu, 
sensing liberating pleasure after a long 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
defilm
Bucharest, romania
radu@defilm.ro

GENrE 
fiction

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
octav Chelaru

PrOduCES 
radu stancu, Livia radulescu

BudGEt 
€ 941.000 (€ 883.000 in place)

COMPaNY
defilm
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PrOjECt StatuS
Post-production

drought. scared by her trespass, ecaterina 
takes a step back and tries to readapt to 
her previous life. But it seems to be too late, 
because iuliu loses his grip. 
as a way to get her back, iuliu starts black-
mailing her by confessing to the town 
priest, her very own husband. and he calls 
her while doing it, so she can hear the con-
fessions live. a triangle is formed, and eca-
terina’s short-lived dream quickly morphs 
into a nightmare. she has to deal with be-
ing exposed at school, with her own son 
avoiding her, and with her husband getting 
very close to finding out what she’s done. 
ecaterina tries to reason with iuliu, but 
without love, she has no power over him.
eventually, driven by despair, iuliu threat-
ens to commit suicide by jumping off a 
cliff, but he wants to do damage before. 
He forces ecaterina into confessing eve-
rything to her husband and, without her 
knowledge, she almost kills him by giving 
him the wrong medicine that iuliu had pre-
viously replaced. satisfied in his craziness, 
iuliu jumps off with a last grin on his face. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
a few years ago, i read about a story that 
happened in my small hometown. it was 
about a high school pupil committing sui-
cide after a relationship with his teacher, 
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the wife of the local priest. i thought that, 
even if it’s a tragedy, there’s no hidden 
meaning to it. But the story kept coming 
into my conversations with my parents, 
who still live there. They told me a thing 
that i didn’t know: the whole community, 
including the priest, was publicly support-
ing the woman, the religion teacher, as she 
was undergoing prosecution. Then it hit 
me. everybody knew or at least thought 
they knew what happened.
This thought instantly connected the sto-
ry to my own lifelong interest in guilt and 
salvation. Do we blame people that make 
mistakes? of course we do. Do we blame 
people that make mistake that we could’ve 
done ourselves? not so sure. What about 
our mistakes? Do we blame ourselves when 
we are wrong? almost surely, we don’t. 
sometimes, when people do things that 
they later regret, they blame the devil for al-
luring them. But it is seldom anything else 
but an excuse. However, while the devil 
might not exist, the evil surely does. it’s of-
ten right there at the core of a society, and 
everybody gets immersed in it whether they 
want to or not. The question the film asks 
is why it appears. and in trying to answer, 
it looks for this evil in the space that’s left 
unfilled in-between human beings.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
defilm is a Bucharest-based production 
company founded in 2009. While we start-
ed by producing independent shorts that 
were met with international success, the 
company has in time developed steadily to 
embrace a diverse portfolio and a growing 
network of partners as well as financing re-
sources. We engage all types of cinematic 
productions, welcoming diverse approach-
es and styles that take on the creative 
stakes that match our values and interests. 
We enjoy growing together with filmmakers 
that we can build long-lasting relationships 
with. accolades for our work so far include 
selections or prizes in major international 
film festivals, such as Cannes, Locarno, 
iDfa, sarajevo or karlovy Vary.

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
radu stancu is a romanian film producer, 
owner of independent production com-
pany defilm. He studied film production, 
film editing and sound design at the film 
university in Bucharest (unaTC) and is 
alumni of making Waves, eaVe Producer’s 
Workshop, eaVe Ties That Bind, eaVe 
marketing Workshop. He has engaged an 
array of cinematic productions, ranging 
from short to feature-length, fiction, ani-

mation and documentary, including vari-
ous approaches and styles. His work was 
awarded in international film festivals such 
as Cannes, Locarno, karlovy Vary, afi, Cur-
tas Vila do Conde, namur, Brest, Cottbus 
any many more.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
octav Chelaru started making amateur films 
when he was 14 years old, using his rela-
tives and classmates as actors. after being 
rejected by the film school, octav started 
to be a self-taught. While he was studying 
Computer science in college, he directed 
music videos and commercials, produced 
short films for other directors and was in-
volved as an assistant director for various 
projects. His last two shorts, THe ParaL-
LeL sTaTe (2020) and BLaCk CLoTHes 
(2017), both premiered at Locarno iff 
- Pardi di Domani competition. The latter 
was also selected in competition for festi-
vals including Valladolid iff, grimstad iff. 
from the previous shorts, we mention Pri-
VaTe ParTY (2017) which was selected 
for Les arcs iff, Tirana iff and oCCuPieD 
(2015), which was the winner at the Tim-
ishort iff. Currently, octav is in post-pro-
duction with his debut feature BaLaur, 
having developed it in various workshops 
and markets, including: midpoint feature 
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Launch 2018, Less is more 2018, CineLink 
Co-production market 2018, La interna-
tional Project Discovery forum 2018, Villa 
kult residency at Berlinale 2017. 
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 LOGLINE 
a child is born. in prison. for its mother, a 
countdown of three years starts when she 
is faced with finding a solution to avoid her 
son ending up in an orphanage.

 SYNOPSIS 
six stab wounds resulted in a seven-year 
sentence served at prison no. 14 in odes-
sa. Lyesa, a young pregnant woman who 
killed her husband in a fit of jealous rage 
gives birth to a son, kolya, while in jail. she 
and her inmates, all women who couldn’t 
control their emotions,relationships and 
desires, are closely watched by a perfectly 
organised, but lonely officer irina. Three 
years pass by, and as kolya's birthday is 
approaching, Lesya is faced with finding a 
solution to avoid her son ending up in an 
orphanage. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
The theme of the film is processed through 
everyday events, minor moments, authen-
tic environments and characters that the 
viewers can confront or identify with. 
During the script development stage, many 
locations were reviewed and several inter-
views carried out, including eighteen prison 
censors. eventually, even if we've decided 
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to cast irina alexandrovna, a real censor in 
a women's prison, some of the other stories 
and recollections inspired us greatly, re-
flecting in our script. in other words, we've 
incorporated these stories into one char-
acter. similarly, Lesya’s storyline is a com-
bination of several stories of condemned 
women who gave birth in prison.
our baseline were irina's authentic re-
sponses and real-life interactions between 
her and the inmates, such as re-enact-
ments of their past conflicts and dramatic 
moments from their life, which also served 
as a psychological technique. The second-
ary stories are mostly reconstructions of the 
inmates’ experiences in which they reenact 
themselves.
unlike irina, the character of Lesya is 
portrayed by marina klimova, a young 
ukrainian actress. The reason to cast a 
professional in this role was the demand to 
portray inner processes and psychological 
transformations occurring during the three 
years in prison, while opposing the non-
professional cast of the film. 
our objective was to film this cast in its 
natural environment: during the shooting, a 
situation was created for them to react to. 
There were no fixed dialogues written for the 
actors, as we opted to rather work with their 
authentic reactions. The advantage of this 
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approach is the genuineness of the protago-
nists, unusual plot points, and the potential 
not to fall into predictable acting clichés. 
The locations’ specificity and uniqueness 
influenced the whole visual concept of the 
film. We decided to highlight the human el-
ement of the jail’s employees and inmates, 
as a contrast to the plain and functional 
spaces of the building, allowing the films' 
aesthetic to balance between a film and a 
documentary.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Punkchart films was established in 2009 
and has succeeded in building up a strong 
portofolio of independent, art-house pro-
jects, focusing on creative documentaries, 
international co-productions and feature 
film production. among its successful ti-
tles are maDe in asH (karlovy Vary iff), 
koZa (Berlinale), famiLY fiLm (san se-
bastian iff), 5 oCToBer (rotterdam iff), 
HoTeL sunrise (iDfa), ouT (Cannes 
iff), nina (karlovy Vary iff, Toronto iff), 
WinTer fLies (karlovy Vary iff, Toronto 
iff), DomesTiC (karlovy Vary iff), THe 
sounD is innoCenT (Visions du reel), 
frem (Berlinale), serVanTs (Berlinale), 
and many others. 

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
ivan ostrochovský is active in slovakia via 
his two production companies: Punkchart 
films and sentimentalfilm.
He was a producer on both of all of his di-
rectorial features - the documentary VeLVeT 
TerrorisTs (2013), which received the 
Tagesspiegel readers’ award at its Berlinale 
premiere, koZa (2015), returning ivan back 
to Berlinale and launching a vibrant and 
successful festival career for the film, and 
serVanTs (2020) which successfully pre-
miered in the brand new competition sec-
tion of the Berlinale, encounters.
ivan also produces arthouse films of the 
new generation of slovak filmmakers - he 
produced films of iveta grófová (maDe in 
asH), martin kollar (5 oCToBer), mária 
rumanová (HoTeL sunrise), miro remo 
(THis is noT me), Juraj Lehotský (nina), 
Juraj Šlauka (Punk neVer enDs!), Peter 
kerekes (Censor), and co-produced a 
number of successful festival titles: Win-
Ter fLies and famiLY fiLm (both by olmo 
omerzu), frem (by Viera Čákanyová), THe 
sounD is innoCenT (by Johana ožvold), 
DomesTiC (by adam sedlák), ouT (by 
györgy kristóf), and many others.

katarína Tomková / executive Producer
started her film career as a film critic, 

production assistant, and worked in film-
oriented Pr. During 2009 – 2015, she was 
working for the slovak film institute as an 
international film promoter, present at the 
most important platforms and events of the 
film industry.
at the moment, she is closely collaborating 
with Punkchart films, for which she worked 
on 5 oCToBer (rotterdam iff), nina 
(karlovy Vary iff, Toronto iff), LiTTLe 
mosCoW (goteborg iff), THe sounD is 
innoCenT (Visions du reel) and serV-
anTs (Berlinale). she also co-produced 
HoTeL sunrise (iDfa, Hot Docs) and 
siLenT DaYs (karlovy Vary iff, marrakech 
iff) via her company kaleidoscope. at the 
moment, she's working on the upcoming 
films of Juraj Lehotský (aPPLause) and 
Peter kerekes (Censor).
she is a sofa 2015 and eaVe Producers 
Workshop 2016 graduate, efa member, 
and is programming series content pro-
grams for the miDPoinT institute, a train-
ing platform focusing on the Cee region.

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Born in košice, Peter kerekes now lives in 
Vištuk, slovakia. graduated in film directing 
from the film and Television faculty of the 
academy of Performing arts in Bratislava.
in 2003, kerekes directed and produced 
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his debut feature documentary, 66 sea-
sons, which became a festival hit and 
won several awards, including the Best 
film award at Docaviv or the Best Central 
european Documentary at Ji.hlava iDff.
His next feature documentary, Cooking 
HisTorY (2009), produced by his company 
Peter kerekes, and co-produced with aus-
tria and Czech republic, received the Prix 
arte nomination for Best Documentary at 
the european film awards, among others.
His 2013 feature documentary, co-direct-
ed by Pavol Pekarcík and ivan ostrocho-
vský, VeLVeT TerrorisTs, co-produced 
with Czech republic and Croatia, won the 
feDeora award at the karlovy Vary iff 
and celebrated its international premiere 
at the Berlinale’s forum, winning the Ta-
gesspiegel readers’ award.
kerekes also produced the omnibus doc-
umentary oCCuPaTion 1968 (2018), 
which maps the infamous occupation from 
the perspective of 5 directors coming from 
5 different countries, premiering simul-
taneously at sofia iff, Titanic iff, goeast 
ff and Planete+ Doc ff, and coproduced 
THe WHiTe WorLD aCCorDing To DaL-
iBorek (2018) by Vít klusák, presented at 
karlovy Vary iff in a World Premiere.
as a director, he is now working on his next
feature, Censor.
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 LOGLINE 
a supernatural tale of two sisters, both 
members of the Catholic Charismatic fili-
pino community of Piraeus, greece. emy’s 
“gift” ties their bond, but things fall apart 
when Teresa brings argyris into their lives.

 SYNOPSIS 
emy and Teresa, two-second generation 
filipina sisters, live within the Catholic 
Charismatic filipino community of Piraeus, 
greece. Their mother recently returned 
back to the Philippines leaving them alone 
for the first time. in this new dynamic the 
relationship between the two sisters has 
become even more exclusive.
emy cries blood. Without their mother 
around, Teresa is in charge of keeping 
emy’s secret from the world. With their 
mother away, their neighbour LiDa has 
stepped in. she is deeply involved with 
the church and convinced Teresa to join. 
Lida insists that emy should get baptized, 
to protect her from the pagan roots of her 
mother, but emy refuses. emy is attracted 
to the mystery surrounding her mother, to 
whom Lida refers to as a witchdoctor. Te-
resa tries for her sister to have a normal 
life, bringing emy to her work at the fish 
market, but emy quickly gets fired.
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Teresa brings argyris, a greek fishmonger, 
into their life and soon after falls pregnant 
breaking their unspoken pact, emy leaves 
the nest to embark on her journey to find 
out more about herself and her mother. That 
leads emy to mrs Christina, a sickly aristo-
cratic greek woman who was her mother’s 
former employer. emy is seen and treated 
for the first time as special while she discov-
ers her mother’s life as a faith healer. This is 
a pagan tradition that Teresa and the church 
reject, except in this peculiar home emy’s 
condition is seen as a divine gift.
as emy experiments with this newly found 
self and develops her powers, Teresa goes 
through a difficult pregnancy. on her days 
off, emy watches Teresa struggle, gradually 
becoming more pale and weak. emy and 
Teresa’s co-dependent bond breaks and 
their roles reverse of caregiver and care-
taker while mrs Christina’s true intentions 
become clear. at the end emy performs a 
true selfless miracle that sets her free from 
anyone who thought they knew who she 
was and what was best for her, free from 
Teresa’s fears and Christina’s control, ready 
to face the world on her own terms. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
Holy emy is an intimate character driven 
drama about a woman looking for her own 
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place in a world she doesn’t fit in. set in 
my homeland, it reflects on a timely and 
important subject for me, that of being the 
other in our homogenous, macho, greek, 
orthodox society. Teresa and emy are mir-
rors of the women in my life; in our struggle 
to be good sisters, to survive, to be sexual 
beings, to find our way, to be women and 
not girls anymore.
it’s the story of emy's liberation and eman-
cipation. emy is an outsider within a com-
munity of outsiders. The story follows emy’s 
doubts, on her quest to free herself from the 
limits that her sister, her community, her 
condition impose on her and to accept her 
peculiar destiny. she tries to find the miss-
ing link of her identity, and her heritage.
We blended the performance style of non-
actors who carry the weight and authen-
ticity of their lived experience with profes-
sional greek and filipino actors. The film 
is spoken largely in Tagalog. english, Ta-
galog and greek blend in each sentence. 
The film takes place in Piraeus, a port that 
has been the main entrance to greece for 
many filipino immigrants. The universe of 
the film is superstitious, religious, and spir-
itual - people believe in things other than 
what they see. 
Dislocated, emy and Teresa look for their 
own way to become women in a world very 

different from their mother’s. in the ab-
sence of their mother, the girls don’t know 
how to anchor themselves in greece. They 
have one another, but also are suffocated 
with how small their allocated space is. 
They want more. Teresa wants to have a 
family, to blend in. emy wants to be allowed 
to keep her link with her mother and her 
motherland. in the end, i would like the au-
dience to feel the freeing sense of emy cut-
ting the umbilical cord with Teresa and the 
parental figures that cross her path, and 
the pain that comes with it. i want the audi-
ence to share the girls’ inevitable pain of 
growing up and embracing their repressed 
identity and destiny.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
studioBauhaus was established in 2014 
with a goal to produce emotional, human 
behavior-oriented films, and audiovisual 
work with a rope into architecture, and art. 
films at its heart, and commercial work to 
endure. our editorial line organically grew 
into working with talent we genuinely like 
- both debut and established directors - 
through strong existential narratives with 
a taste for magical realism and the super-
natural. key activities are feature art-house 
films aimed for the international market, 
shorts as a mean to develop talent of our 

directors, and gradually delving in anima-
tion production.  

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
konstantinos Vassilaros recently complet-
ed Vardis marinakis’ Zizotek, which world 
premiere at karlovy Vary’s east of West 
Competition. Currently in post for Holy emy 
(CineLink 2017 winner) by araceli Lemos, 
in co-production with france & us. in fi-
nancing for orfeas Peretzis’ debut riviera 
developed through miDPoinT, presented 
at Crossroads, and already secured support 
from meDia, and from the greek-french 
fund with co-producer alexandre gavras. 
in development for elina Psykou’s 3rd 
film Patrimonial fears & other symptoms, 
presented at Berlinale’s Co-Pro market to-
gether with Homemade films, and Thomas 
künstler’s first stop-motion animation de-
but màrkos. He studied film Production 
at nYfa (us), uCa (uk), Creative & Cul-
tural entrepreneurship (goldsmiths). He 
started off working for slate films, Break-
thru films, and then moved on as Video 
Producer for CnBC’s World Business & for 
agence france-Presse before returning to 
greece and co-founding studioBauhaus. 
He is a member of the eaVe network.
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 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
araceli Lemos is a greek writer, director 
and editor. Her short film, miguel alvarez 
Wears a Wig, was screened at festivals 
worldwide including Tampere, Leeds and 
outfest. araceli’s work as director spans 
from theatre (shakespeare’s  measure 
for measure) to commissioned works for 
clients such as the HfPa, the u.s. em-
bassy in greece and the french institute 
in athens. as an editor, araceli’s work in-
cludes the documentary They glow in the 
Dark (director Panayotis evangelidis), win-
ner of the Hellenic film academy award 
for Best Documentary and the fiPresCi 
award at the Thessaloniki film festival. 
she is now in post-production of her de-
but fiction film Holy emy. in 2013, araceli 
created the international Project Discovery 
forum (iPDf), a development and pitching 
program for Balkan features, as part of the 
La greek film festival. araceli is a Berli-
nale Talent alumnus, an artworks fellow, 
and holds an mfa in film Directing from 
Calarts as a fulbright & onassis founda-
tion scholar.
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 LOGLINE 
Josef myslivecek, friend and teacher of 
mozart, known as “il Boemo”, is an opera 
composer who did everything he could to 
be free, loved and famous.

 SYNOPSIS 
it’s 1764. for over a year, Josef has been 
leading a precarious life in Venice, where 
he has arrived from Prague. He hopes to 
become an opera composer. The city, full 
of talented and already-established com-
posers, seems closed to him. How can he 
make a living from his music? maria, the 
daughter of his landlord, might be preg-
nant. if their relationship is discovered, it’s 
goodbye to music. fortunately, she’s not 
pregnant. Josef flees. He moves from his 
poor neighbourhood to the san marco dis-
trict and continues to work diligently on his 
compositions. Looking for work as a violin-
ist, he comes into the orbit of Cornelia, a 
rich young woman. Thanks to her interven-
tion, he gets the opportunity to play from 
time to time at salons. His real opportunity 
arises completely by chance, when he be-
comes the lover of a libertine marquise. 
she teaches him worldly manners, rids him 
of signs of a provincial upbringing and in-
troduces him to a hedonistic existence free 
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from religious intolerance. accepting this 
education is not easy for him at first. Thus 
transformed, prepared for the conquest of 
women and of the world, benefiting from 
relationships with the powerful, Josef gets 
an incredible commission: to stand in ur-
gently for an indisposed composer and 
write an opera for the san Carlo, europe’s 
largest theatre. and for the biggest stars of 
his time. His career begins. We follow the 
story of a highflier: an icarus. But if his ca-
reer is on the rise (we see an impressed 
mozart seeking his advice), his love-life 
is a disaster, and his debauched life as a 
slave to show business doesn’t bring him 
happiness. He’s going to burn out. His 
downfall will be epic. He’ll die at forty-
four, disfigured by syphilis, his nose eaten 
away, abandoned by his friends. Child of 
his time, spirit of the eighteenth century, he 
will remain above the suffering. The man 
will be destroyed. But not defeated. even 
if all life’s pleasures are taken away from 
him, if he is cut off from all social life, if he 
loses his mistresses and his friends aban-
don him, his love for composition will keep 
him alive and give him time and again the 
strength to exist. until the end. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
iL Boemo tells the story of a Czech miller 
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who achieves international fame as the 
most prolific composer of opera seria in 
italy of his day. His career is breathtakingly 
frenetic, astonishingly improbable, and 
very short: only 13 years of activity. our film 
covers this period and the crucial time pre-
ceding his meteoric rise to celebrity. We are 
drawn into the world of an extraordinarily 
talented man who pursues his dreams by 
tapping into the inner strength of his inex-
tinguishable need to create. We will see his 
passions and exploits as well as his rela-
tionships with powerful patrons, politicians 
and theatrical figures who decide his artis-
tic fate. iL Boemo is a story demonstrating 
that talent and diligence alone do not lead 
to success without polished social skills 
and a good dose of luck.
The script faithfully describes events that 
have been carefully recorded in eight-
eenth-century documents. We have at 
our disposal the complete surviving corre-
spondence of the composer, besides press 
notices, financial accounts, and some scin-
tillating letters of the mozart family. in the 
music archives of europe, we have located 
a great deal of music by mysliveČek that 
has never been performed since histime 
— and we have recorded it with the best 
european musicians. His music helps us 
to understand mysliveČek’s soul more than 

anything else. The rest is interpretation. We 
re-vitalize the spirit of the eighteenth cen-
tury with vivid depictions of its society and 
social order.
Josef and his story — it cannot be other-
wise — become fiction.
our Prague-born artist found his profes-
sional success not only in italy from na-
ples to Venice and Turin to rome. During 
the dark days when his consuming illness 
signalled the beginning of his long descent 
into obscurity and death, he achieved a 
huge success in munich. mysliveČek’s fate 
helps us to understand the cultural inter-
connections of europe, its disparate unity 
and our common roots — the heritage from 
which all of us can draw inspiration. Josef’s 
story helps us understand who we are, how 
we deal with our past, and what kind of 
feelings and values we should nurture in 
the future that awaits us.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
mimesis film is a feature and documentary 
film production company based in Prague, 
Czech republic. it develops and produces 
strong cinematic stories with international 
appeal. 
mimesis film was founded in 2012 by Jan 
macola, who had been previously working for 
Barrandov studios as Head of Co-Produc-

tions and Development. His producing debut 
"The Way out", written and directed by Petr 
Vaclav, premiered at Cannes film festival 
2014 within the aCiD selection and got seven 
Czech film and Television academy awards, 
including the best picture category. 
The company has produced Vaclav's fea-
ture documentary Confession of The Van-
ished and his feature We are never alone. 
mimesis film has also produced docu-
mentaries "inside the War on isis" by Jana 
andert, "normal autistic film" by miroslav 
Janek and "into The north" by natasha 
Dudinski. The latest road movie directed 
by Petr Vaclav "skokan" was released in 
spring 2017.  

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Jan macola studied international relations 
and political science at Charles university 
in Prague. He worked for Barrandov stu-
dios as the head of marketing and head of 
acquisitions and development where from 
2006 to 2011 he participated in a period 
of major international productions includ-
ing “Casino royale”, “The Chronicles of 
narnia” and the series “Borgia”. in 2010 
Jan participated in the screen Leaders eu 
training program, in 2014 in the eaVe eu-
ropean Producers Workshop and in 2018 
in aCe film producers training program.
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in 2012 he founded his own production 
company mimesis film. His producing de-
but “The Way out”, written and directed 
by Petr Vaclav, premiered at the Cannes 
film festival 2014 within the aCiD selec-
tion and got seven Czech film and Televi-
sion academy awards, including the Best 
Picture category. The company produced 
Vaclav’s feature documentary “Confession 
of the Vanished” and his feature “We are 
never alone”. The film was selected for 
the Berlinale where it got the Tagesspiegel 
readers award for Best film in the forum 
section. The latest road movie directed 
by Petr Vaclav “skokan” was released in 
spring 2017. mimesis film has also pro-
duced documentaries “normal autistic 
film” by miroslav Janek, “into The north” 
by natasha Dudinski and “inside the War 
on isis” by Jana andert.
Jan has also opened kino Pilotu a three-
screen art-house cinema in Prague and 
Pilot film a distribution company in 2016.
He is a member of Czech film and Televi-
sion academy. 

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
Petr Vaclav is a Czech film director and 
screenwriter whose films have received 
many awards, both in the Czech republic 
and internationally.

He was born in Prague and graduated from 
famu. His short documentary madame Le 
murie (1993) was nominated for student 
academy award and won a prize for best 
documentary at the internationales festival 
der filmhochschulen in munich. Vaclav´s 
first feature film marian (1996) won the 
silver Leopard and fiPresCi award at the 
Locarno international film festival and oth-
er prizes at film festivals in angers, Thes-
saloniki, Belfort, Cottbus, Bratislava and 
Tehran. His second feature Parallel Worlds 
(2001) was written in collaboration with the 
french screenwriter marie Desplechin and 
selected for presentation at the san se-
bastián international film festival.
The film The Way out premiered at the 
2014 Cannes film festival in the aCiD 
section. it won seven Czech Lion awards 
for the year 2014, including best film, best 
director, and best screenplay.
Vaclav's film We are never alone opened 
at the 2016 Berlinale in the forum cat-
egory and won the Tagesspiel readers' 
Jury award. His latest Czech-french co-
production skokan has been released in 
Czech cinemas in June 2017.
Vaclav's documentary Confession of the 
Vanished, which portrays the life of the 
Czech-italian composer Josef myslivecek, 
was shown at the fiPa international Com-

petition in Biarritz in 2016 and won the 
gold prize in its category (the fiPa d'or). 
Vaclav is a member of the european film 
academy and the Czech film and Televi-
sion academy. He was a pensioner of the 
french academy in rome at the Villa med-
ici in 2010-11.
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 LOGLINE 
The film in rashomon style follows the fi-
nal half-hour of crumbling of one marriage. 
using fiction and animation form through 
the perspectives of wife, husband and their 
child we learn about their own truths.

 SYNOPSIS 
kick and scream is a film about our inabil-
ity to objectively perceive the world around 
us. filmed in rashomon style, the final 
half-hour of crumbling of one marriage is 
told through the perspectives of wife, her 
husband and their six-year-old child. He is 
free of guilt that troubles his parents and 
we don’t treat him like a victim. He finds 
his way out in playing with his box - reality 
is intertwined with puppet play.
World inside the box is a story about fluffy 
and skinny, two friends battling alongside 
the dust tribes against the vacuum clean-
er, water, knife and other exterminators of 
household dust.
animated sequences are getting us away 
from the drama and into the imaginary 
world, where new content and meaning is 
attributed to details from the real world.
at the narrative level, the film pieces to-
gether at the end, when we realise we saw 
the last half an hour of family life, while at 
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the character level the film unfolds - as the 
film progresses, we become less certain of 
our initial judgment of characters. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
Three subjective perspectives are contrast-
ed in the film, offering no solution to the 
conflict. i don’t claim the right to objectiv-
ity at any point, only trying to present and 
trivialise our misconceptions. Based on this 
purely subjective sensation, we create false 
notions about the world around us, our 
partners and children.
at the narrative level, i wanted to set the 
structure which cannot be presupposed 
by the viewer. Character psychology is out-
lined without giving the author’s judgment 
on their actions. 
Hand-held camera in His perspective gives 
access to his anxiety and inability to face 
the circumstances, his internal conflict. 
repetition of the same events and nervous 
atmosphere make a funny switch of per-
spective.  
in Her perspective we used long takes, fol-
lowing her state of mind with steadicam. 
The presence of camera moving in her 
rhythm illustrates her fear and insecurity, 
the emotions she is dealing with as she is 
preparing to leave her home.
fixed camera position and low-angle shots 
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were used for child’s perspective to suggest 
boy’s point-of-view. Puppet animation is the 
world of imagination. The child is allergic to 
dust and involved in his own fictional story 
about two friends fighting to survive in their 
dust universe.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
spiritus movens Production was estab-
lished in 2006 by Zdenka gold and is 
based in Zagreb, Croatia. The company 
specializes in the production of independ-
ent films and organizes cultural and edu-
cational events. films by spiritus movens 
have been selected for major film festivals 
including Venice film festival 2015 - Bella-
donna by Dubravka TuriČ (the golden Lion 
award for the Best short film), Cannes 
2016 official Competition - sieranevada 
by Cristi Puiu (co-production with romania 
and france), Berlinale 2013 - a stranger 
by Bobo Jelcic.  

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Vanja sremac is born in Zagreb. she has 
graduated in film and theatre production 
from the academy of Dramatic art in Za-
greb. she collaborated with many Croatian 
theatre companies as well as with film and 
theatre festivals. from 2009 to 2015 she 

was working in the Croatian audiovisual 
Centre, initially in Promotion Department 
and then as executive manager of the 
Centre. as of 2015 she is involved in film 
production working as producer on her 
own projects and as production manager 
on international film productions in Croatia. 
she is still working as an expert in cultural 
policies focusing on audiovisual industries. 
in 2017 she has founded her own produc-
tion company Terminal 3 having now two 
features films in post-production and three 
features in development.

Zdenka gold was born in 1975 in Zagreb. 
she graduated from faculty of Philosophy 
in Zagreb and participated many training 
programs, among others euroDoC, eaVe 
and aCe.
after years of engagement in theatre and film 
festival organization, she established spiritus 
movens Production in 2006. The company 
specializes in the production of independent 
films (fiction and documentaries) and organ-
izes cultural and educational events.
films by spiritus movens have been 
screened at all major film festivals including 
Cannes and Berlinale official competition, 
as well as Venice where BeLLaDonna by 
Dubravka Turic won the orizzonti award for 
Best short film at the 72nd festival. 

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
nina Violic is born in rijeka in 1972. she 
has graduated in acting from the academy 
of Dramatic art in Zagreb. she is an ac-
complished actress with over 30 screen 
and 20 theatre credits, including several 
awarded lead performances. Currently she 
is a leading drama actress of the Croatian 
national Theatre in Zagreb. 
she authored, as scriptwriter and direc-
tor, one theatre play and two short films: 
separation (2014) and The Lamb (2019) 
which premiered at Bfi London film fes-
tival 2019 and continued it’s festival distri-
bution. nina is currently in post-production 
with her debut feature kick and scream.
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 LOGLINE 
Caught in the throes of her emerging 
sexuality Venera is pushed to follow open 
minded Dorina, who's attitude is far more 
thrilling than anything that surrounds her 
in this kosovian small town.

 SYNOPSIS 
When crossing paths with a new friend, tim-
id Venera is pushed to question her patriar-
chal family and follow open minded Dorina, 
whose strong attitude against conventions 
taps into Venera’s curiosity for exploring 
more. While Venera muses on the mean-
ing of life, the film slowly opens a way to 
sensing life’s absurdity;....behind the rough 
facades, people are hiding a world of emo-
tions – from humiliation to guilt and disil-
lusionment. The film taps into the provoca-
tive sexual appetites of the teenagers and 
touches on the random acts of bullying they 
have to deal with not only from their par-
ents but also from their peers: “i have never 
seen my parents kissing” – says Venera. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
i wanted to portray that lively, dynamic life, 
similar to what i grew up with. Living in 
a three big family was a reason to question 
reality, somehow…Because we all lived the 
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very same situations, yet the emotions, per-
ceptions, were so different. There was this 
position of doubt, that makes one question 
everything; i loved to play with these kinds 
of uncertainties. also, the society i live in, 
usually people don’t express what they feel, 
it's not in our culture, we lack the tools to 
do so.…and i find myself always trying to 
stick to characters that are mainly occu-
pied with hiding their feelings and concep-
tions…even in our families, we don’t have 
much of this culture of sharing and speak-
ing up emotions, trying to understand 
things. We take a lot of things for granted. 
We don’t aim to move further somehow, 
it scares us to change. i understand that. 
We have a long life struggling to establish 
ourselves,.. survive as society. and it’s hard 
for us to adapt, it's like a fear of convert-
ing. it’s a strong traditional society. What 
matters more is what you have inherited, 
not really what you aim to achieve. a tricky 
mentality for youth temperament.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Circle Production (video production com-
pany), founded in 2010 by Besnik krapi 
- with a mission to raise awareness on so-
cial and cultural issues through cinemato-
graphic productions in kosovo. To this end, 
produced :
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"shkurta" (20.00min) was premiered in 
2012 and is supported by the kosovo Cin-
ematographic Center. Written and directed 
by arzana kraja.

- “Through my eyes” (Documentary, 2013) 
- “Take a look” (Documentary, 2016)
- “open Door” by florenc Papas (feature, 
2019 Coproduction) – Premiered in sara-
jevo film festival
- “field of Black Birds” by arzana kraja 
(feature, 2020) 
- “Looking for Venera” by norika sefa (fea-
ture, 2020) 
- “albanian Virgin” by Bujar alimani (fea-
ture, 2020 Coproduction) – postproduction
- “rise and fall of Comrad Zylo” by fatmir 
koqi (feature, 2021 Coproduction) - Pre-
production  

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Besnik krapi studied at the university 
of Prishtina. Bachelors Degree in acting 
(awarded June 2007) and masters Degree 
Program in acting (2009). graduated in 
maia Workshops 2015, CreaTiVe as-
PeCTs, LegaL & finanCiaL, markeT-
ing & DisTriBuTion and eaVe Produc-
er’s Workshop 2017, Head of Priforum at 
Prishtina international film festival.

Work: 
- “shkurta” by arzana kraja 2012, short, 
Producer
- “open Door”, directed by florenc Papas, 
premiered in sarajevo film festival 2019 – 
feature, Producer
- “field of Blackbirds” a coproduction 
between kosovo, uk and albania 2020 – 
feature, Producer
- “Looking for Venera” by norika sefa – 
feature - ready for release, Producer
- “albanian Virgin” by Bujar alimani (fea-
ture, 2020) germany - Belgium – albania 
-kosovo – Belgium – feature - Post-Pro-
duction will be finished 2021, CoProducer
- The rise and fall of Comrade ZYLo by 
fatmir koçi, feature, in PreProduction, 
aL_iT_mk-ks , Coproducer

and also broadened his experience in re-
cent years by working as a freelance pro-
ducer: 
- Line Producer in “unwanted”, feature film 
by edon rizvanolli which was premiered in 
karlovy Vary 2017. 
- Line Producer in “marriage”, feature film 
by Blerta Zeqiri 
- Line Producer in “Zana”, feature film by 
antoneta kastrati 
- Line Producer in osCar nominated short 
film “shok” by Jamie Donoughue 

- asst. Producer in “Three Windows and a 
Hanging”, feature film by isa Qosja 
- Line Producer in “The flying Circus”, fea-
ture film by fatos Berisha 

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
norika sefa is a kosovo born filmmaker. 
she graduated from famu ( academy of 
Performing arts in Prague). norika is en-
gaged in different spheres of filmmaking; 
Her films are fragmentary, oneiric pieces, 
in the way they distill atmosphere rather 
than stick to a conventional narrative; very 
heterogeneous in style, merging from fic-
tion to documentary. 
Looking for Venera is her first feature film. 
Before that she did  “Desde arriba” a hy-
brid documentary made under the guid-
ance of Werner Herzog, a film which got 
life in Peruvian Jungle. norika is currently 
developing her next feature film, while also 
working in another hybrid documentary us-
ing her own family footages. 

2021: Writer/Director. ”We pray only when 
in trouble". Documentary. Production. 
2020: Writer/Director. “Looking Venera”. 
feature film.
2020: Director/ editor. ”kiss me, now". 
short Hybrid Documentary.
2018: Writer/ Director. “Desde arriba”. 
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short Hybrid Documentary. 
2016. Director/editor.  “flutter” . short 
Documentary.
2015: Writer/Director. “move” - short fic-
tion.
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 LOGLINE 
a small town orchestra goes on a tour to 
austria - an occasion to escape their every-
day lives, indulge in heavy partying and try 
to connect with their true emotions. 

 SYNOPSIS 
from the forgotten industrial slovenian 
town, merry members of orchestra go on a 
tour to austria, who experience 'potpourri' 
of bitterly sweet stories with music and 
plenty of alcohol. at the same time, their 
families wait for them back home. 
We follow stories from five distinct charac-
ter perspectives on dealing with guilt from 
events that should change their lives, but 
they don’t. 
an older bus driver is afraid that he will 
lost his job to a new younger co-driver, 
but when he accidentally hits the bus, 
older driver sees an opportunity how he 
will keep his job -  by telling his boss what 
the young driver did. 
When an orchestra leaves for a tour in aus-
tria, three wives of orchestra members see 
this as opportunity to have fun and they de-
cide to visit a disco and have fun dancing. 
Their night out becomes night of challeng-
es and in the morning they found out that 
one of them wants to leave his husband. 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
gustav film
Ljubljana, slovenia
petra@gustvfilm.si

GENrE 
fiction

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
matevž Luzar

PrOduCEr 
Petra Vidmar

BudGEt 
€ 1.112.000 (€ 1.020.000 in place)

COMPaNY
gustav film

LOOkING fOr
Co-producers, financing, sales agents, 
festivals 

PrOjECt StatuS
Post-production

orchestra conductor is also a father of two 
orchestra teenage members, who join him 
on tour for the first time. During one party 
night in austrian city, conductors daughter 
learns, by seeing him, that he is having an 
affair with one orchestra member. During 
her partying with boys, this troubling in-
formation forces her as response into ag-
gression. next morning she faces his father 
about the affair which he tries to deny.
a middle aged austrian couple decided to 
host two slovene guest under their roof. 
They expect two girls, but they get two or-
chestra members who are know as party 
animals. austrian couple tries their best 
to be good host, but one day a husband 
learns that his music award is missing. He 
suspects that their guest have stole it, but 
he doesn’t know that his wife has acciden-
tally broke it. He is faced with a dilemma: 
shall he report the theft and endanger the 
entire festival event or not?
The final challenge for orchestra comes, 
after a successful performance when the 
orchestra members are returning home to 
slovenia. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
orchestra is my most personal work until 
now. for years, i was traveling with the or-
chestra on different tours, because my wife 
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was part of orchestra and i was always fas-
cinated how everybody forgets about eve-
ryday worries and just have fun. What hap-
pens on these tours stays a secret forever, 
and they don’t deal with it later. i wanted to 
explore this limited time of careless and fun 
in my movie through different characters 
and a real-life orchestra. i was interested in 
exploring group dynamic inside orchestra 
and also talk about culture clash between 
two nations – slovenians and austrians. 

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Production Company gustav film was es-
tablished in 2000. Partners in the company 
have all been involved in different produc-
tion and distribution services prior to estab-
lishing the company. 
in first few years the company became the 
leading production for commercials and 
film service but since that has never been 
the main aim, the company was guided 
towards film projects by attracting estab-
lished and unestablished authors who 
would be able to develop and film their pro-
jects while being guided with experienced 
production.
films produced or co-produced by gustav 
film have travelled many festivals (Venice, 
Cannes,rotterdam, ect) and were awarded 
many times over. many of these films were 

also successful european co-productions 
with eurimages and other diverse financial 
supports. Last 2 films produced by gus-
tav film were children’s films that are also 
the last 2 most watched slovenian films in 
theatres.
neutering, developing and finding authors 
with vison and work ethic where we can 
help and protect their vison while dealing 
with all the rest that it takes to make a film 
and bring it to the audience it was made 
for, is our mission statement.   

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
Petra Vidmar was born in 1978 and 
achieved her film production professional 
training also through eaVe (2007) and 
mBa rhonda (2009) plus tending efP 
Producer on the move (2017) after already 
working in the industry since 2000. 
starting from Pa level and upwards it took 
some time before taking on producing fea-
ture films and not only line producing them. 
However diverse knowledge obtained while 
having worked on more than 20 feature 
films, 5 documentary films and some shorts 
as line producer on multi country co-pro-
ductions and building strong and successful 
networking/co-productions from develop-
ment to funding applications and distribu-
tion was all for the goal towards films she 

wants to make and cement the company 
gusTaV fiLm as excellent production and 
partner to many foreign partners.
Currently Petra Vidmar is in post-produc-
tion of second feature film by matevž Luzar 
(orCHesTra) in developing 1 script with 
a second feature film director Boris Bezic, 
and preparing project LunaTiC to shoot in 
late 2021 with igor Šterk (writer/director).  

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
matevž Luzar is screenwriter and director 
from slovenia, born in 1981. He studied 
theology at university of Ljubljana and film 
directing at agrfT in Ljubljana. 
He graduated from film school with the 
acclaimed short film WoLfY (Vucko) 
which was nominated for student acad-
emy award® in the 35th annual student 
academy awards® competition. in 2013 
he finished his first feature film good to 
go (srecen za umret) and since then he is 
known for writing and directing movies and 
TV series. 
Besides his work as a director and screen-
writer, he also teaches screenwriting in Lju-
bljana. from 2020, he is a president of a 
Directors guild of slovenia and is a mem-
ber of european film academy. 
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selected filmography: 
- Jezero (The Lake) 2019 - written and di-
rected mini series for slovenian national tel-
evision. selected: 25th sarajevo film festival 
2019 (Drama competition)
- srecen za umret (good to go) 2013, first 
feature - writen and directed. selected for 
official competition at mumbai film festival. 
- Vucko (Wolfy) 2008, short - nominated 
for student academy award at 35th annual 
student academy awards, official competi-
tion at Locarno film festival, official compe-
tition munich film festival. 
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 LOGLINE 
one village, two men, three families and 
four wives. 

 SYNOPSIS 
in a village in montenegro, close to the 
border with albania, most of the houses 
are left to oblivion as well as the major-
ity of the inhabitants: those who had the 
opportunity migrated to america, the rest 
are stuck in between following the lives of 
their relatives from usa and surviving in a 
confined and very traditional society, with 
its limited means. This is a story of three 
women, who are left alone to deal with life 
and death, unfold:
suta is a fierce, beautiful woman. she has 
just lost her husband, imer, who took his 
own life. nobody knows the reason, nor 
does suta herself. after her husband’s 
suicide, suta is confronted with imer’s 
mother who insists to remarry her to her 
autistic son malush, but also with the vil-
lage’s mentality that a woman’s life is over 
when her husband dies. While grieving for 
her loss, suta finds the strength to take life 
in her own hands.
Drane (25) is Jasem’s new wife; Vezire (30) 
is his old one. He bought both of them in 
a village in albania. When Vezire proved 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
artikulacija film
Podgorica, montenegro
ivandjurovic@artikulacija.co.me

GENrE 
fiction

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
isa Qosja

PrOduCEr 
ivan Djurovic

BudGEt 
€ 506.710 (€ 450.000 in place)

COMPaNY
artikulacija film

LOOkING fOr
sales agents, festivals 

PrOjECt StatuS
Post-production

unable to bring him children, Jasem just 
bought a new one. This is routine for men 
from this village, to bringing women from 
albania.Vezire has nowhere to go and no 
other option than to agree to the arrival of 
the young wife, although dying of jealousy. 
The two women need to learn to live togeth-
er whit Jasem, who in the meantime is ar-
ranging his possible departure to america.
fize, an old woman, lives in the village with 
her sick old man. sadri. Her only son, who 
has migrated to the usa, talks to her every 
day by skype. During these conversations, 
she notices that her son has changed; his 
ways now resemble those of a woman. una-
ware of his sexual preferences, fize pushes 
him to get married and looks for a bride, 
while her husband is slowly fading away.
meanwhile, a stork comes to the village. 
some of the villagers want to kill it as they 
think it brings bad luck. others want to pro-
tect it: at the end of the day, it is a migrant 
itself, coming from the east. 

 dIrECtOr'S NOtE
The film is about emigration and its conse-
quences. i want to question with this film 
whether people who emigrate consider their 
hometown the place where they were born 
or their hometown is the place where they 
work. sometimes it seems to me as if peo-
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ple from Balkan are born with the aware-
ness that they should run away. This story is 
based on people and their actions in a beau-
tiful village in north of montenegro close to 
albanian border. inhabitants have migrated 
since the 60's mostly to the us. i want to 
talk about three lost generations of women 
from that place, about the women as indi-
rect or direct victims of migration confined 
by a patriarchal mentality and women being 
hostage to tradition. The old generation is 
the woman who is waiting for her long - gone 
son. The middle generation is the woman 
whose husband commits suicide and she 
confronts the society, while the young gen-
eration is represented by two women having 
to share the same man, not knowing when 
they will be abandoned by him.

 COMPaNY PrOfILE 
artikulacija film is the first independ-
ent production company in montenegro, 
founded in 2001 by ivan Djurovic. The core 
of artikulacija film has been dedicated to 
innovative audio-visual production, inter-
national cooperation and implementation 
of high professional standards within mon-
tenegrin audio-visual industry. During the 
many years of our activity, we have man-
aged to gather experienced producers from 
various fields of audio-visual industry, as 

well as young authors with authentic and 
inspiring ideas.
We have established high production 
standards and forged strong links in the 
region and europe providing safe net for 
filmmakers of all generation.
our portfolio is carefully curated and rec-
ognized by critics and the audience in the 
region of Western Balkans and on interna-
tional arena.
in the past 20 years we worked on 20 fea-
ture films, docu films, short films, and TV 
series as producers, or co-producers. We 
also worked as production service on doz-
ens of commercials, films, TV series and TV 
shows for famous worldwide clients, pres-
tigious production companies, TV chan-
nels, etc.   

 PrOduCEr'S PrOfILE
ivan Djurovic (born 1974, Podgorica, mon-
tenegro). He graduated Production at fac-
ulty of Dramatic arts – Cetinje, montenegro. 
since 2001, he has been working as pro-
ducer and Ceo in the production company 
"artikulacija film", which he also founded. 
Producer or co-producer of twenty various 
films of different formats. He participated in 
production of many high-budget commer-
cials for famous world brands and in many 
foreign TV projects which are broadcasted 

on the most prestigious TV channels.
He specialized in TV production at the fac-
ulty of Dramatic arts - Cetinje. founder of 
montenegro film forum and first president 
of PDm (Producers and directors of monte-
negro). one of the few people that started 
new montenegrin cinematography, and ac-
tively participates in its development. mem-
ber of european film academy, Producer’s 
on the move.  

 dIrECtOr'S PrOfILE
isa Qosja (born montenegro in 1949) is a 
film director and writer. He studied dramat-
ic art and acting in faculty of Prishtina and 
he continued his studies at the academy 
of film, Theatre, radio and Television in 
Belgrade.
isa Qosja is the author of many feature and 
documentary films, among which Proka 
(1986) which has featured aT many inter-
national festivals, while his second feature 
film, THe keePers of THe fog (1988) 
dealt with the suffering and treatment of 
albanians in the time of the great commu-
nist repression and was presented at many 
international film festivals. 
in 2005 he directed kukumi, which was 
featured at Venice film festival. This dark 
comedy is set in the post-war kosovo, when 
the un liberates kukum, mara and Hasan 
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from the mental hospital they have lived 
in for several years. unsure of what to do 
next, they set off across the country and 
journey to Hasan's brother's village.
in 2014 he directed THree WinDoWs 
anD a Haning, which became the first 
kosovan film to be submitted for the acad-
emy award for Best foreign Language 
film, after enjoying a long and successful 
film festival run and winning many awards. 
The film dealt about the life in a traditional 
village, gradually rebuild after the war, 
where the schoolteacher Lushe is driven 
by her conscience to give an interview to 
an international journalist. During the inter-
view, Lushe admits that she and three oth-
er women from the village were raped by 
serbian soldiers causing a spiral of events.
selected filmography: 
- Jezero (The Lake) 2019 - written and di-
rected mini series for slovenian national 
television. selected: 25th sarajevo film festi-
val 2019 (Drama competition)
- srecen za umret (good to go) 2013, first 
feature - writen and directed. selected for 
official competition at mumbai film festival. 
- Vucko (Wolfy) 2008, short - nominated 
for student academy award at 35th annual 
student academy awards, official competi-
tion at Locarno film festival, official compe-
tition munich film festival. 
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 SYNOPSIS 
all of a sudden, roads start to crack up. Ty-
rannical asphalt constructor mastrogiorgis 
puts the blame on sokol, the sloppiest of 
workers, challenging him to step into his 
shoes. The roads' unexplained manifesta-
tion wraps around them as they both show 
symptoms like their identities switch. eve-
ryone treats sokol like he has always been 
the boss and mastrogiorgis a poor worker. 
one has access to a life he has always 
craved for, including a villa with the boss's 
wife and mistresses, and the other is forced 
to survive on a day job. soon things turn out 
not as they are supposed to: upper-class 
lusty life has its catch, while canny mastro-
giorgis works his way up, leading workers 
to an uprise against sokol, who desperately 
wants to ditch his position. roads eventu-
ally shutter in pieces, as sokol's withdrawal 
and mastrogiorgis's denial to reestablish 
himself cause a most common effect in the 
balance between classes: anarchy!

CONtaCt dEtaILS
minos nikolakaki

GENrE 
Drama, social realism, fantasy

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
minos nikolakakis

PrOduCErS 
minos nikolakakis, 
Vassilis economou

BudGEt 
€ 46.397

COuNtrY
greece 

COMPaNY 
minos nikolakaki

 PrOduCtION COMPaNY PrOfILE
minos nikolakakis is a freelance director/
producer and has produced both greek 
and international features, short films and 
documentaries. They have participated in 
international festivals (including sarajevo 
iff, Locarno iff, La shorts, Cinemed mont-
pellier, uppsala, and flickers fest), had a 
theatrical release, and received awards. 
His first feature Entwined premiered at 44th 
Tiff 2019 and is currently on release in 
the us and spain. He is developing a num-
ber of features (national and international 
coproductions), a TV series, and his goal 
is to embark on producing elevated genre 
material.
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 SYNOPSIS 
Leo, a low profile 16-year-old boy, hangs 
out with his two friends Dinos and gina, in 
the empty touristy town of ayia napa dur-
ing the winter of 1998. The three friends 
share moments together, maybe the last 
ones before they step into the world of 
adulthood. Leo tries to express his feeling 
towards gina but gets rejected. He is still a 
virgin, and he is not the macho type of boy 
she is interested in. During the summer, 
the town becomes the mecca of uk garage 
music. The place transforms from a ghost 
town into a hedonistic tourist resort. Leo 
is going through a transformation as well. 
He is trying to fit into the masculine mold 
forced by his surroundings. He gets rushed 
into a chance to experience a meaningless 
sexual act with a tourist girl. is he willing to 
prove his manhood? Perhaps he just wants 
to stay a kid for as long as he can. 

CONtaCt dEtaILS
Bark Like a Cat films

GENrE 
Drama

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
emilios avraam

PrOduCEr 
Tonia mishiali

BudGEt 
€ 60.000

COuNtrY
Cyprus 

COMPaNY 
Bark Like a Cat films

 PrOduCtION COMPaNY PrOfILE
Bark Like a Cat films is the production la-
bel of filmmaker/producer Tonia mishiali. 
it was launched in 2020 with the aim to 
create daring films by filmmakers with an 
edge, as well as Tonia's own directing pro-
jects. Tonia has been independently pro-
ducing award-winning films with official 
selections at prestigious film festivals (Lo-
carno, sydney, karlovy Vary, Palm springs) 
since 2012.
The company's first productions have been 
funded and distributed by the Cyprus min-
istry of Culture, while the doc i Don't Like 
The Wind, I Like The Sun premiered at Ti-
rana film festival and won Best Director 
at the isffC. it is now developing several 
films by Cypriot filmmakers emilios avraam 
and antony Petrou, and Tonia's next direct-
ing projects (presented at agora Cross-
roads, sources2, mfi script2film, and TfL 
next) and to be co-produced by long-time 
collaborator stelana kliris (CY) and anna 
rozalska (match&spark, PL). 
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 SYNOPSIS 
a headstrong, young journalist Tihana 
picks her car from the repair shop after a 
repetitive slash of her tires - this morning 
the newspapers printed her latest report on 
a corrupted law enforcement. she hurries 
to see Dinko, the main character of her re-
port, because he refuses to pick her calls. 
Dinko is a young man stuck between the 
drug dealers who extort him and the state 
institutions that ignore his plight. Tihana’s 
reporting only made things worse for him 
and Dinko tries to convince her to pull back 
the report, although that is not possible. 
Having nothing left to lose, Dinko embarks 
on a shooting spree, targeting the drug 
dealers, committing reckless bloodshed 
in a broad daylight in the tourist-packed 
city center. in the aftermath Tihana is left 
guilt-ridden realizing she contributed to the 
public reaction that invokes an atmosphere 
of terror and lynch while celebrating Dinko 
as a hero.

CONtaCt dEtaILS
marinis media

GENrE 
Drama

dIrECtOr 
ivana marinic kragic

WrItEr
nikola kupresanin

PrOduCEr 
ivana marinic kragic

BudGEt 
€ 74.804,40

COuNtrIES
Croatia, serbia

COMPaNY 
marinis media

 PrOduCtION COMPaNY PrOfILE
marinis media (Croatia) was founded in 
2016 with the aim of promoting, developing 
and creating feature and documentary film.
Prominent projects:
The feature-length documentary Nun of 
Your Business (HT audience award for 
the Best film - ZagrebDox 2020), directed 
by ivana marinic kragic, follows the con-
fession of two former nuns who met in the 
convent and fell in love. 
feature film The Only Way Out (2020), 
directed by Darko nikolic, was created as 
a collaboration between the stankovic & 
sinovi Ltd. from serbia and marinis media 
from Croatia.
The feature film Love Cuts (2019 - BesT 
feaTure fiLm award at the evolution, 
mallorca international film festival) di-
rected by kosta Dordevic, which was co-
produced with kinematografska kuca and 
Platforma from serbia. 
short docu - experimental film Zagreb 
Confidential - Imaginary Future (2016) di-
rected by Darko fritz, has been screened 
at numerous festivals throughout europe, 
south america and the united states.
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 SYNOPSIS 
Teenage alex is the only girl in a boys' ice-
hockey team. Her dad michal, who raised 
her alone, is the team's coach. He treats 
alex like one of the players, both on the ice 
and at home. alex herself resembles a guy 
with her short haircut and body, affected 
by years of tough training. Yet inside, she is 
a normal female teenager who has a crush 
on the goalie Daniel and believes that the 
feelings are mutual. However, just before 
the play-off match, alex witnesses Daniel 
kissing her more attractive friend simona. 
alex finds out that her teammates have 
never perceived her as a "real" girl. over-
taken by anger, alex scores an own goal 
into Daniel's net. This extreme action won't 
help her broken heart, but it makes her fa-
ther michal pay attention to her. While los-
ing her teammates' respect, alex discovers 
a connection with the most important per-
son in her life, her dad.

CONtaCt dEtaILS
famu

GENrE 
Coming-of-age drama

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
elvira Dulskaia

PrOduCEr 
rozalie Brozkova

BudGEt 
€ 79.029

COuNtrY
Czech republic

COMPaNY 
famu

 PrOduCtION COMPaNY PrOfILE
film and TV school of academy of Per-
forming arts in Prague, established in 
1946 and built by the efforts of the most 
important Czech filmmakers of the time, is 
one of europe’s oldest film schools. in the 
early 1960s, it served as an incubator for 
young artists who subsequently became 
famous as the Czechoslovak new Wave. 
Today, famu is featured on the list of ToP 
15 international film schools as published 
annually by The Hollywood reporter, and 
the students, teachers, and graduates are 
successful both domestically and interna-
tionally.
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MIDPOINT Institute is an international audiovisual training and networking 
institution organizing a wide range of programs focused on script and 
project development, post-production and the education of aspiring script 
consultants and development executives.

MIDPOINT Institute at
When East Meets West

    MIDPOINT Shorts Showcase
    Monday / January 25 / 15.00 CET

    MIDPOINT Shorts / One-to-one Meetings
    Friday / January 29

    MIDPOINT Feature Launch Spotlight
    Tuesday / January 26 / 10.00 CET
    (Time Machine)
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it’s our tenth edition!

apologies for the exclamation mark, but 
when it all began we weren’t even sure 
there would be a second one. our regional 
fund had just been set up, and the friuli 
Venezia giulia region had certainly never 
been a key player in the world of audiovisual 
production in italy, and even less so on an 
international level.

We were even wondering if organising an 
event such as WemW was a bit of wishful 
thinking (and maybe it was). Certainly, we 
weren’t motivated by a desire to compete 
with anyone, rather by the awareness that 
the old member states of europe were still 
too distant from the new ones. We were 
determined to create an opportunity which 
could be used to connect eastern and 
Western producers. a bridge to exchange 
ideas, share projects and make new films.

We were convinced then, and still are, that 
different cultures (in the field of cinema 
and in general) can be protected when 
mutual knowledge and collaboration are 
established, not by shutting ourselves 
inside boxes, which, as strong as they 
may be, will not sustain the push towards 
homogeneity to which globalisation aspires. 
But we also wanted to underline how much 
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PaOLO vIdaLI
FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA AUDIOVISUAL FUND

economic wealth making films creates, 
and that (too frequently) people forget 
that the art of cinema is a collaborative 
enterprise: it involves dozens of different 
professionalisms, where the quality of the 
end result is indeed the fruit of creative skill, 
but also of the organisational and financial 
resources that one has been able to muster.

for many industry insiders these 
considerations may seem obvious, yet too 
often we are reminded that recurring crises, 
not only in italy, stem from the filmmakers’ 
lack of ideas and not, as we believe, from 
a chronic inadequacy of strategic industrial 
policies for the audiovisual sector.

You will decide whether we were over 
ambitious or not when we launched this 
initiative, and whether our convictions 
are still relevant. Yet, by looking at the 
number of applications this year (338), 
the range of participating countries (55), 
and, above all, the amount of accreditation 
requests we received, it all seems to point 
to the likelihood of there being an eleventh 
edition, and a twelfth and, hopefully, many 
more to come.

Welcome to Trieste, welcome to WHen 
easT meeTs WesT.

WemW is an event organised by the 
friuli Venezia giulia audiovisual fund in 
collaboration with the Trieste film festival, 
eaVe, Creative europe Desk italia, and with 
the valuable support of Creative europe - 
meDia Programme; Direzione generale 
per il Cinema - miBaCT; Cei (Central 
european initiative); film Center serbia and 
the regione autonoma friuli Venezia giulia. 
The 2020 edition of WHen easT meeTs 
WesT will be a three-day event dedicated 
to producers and decision-makers from 
italy, Central and eastern europe (Hungary, 
romania and moldova), and austria, 
germany and switzerland. 

our aim is, as ever, to create an event 
that can generate close ties between the 
participating regions and countries. an 
array of international cinema professionals 
gather in Trieste for a series of round-
tables, masterclasses and case studies 
organised to facilitate opportunities for 
collaboration between eastern european 
producers and Western companies, and 
vice-versa. This makes the friuli-Venezia-
giulia region a unique point of reference 
for such initiatives.

film and documentary producers will meet 
with commissioning editors, distributors 

and representatives of funding bodies and 
markets, so as to present the whole range of 
production and distribution opportunities, 
as well as financial resources, available 
to the industry. The countries taking part 
this year are: albania, armenia, austria, 
azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia 
Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, 
the Czech republic, Denmark, estonia, 
finland, france, georgia, germany, 
greece, Hungary, ireland, island, italy, 
kazakhstan, kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, 
Luxembourg, macedonia, malta, moldova, 
montenegro, the netherlands, norway, 
Poland, Portugal, romania, russia, 
serbia, slovakia, slovenia, spain, sweden, 
switzerland, Turkey, ukraine, and the 
united kingdom.

We are confident that the 2020 edition 
of WHen easT meeTs WesT will again 
prove very popular with industry insiders 
and consolidate what is, in our opinion, an 
essential networking opportunity aimed at 
facilitating the development of audiovisual 
companies of the new europe.
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MIdPOINt Spotlight will bring back 
at WEMW all MIdPOINt feature 
Launch alumni producers from the 
2019 edition and will offer them 
the chance to meet their potential 
artistic and financing partners.
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 SYNOPSIS 
elias (12) and his family are coming home 
to settle down after years of a nomadic life-
style. instead of an idyllic return, they find 
their mother’s father dying in his dirty flat. 
mother collapses from exhaustion and fa-
ther takes her to the hospital. The old man 
dies overnight and, when father returns, 
the police are already taking elias and his 
brother away. The wild odyssey of the fa-
ther, elias, and his little brother, all three 
in female disguise, begins here. on their 
way, they meet locals and become involved 
accidently in their dark life stories. elias 
doesn't speak and copes with his overall 
cynicism through his imagination, but he 
slowly realizes that his father has lost his 
ideals long ago. in an effort to wake the 
sensitive man in his father, elias defies him 
and by doing so gives him a new chance to 
win his son back and complete the journey 
to reunite the family.a 
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CONtaCt dEtaILS
masterfilm
Šumavská 13, 12000
Prague, Czech republic
T: +420 602 630 466
tomas@masterfilm.cz
www.masterfilm.cz

GENrE 
Drama

dIrECtOr 
Tomáš klein

WrItEr
Tomáš klein, katerina Traburová

PrOduCEr 
Tomáš michálek

BudGEt 
€ 783.100

COuNtrY
Czech republic, slovakia

COMPaNY 
masterfilm

 PrOduCtION COMPaNY PrOfILE
masterfilm is an independent production 
company based in Prague and founded 
in 2011. We focus on auteur audiovisual 
art with high ambitions and the potential 
of international overlap and european co-
production. We are interested in projects 
that search for new approaches towards 
audiovisual art – our goal is to provide these 
projects with production conditions that 
do not lead to any creative compromises. 
Today, we rank among the top young-gen-
eration Czech production companies. We 
focus on both young and emerging talents 
and experienced authors with an innova-
tive approach towards film whose talent 
we believe in and trust. This allows us to 
make all possible efforts to fulfil the ambi-
tions of a complex film. We’ve helped make 
films such as Wolf from royal Vineyard 
street (J. nemec), Totally Talking and Bear 
with us (T. Pavlícek), reconstruction (o. 
novák, J. Havlícek) or fruits of Clouds (k. 
karhánková).
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 SYNOPSIS 
1994, georgia. amidst the apathy of a 
post-war city, a teenage boy goga (15) 
spends his days in the streets imitating 
criminals and bullying others. goga seems 
to be destined to join the violent gangland 
culture his classmates aspire to when sud-
denly a far relative appears in his life. gia 
(23), a former mobster and a musician in 
training returns to the city. He sees goga’s 
fascination for street-life and offers him a 
different view of the future by introducing 
goga to his new artistic friends. meanwhile, 
gia’s former gang turns up making claims 
about some unfinished business involv-
ing guns. gia refuses to cooperate and is 
beaten badly. The next day gia takes goga 
to a water canal where he gets rid of a bag 
full of guns, explaining to goga that he has 
now burned all the bridges connecting him 
to his past. on their way back, gia is killed. 
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CONtaCt dEtaILS
Parachute films
10a Chonkadze st., 0105
Tbilisi, georgia
T: +995595911603
parashutki@gmail.com
www.parachutefilms.ge

GENrE 
Coming of age Drama

dIrECtOrS / WrItErS 
konstantine kalandadze, 
ekaterine Chelidze

PrOduCEr 
elene margvelashvili 

BudGEt 
€ 420.000

COuNtrY
georgia

COMPaNY 
Parachute films

 PrOduCtION COMPaNY PrOfILE
Parachute films is an independent film 
production company based in Tbilisi, geor-
gia. The company was founded in 2014 
by a producer-director duo elene margve-
lashvili and konstantine kalandadze. Para-
chute films works with emerging talent and 
seeks to develop, produce and co-produce 
exciting films with contemporary themes 
aimed at international audiences. The play-
ground of Parachute films is a combina-
tion of author-driven and character-driven 
stories with a strong vibe for music. as of 
2020, the company is producing 3 feature 
fiction films, 1 feature documentary and 1 
short documentary. 
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 SYNOPSIS 
Horia, a 17-year-old with his head in the 
clouds, was born and raised in a romanian 
village by his libertine father, PetricČ. after 
graduating high school, his heart is broken 
by the girl he loves madly. on an impulse, 
he secretly borrows his father’s old motor-
cycle to ride it illegally across the country to 
her. The journey doesn’t go as he imagines, 
as many obstacles appear along the way. 
He meets new people, from his father’s 
ex-lover to a travelling circus band, and 
accidentally ends up accompanied for a 
while by stela. she’s a spunky 13-year-old, 
street-smart girl from an underprivileged 
family, and a strong brother-sister bond de-
velops between them. By the end of this 
adventure, Horia gains a different perspec-
tive on life, as he learns to let go of what 
cannot be changed and to enjoy the mo-
ment to the fullest. 
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CONtaCt dEtaILS
microfiLm
23a gramont st., 040182
Bucharest, romania
T: + 4021 252 48 67
carlafotea@gmail.com

GENrE 
road movie

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
ana-maria Comanescu

PrOduCErS 
Carla fotea, ada solomon

BudGEt 
€ 703.000

COuNtrY
romania

COMPaNY 
microfiLm

 PrOduCtION COMPaNY PrOfILE
set up in 2012 in romania by ada and al-
exandru solomon, microfiLm is working on 
local films, international co-productions & 
distribution for features, documentaries & 
short films. it produces works by some of 
the key names of romanian Cinema such 
as radu Jude, alexandru solomon, ivana 
mladenovic and newcomers such as ana-
maria Comanescu, sebastian mihailescu 
and stefan Constantinescu & is involved in 
co-productions of acclaimed directors such 
as Thomas Wasilewski and slobodan sijan. 
The most successful productions include 
radu Jude’s it Can Pass Through the Wall 
(special mention, Quinzaine des realisa-
teurs 2014), ivana the Terrible directed by 
ivana mladenovic (special Jury Prize, Lo-
carno 2019) and the minority co-produc-
tion simple Women, by Chiara malta, lead 
produced by Vivo film italy (Toronto 2019).
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 SYNOPSIS 
anna, a 35-year-old paramedic, lives 
a modest kyiv life with her 10-year old 
daughter katia. one morning anna re-
ceives a call: katia has been hit by a car. 
Behind the wheel is marina - the daughter 
of an influential politician. katia ends up in 
a coma and dies within a month.
marina’s mother has the right connections, 
and so quickly and efficiently she attempts 
to sweep the situation under the rug. The 
grief-stricken anna decides to fight back 
and starts a war against this injustice. While 
everyone around anna thinks it’s hopeless, 
she continues the battle with the courts, 
police and the journalists. Bit by bit anna 
keeps losing and her quest for justice grad-
ually turns into a quest for revenge. HO
W
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CONtaCt dEtaILS
evos film
Peremohy av. 44, 03057 
Dovzhenko national film studio, 
kyiv, ukraine
T: +380 (67) 501 11 87
omatat@evos.kiev.ua
www.evos.kiev.ua

GENrE 
Drama

dIrECtOr 
Christina Tynkevych

WrItErS
serhiy kastornykh, Christina 
Tynkevych, Julia gonchar

PrOduCErS 
olha matat, Veronika stepanchuk 

BudGEt 
€ 450.000

COuNtrY
ukraine

COMPaNY 
evos film

 PrOduCtION COMPaNY PrOfILE
evos film is a kyiv-based production com-
pany with more than 15 years of experi-
ence in film, television and the advertising 
market. The company’s main focus is split 
between creating quality genre productions 
for local audiences while also handpicking 
the most ambitious and passionate direc-
tor talents within the new generation of 
ukrainian auteur filmmakers. at the mo-
ment, evos’s film slate is comprised of four 
projects, both local and international, in 
different stages of development.
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 SYNOPSIS 
nadja and Boris, former activist couple, 
have changed their lives completely. nadja 
works as an assistant in a big corporation 
that is planning to buy a weapons factory 
and turn it into agricultural land. Boris is 
striving to lead the presidential campaign 
for a big tycoon. after nadja is raped by 
a colleague, her and Boris world begin to 
merge. They try to regain their love, bal-
ancing between what they are afraid of and 
what they want. after finding documents 
that can overturn course of the presidential 
campaign and the future of the old weap-
ons factory, nadja tries to save Boris from 
falling into a trap. aware of all the lies, she 
is ready to bring the truth to light. But he 
isn't. Personal, corporate and state inter-
ests are confronted with love and moral 
values. The future of the whole society de-
pends on their individual decisions. Things 
start to spiral out of control.
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CONtaCt dEtaILS
Biberche Productions
Brace Jerkovic 80, 1100
Belgrade, serbia
T: +381652250431
office@biberche.com
www.biberche.com

GENrE 
Drama, Political thriller

dIrECtOr 
nikola Ljuca

WrItErS
Vuk Boškovic, nikola Ljuca, 
staša Bajac

PrOduCErS 
nikolina Vucetic-Zecevic, maja ilic

BudGEt 
€ 950.000

COuNtrIES
serbia, Croatia, france, east 
european countries or scandinavia, 
germany

COMPaNIES 
Biberche Productions
Co-Producers: maXima film, asaP

 PrOduCtION COMPaNY PrOfILE 
Biberche Productions is an independent 
production company established 2007 in 
Belgrade by a couple of film profession-
als with more than twenty years of expe-
rience, producer nikolina Vucetic Zecevic 
and director Dejan Zecevic. The company 
is committed to work with established di-
rectors and emerging talent on a national 
and international level. Company credits 
include the co-productions in THe Dusk 
directed by sharunas Bartas in post-pro-
duction and THe VoiCe by ognjen svilicic 
(Busan iff 2019), afTer THe WinTer 
by ivan Bakrac. recently completed were 
the debut films aJVar by ana maria rossi 
and seConD CHanCe by marija Dzidzeva 
(opening film at skopje ff 2019). further 
award-winning films are THese are THe 
ruLes by ognjen svilicic (Best Director at 
Warsaw iff and Best actor at Venice ff 
2014) and offenDers by Dejan Zecevic 
(Chicago iff 2017, fiPresCi and feD-
eora Jury awards at fesT Belgrade iff 
2018, serbia's official entry for the acad-
emy awards 2018).
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 SYNOPSIS 
alkistis (17) - an obsessed with the past 
teenage girl – is refusing to move on with 
her life after her mother decides to sell their 
family home on the athens riviera. They 
have been running it together as a hostel 
since the untimely death of the father 8 
years ago. During these last summer holi-
days, before her exam results are out, she 
finds refuge in an impasse relationship with 
an older local tourist, math teacher makis 
(32), which spirals into a dangerous obses-
sion only to reach a new point of total soli-
tude. she realises that nobody can escape 
the “riviera” and that palm trees don’t ac-
tually live forever. in the end, daughter and 
mother overcome an idealized past that is 
no longer possible.  
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CONtaCt dEtaILS
studioBauhaus
28 Zaimi street, 10683
greece
T: +30 213 0322117
kvassilaros@studiobauhaus.gr
www.studiobauhaus.gr

GENrE 
girlhood Tragicomedy

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
orfeas Peretzis

PrOduCErS 
konstantinos Vassilaros, 
alexandre gavras  

BudGEt 
€ 887.000

COuNtrY
greece, france

COMPaNIES 
studioBauhaus, kg Productions

 PrOduCtION COMPaNY PrOfILE
studioBauhaus, based in athens and 
founded in 2014, quickly established itself 
as an emerging production company that 
aims to tell stories with a solid narrative for 
international audiences, while working with 
young, promising and established direc-
tors. Vardis marinakis’ recently completed 
sophomore feature Zizotek (2019) pre-
miered at this year’s karlovy Vary iff Com-
petition. araceli Lemos’ debut Holy emy 
(CineLink 2017 winner, eaVe & Ties That 
Bind project) has already secured funding 
from greece and france and is currently 
in production. elina Psykou’s (son of sofia, 
2017) 3rd project Patrimonial fears & other 
symptoms, in development in association 
with Homemade films, was presented at 
Berlin ff’s Co-Pro market. studioBauhaus 
also ran the athens painting-animation stu-
dio for the oscar-nominated Loving Vincent 
(2017). riviera is in financing stage, has al-
ready secured production finding through 
the french-greek mini treaty. it has taken 
part at mfi workshops & miDPoinT fea-
ture Launch, and recently in Crossroads.
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 SYNOPSIS 
aging, lonesome Bela (78) is moved to a 
nursing home against his will by his son, 
where he must spend his days with an im-
pulsive girl Zoe (17) who is sentenced to do 
social work. They both struggle with their 
families: Béla wants to prove to his son that 
he is capable of living independently. Zoe’s 
fear of becoming like her deeply unhappy 
mother is so strong, that she keeps reject-
ing the boy she likes. When Bela decides 
to get out of the home, Zoe embarks on 
a journey with him through the bureau-
cracy of the Hungarian healthcare system 
to prove that he is self-sufficient. The time 
they share and the experiences they en-
counter turns them into allies, enabling 
them to confine in each other. although 
Bela fails his goal, the trust and warmth 
they gain from this friendship enables them 
both to accept reality. 
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CONtaCt dEtaILS
filmfabriq
Veres Palne st. 33., 1054
Budapest, Hungary
T: +3670 235 4023
dreissiger@filmfabriq.hu
www.filmfabriq.hu

GENrE 
Drama, Comedy

dIrECtOr 
Daniel Hever

WrItErS
Zsanett kertesz, Daniel Hever

PrOduCEr 
Laszlo Dreissiger

BudGEt 
€ 450.000

COuNtrY
Hungary

COMPaNY 
filmfabriq

 PrOduCtION COMPaNY PrOfILE
filmfabriq Ltd. was founded, in 2012, pro-
ducing partner Laszlo Dreissiger joined in 
the beginning of 2016.
in 2018 the company took two big steps: 
produced its first feature film and TV movie 
at the same time: the upcoming TV-film for 
academy award winner kristof Deak titled 
Captives and first feature titled impromptu, 
directed by Zoltan nagy, with funding from 
the Hungarian national film fund incuba-
tor Programme. Both films were released in 
november-December, 2019.
other notable recent productions of film-
fabriq include The Three kurtags (in co-
production with france) and the second 
short of kristof Deak, titled Best game ever 
(screened in short shorts Tokyo, Brest and 
interfilm).
about further current projects: nagyka-
racsony directed by Daniel Tiszeker can 
proceed to pre-production, feature docu-
mentary one Boy by alexa Bakony is in 
production. a slate of new exciting projects 
are in development: besides some Birds a 
historical TV series and a youth TV movie.
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 SYNOPSIS 
after the death of her father, ana (41), a 
single woman with vitiligo disease, sudden-
ly faces a series of strange synchronicities. 
Her anthropological research of ancient 
tombstone symbols mysteriously interlaces 
with her life. The pattern of symbols ran-
domly appears around her, in everyday 
objects or city graffiti. ana's anxiety grows. 
as the last member of a once-large family, 
she fights with an identity crisis. after sell-
ing the family apartment, ana heads to her 
father's native village. The last remaining 
villager Jozo (49) takes her up the moun-
tain to the land she has inherited. on their 
way, ana sees mystical stone marks and 
learns that they are signposts indicating a 
passage. suddenly she perceives all signs 
as communication with her ancestors and 
the symbols of the right path. ana regains 
her confidence, moves on with her life and 
finally stops hiding her vitiligo marks, the 
traces of past traumas.
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CONtaCt dEtaILS
kinorama
Šulekova 29, 10000
Zagreb, Croatia
T: + 385 1 231 67 87
ira@kinorama.hr
www.kinorama.hr

GENrE 
Drama with mystical elements

dIrECtOr / WrItEr 
Dubravka Turic

PrOduCErS 
ankica Juric Tilic, ira Cecic 

BudGEt 
€ 1.000.000

COuNtrIES
Croatia, romania, Lithuania, italy

COMPaNY 
kinorama

 PrOduCtION COMPaNY PrOfILE
kinorama is a film production company 
founded by ankica Juric Tilic, Hrvoje 
Pervan and Dragan Juric in Zagreb in 
2003. so far, kinorama has produced 25 
feature-length films, including co-produc-
tions, 25 shorts and three TV series. some 
of the films were top box-office hits in cin-
emas and all of them were screened at fes-
tivals around the world, winning over 300 
awards. kinorama's filmmakers comprise 
established authors and debutants alike. 
special attention is given to the develop-
ment thus kinorama’s projects are regu-
larly presented at production markets and 
developed at film workshops. 
kinorama's latest titles include Quit staring 
at my Plate by Hana Jusic (feDeora award 
for Best european film - Venice Days 2016, 
33 international and national awards, Croa-
tian candidate for the aa) and The High sun 
by Dalibor matanic (Jury Prize - un Certain 
regard, Cannes 2015, LuX Prize nomina-
tion, 30 international and national awards, 
Croatian candidate for the aa).
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first Cut Lab is a programme designed 
for long feature fiction films in editing 
phase. selected producer/director 
teams receive tailor-made advice from 
a consulting editor and expert feed-
back from top international film pro-
fessionals. The main goal is to foster 
the artistic potential of the selected 
rough cuts and, at the same time, to 
increase the sales, festival and circula-
tion potential of the completed films.


